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MOHAMMEDAN SAINTS AND SANCTUARIES 
IN PALESTINE 

T. CANAAN 
(JERUSALEM) 

B. RITES AND PRACTISES 

5. OATHS 
(Co11tinued) 

It is a widespread custom to call on God or a saint to witness 
and attest one's affirmation, or to assert one's innocence. This 
assurance is .given by means of an oath in the name of a holy man, 
generally in his shrine, or in the name of God and in a shrine of 
some weli. Simple oaths in which the name of God alone is used, 
and which may be uttered on any occasion, are innumerable and 
will not be discussed. Simple oaths are so common that they are 
a part of the daily life of a peasant. 1 If he is telling a story or an 

1 I will mention some of the most important simple aqsiim (pl. of qasam) 
which are much used in the daily life of the peasant. They belong to one of the 
following two categories: 

a) The name or an adjective of God, that of a 1celi or a sanctuary are connected 
w~ the oath, 

b) The yamin mentions some natural phenomena. 

The following examples will illustrate both kinds: 

Ad a) 

.u.)\ ._J_,...,) ~, 4,.JJ\, 
.u.)\ ~A yl Lo, .u.J\, 

By God and Mohammed, God's apostle 

By God, and there is no one more powerful 
than God · 

By the life of this branch (stick) and the wor
shipped God and the . Prophet David 

By tho living cross 

By the truth of the Mohnmmednn direction of 
prayer 

1 
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adventure and finds it necessary to emphasize a point, because some 
one may doubt his statement, he says u-baqq el-!f a<,lr el-AJJ<!,ar inni 
ru,bt udjit, "By the truth (of the existence) of St. George I went 
and came (back)." Or, ,,By the truth and honor of the Prophet 

~ I L~ la. ·· By the truth of this church and those (i. e. saints) 
- ' ·· ~' abiding in it 

Ad b) 

By the door of this East (i. e. by the direction 
of the sunrise) which is the prayer direction 
of the Christiana (the direction of burying 
Christian dead). 

~I, By the Ka'beh 

~,,..WI ~1, By the honourable church of the Nativity 

u=.-al.l_, By the Qoran 

~ I 4, By the beard of the Prophet 

~_,,.J-1 ~la, ~-Y. ~., 
• l.c:.-?) ~UJ 

By the truth of this sun's disk (lit. small eye) 
which ia going down in the west in obedience 
to her Lord 

y}..;:..lla, •~ By the life (here: existence) of this moustache 

~1, ~\ • ~1 J~I ii½-_, By the existence of the water which purifies the 
living and the dead 

wl_,..,. •• .11, ~:Jl+I :Sl11 •½-, By the existence of the flowing water and the 
. ··4 WI high heavens 

, ,~ w 11\ • _...!,IL.. •L.... By the existence of this tree which drinks with "":"".} • I.:!"' r.- - , 
1 • • w ft 1. " its root, and which praises its Lord 
--) ~, -~ O"" 

~\ _F)II .1.~LA ~, By the existence of this green carpet which 
t.;.;,.,..i. t...._,.;.. .J>J'll\ O"" eJ-l> grew dumb and deaf (i. e. quietly) from the 

earth 

By the truth of the One who knows bow many 
leaves there are on this tree, and how many 
hair■ on this animal. (The person while uttering 
this oath points to a tree and to an animal) 

Some of theae formulae were taken from the written notes of my father. 
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Moses I .. . "1 These oaths are made in any place and need not be 
restricted to a sanctuary. It is customary to use the. name of a local 
or an important outside weli. All oaths made in a mosam of a 
saint, or in the neighbourhood of a sanctuary are performed in the 
name of the respective weli or prophet. 

More important are oaths made in the shrine itself. The causes 
for such an act are either major or minor ones. When a man is 
accused of having stolen something, but no direct proofs can be 
brought, he is asked by the accuser to go to a weli and swear his 
innocence. The accused, followed by the accuser, enters the shrine. 
The former lifts up his hands and says: "By God, the Great 
(Almighty) 2 One who has no greater Power above Him, I have not 
stolen, nor even seen this she-mule, nor do I know who has taken 
her."3 The accuser must content himself with the oath and is 
regarded as having lost the case. The accuser may not trouble 
himself and the accused to go in such a case to a sanctuary. The 
accused may be allowed to turn his face in the direction of the 
appointed weli and swears to his innocence with uplifted hands. 

The principle elryamzn 'ala niyet elrm~1allif, "the oath is (to be 
fulfilled) according to the intention (resolution) of the one who 
requires the oath (from the other)", has two meanings. First that 
the accuser has the right to appoint the sanctuary, the time and 
sometimes the part . of the sanctuary on which the accused must 
place his hand while swearing (the tomb, the mibrab, the Qoran, 
etc.). In the second place the oath given by the accused is explained 
in the sense intended by the accuser. Wording which may express 
the truth only externally, but be essentially untrue, is a false oath. 
For example A is accused by B of having stolen his mare from the 
closed stable where it was fastened. A was actually the thief, having 
stolen the mare in company with C, B's servant. C opened the 
stable, untied the mare and led it outside the premises of B where 
A was awaiting him. A then galloped off with it, and after selling 
the mare gave C his share. B suspects A and asks him to swear. 

t Udjiih en-nabi Musa ... 
2 This is sometimes repeated three times. 

, )I, 4,..:.:i.,..-; )I_ ~LA ijl ~ 6..M ~I Lo ~1, ~\ ....u1, 
LA,J..:,;.I ..:.r.:-" ~ )I, 4.3..;.,.;.1 . 
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The latter says: "By God, the Almighty, I never entered the premises, 
unlocked the stable, untied the mare or took it away." His oath is 
literally true, and B is obliged to accept it, but since he tried to 
cheat through the wording of the oath, God and the saint will 
punish him most severely. When the accused is ritually clean he 
enters the shrine, or i£ not he stands outside the door of the sanct
uary, facing the interior, and performs his oath. In the case of a 
holy cave one stands on the door. Many Bedouin of Transjordania 
step over the tomb of the weli (yufsuq_) and then swear. They think 
that the saint, who is already irritated by the contemptuous act of 
stepping over his tomb, will act the Jaster in punishing the accused 
if he has given a false oath. 

If the accused is guilty, but does not dare to acknowledge bis 
fault openly, and is at the same time afraid of perjury, he may get 
out of his difficulty in the following way, told me by ~ofiya of 
furmus'aiya. The accused wears bis garment turned inside out, 
fastening in it seven needles and carrying three silver bracelets in 
his pocket. All this is done secretly. With this protection he 
believes that no harm will befall him, even if he swears a false 
oath. He intends by such an act to acknowledge secretly to the 
man of God that he has committed the fault, but promises him to 
return the stolen things secretly or by some intermediary. 

When an accuser loses his case by a false oath of the accused, 
he tries to provoke the anger of the saint, believing that he can 
thus hasten the punishment of bis guilty opponent. There are dif
ferent modes of provocation. He may hold with both hands the 
two ends of a mat of the sanctuary and swaying it up and down, 
thus shaking its dust on the accused, say: nO my Lord, 0 Sef ed
Din; get Jne my right from this lying scoundrel." Sometimes the 
mats of the shrine are turned over with the words: "l turn the 
mats of el-ij:auwa~ ove1· on you, 0 scoundrel." 1 The mats remain 
upside down until a passer-by or the qaiym turns them back. 
Generally, however, they are not touched, until the person who in 
this way besought the saint for justice turns them over again himself. 
This is done when the relati~es of the person who made a false 
oath beg for it. Turning the mats upside down is supposed to 

I Qalabt 'alek [lu~ el-Uauw6.f ya iiilim. 
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transfer the anger of the saint to the guilty person. These two acts, 
which are known as qalb el-ltUIJUr may be performed .not only when 
a person has perjured himself, but also whenever a person is unjustly 
oppressed. All believe that these acts will stimulate the saint to 
react at once in favor of the oppressed person.I In some parts the 
oppressed person goes to the sanctuary, and lying on the floor ccvers 
himself with a mat, or he places the sweepings of the shrine on the 
tomb. Both these acts are believed to ir.ritate the saint, who will 
at once protect the one who has been maltreated.2 

When au innocent person is accused and is thus forced to swear 
he feels himself injured by the suspicion directed at him, and tries 
in one of the following ways to make the saint avenge him. He 
throws a small handful (half or a quarter of a full hand) of q$arah 3 

on his opponent and says: Yaminak yiqlih 'alek, "(the result of) the 
oath (which you have forced me to make) shall return upon you." 
The accuser answers 4 "it will return on the liar." 5 Others take 
stones or earth and throw them on the grave or on the maqam, 
thus arousing the spirit of the holy man to keep his maqam holy 
and clear of false accusations.6 

Exceedingly rare is the custom of going to a sanctuary and binding 
on the headstone (~ibeh) a piece of cloth belonging to the oppressed 
person with the words tur ya Madjij;ub fi fulan illli ?alamni, "Attack 
So and So, who has oppressed me, 0 M." This custom is practiced, 
as far as I know, only by women of Der Ghassaneh. 7 

A last resort to show one's innocence and demand revenge from 
God is to turn a m~l1af (Qoran) upside down, saying to the accuser: 
haiy qalbet m(1:$?1af 'alek, "Behold a Qoran is turned on you." 

While the ~imple oaths (yman 'urq,ah) for small crimes which we 

have treated may be made at any weli, more solemm ones (yman 

I Der Ghassnneh. 
2 Both these customs I heard from people of Abi't Gh6ii. 
s Q~ii,·ah is the plaster coating of the walls of ·the rooms. 
• Arab. yiqlib ala l-ka<]ib. 
• The accuser and accused, who came the same way, return separately by 

different roads. 
1 If the accused is a descendant of a saint and is innocent, he tries io irritate 

the saint by pntting filth on the tomb or by shouting that the saint is asleep, 
powerless or indifferent (cf. 1 Kings 18 11). 

7 Heard from 0. el-BarghuU. 
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mughalla?) for major crimes like murder,' rape 2 and hadjseh a have 
to be performed in the shrine of an important saint. Man~ur of 
Lifta. assured me that a weli bi'§r (or nizq), "a nervous, irritable 
weli" should be chosen, since he will punish a liar at once. 4 In such 
important cases it is not the accuser, but the judge who orders that 
such an oath be made in case no absolute proofs can be brought 
of the defendant's guilt. The judge-if he is unable to go himself
sends representatives to report the result. The oath of the accused 
must be seconded by a notable and sanctioned by three others. 5 

We have seen that all oaths, taken in a sanctuary, are made in 
the name of God and not in that of a prophet. The name of the 
latter may be mentioned in some cases after that of God, but no 
important oath is ever made in the name of a saint alone. Fridays 
and Mondays are generally chosen for an important oath. The latter 
day is selected because it is said that the Prophet was born on a 
Monday. 

The material given in the foregoing section shows the great honour 
and fear of the saints. Few indeed dare to make a false oath in a 
shrine, for the vengeance of the saints is most severe. This revenge 
may show itself in him, his family, his property, or his animals. 
Story after story is told to illustrate this point. In some cases-as 
with el-weli Sha.b ed-Din of f;laffa-the man of God marks the houses 
of those who make a false oath. Early in the morning they may 
find the corpse of some animal in front of the door. If no such a 
thing is found, everybody knows that the oath was a true one. 

6. vows 
The practice of incurring voluntary obligations to a deity on 

fulfilment of certain conditions; such as deliverance from disease, 
death, or danger, success in enterprises, bestowal of an heir, and 
the like, is of extremely ancient date and common in all systems of 
religion. There are many references in the Bible dealing with vows, 

t Ar. damm. 
2 Ar. 'art!,. 
1 Ar. /1adjseh is the entrance of a respectable house by a stranger, either for 

robbery or for adultery. 
' All those I asked corroborated thia statement. 
• See also 0. el-Barghut.i's paper, JPOS II, 51. 
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which fact shows us how widespread this practice was. The prophet 
Mohammed gave some rules concerning it in the Qoran, as well as 
in the l;Iadit. Vows as they are performed at present have kept 
most of their ancient features. 1 This custom is still found among 
the peasants as well as among the town-dwellers, among Moham
medans and Christians, rich and poor. All believe in its necessity, 
its efficacy and its sure blessing. Every difficulty or misfortune in 
the daily life of the Oriental brings him nearer to his God and to 
the saints. And holding that these holy men are nearer God than 
himself, and nearer him than God is, he believes that they are able 
to help him. He tries to get their protection, favour and help; 
and believes that he will be more successful if the saints are rewarded 
by him. Therefore he promises one or more saints an offering, to 
be given in his or their names and in their honour. 

Opportunities for making vows are innumerable: in sickness, in 
the case of the journey of a friend, when bad news about an absent 
member of the family is received, when a woman is barren, during 
a bad agricultural year, in the face of impending danger, repeated 
loss of children, difficult labour, infectious disease of cattle, etc. 
Among all these causes sickness is the most important and most 
vows are paid in connection with it. Many saints are called upon 
for help. The father, mother, wife, brothers, sisters, children, other 
relations or even friends of the sick make the vows. Usually each 
of them calls on a different saint, thus ensuring the help of all the 
most important saints. In case the condition of the sick men allows, 
he himself will promise an offering. The value of the offering varies 
more or less aqcording to the importance of the sick person in the 
family. The father, husband or the only son are generally the most 
privileged in this respect. The wife, daughters, or old women of 
the family come last. I witnessed the following occurrence which 
illustrates the above excellently, as described in Aberglaube, p. 70. 
AM Amin el-BetO.ni, the eldest member of his {tfl,mftleh 2 fell sick 
with pneumonia. He had such-a severe relapse that the course of 
the disease was greatly prolonged. When one day his condition got 

·1 .Kahle, PJB VIII, pp.148ff.; Canaan, Abergla11be, pp. 70ff.; Jaussen, Doutte, 
Curtiss, passim. 

2 Ham{Ueh is the uramily" in the wide sense, almost "clan," while the narrower 
meani:.ig is expressed by '_e/eh. 
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very critical and I explained the matter to his brothers and relatives, 
one of his brothers vowed that he would give thirty francs 1 worth 
of candles to the sanctuary of Abraham (Hebron), to the Mosque 
of Omar (Jerusalem), and to Moses. At the same time he begged 
the Almighty God to heal his brother and to inflict the disease 
instead upon his own young son, who was eight months old.2 He 
was even ready to lose his child, if the Almighty would save his 
brother.3 A second brother vowed a <l,b'i/1ah for the weli Zetun 
(Betunia.), and a second sheep as a fat(1ah (picnic) for his friends 
and relatives. The wife promised Nebi $amwyl a sheep, while tho 
sick man himself promised to offer a sheep and a "basket" of rice' 
to Abraham. The other relatives made smaller vows. Accordiug 
to Palestinian Arabic belief God is the Almighty One, who stands 
higher than all saints. If He chooses He is able to do every thing, 
possible · and impossible. This is the Qoranic teaching. But the 
saints are preferred. They are easier of access and stand nearer to 
men-as they all were once human beings. At the same time they 
know human needs, ailments and weaknesses very well. Therefore 
the belief in them and the fear of them has spread so widely among 
the Palestinians that gradually they have taken the place of God. 
People look at them as minor deities, nor do I doubt that in many 
places superstition has elevated them to a rank equal to that of 
God. This is the reason why nearly all vows are ma.de to saints 
and not to God. The number of saints to whom vows are brought 
is innumerable. Generally the local welis are preferred, but very 
often others are thought of, either because they are prophets and 
thus favourites of the Almighty , or because they have gradually 
gained through their miracles the complete confidence of the peasants. 
Even in one and the same village, where there are several awliyii, 
one of them enjoys the greatest popularity, since he is believed to 

1 Twenty francs or one pound are called nerali or lerah. The dillerence between 
a Ii'rench, an English, an Egyptian or a Turkish pound is expressed by nddiog 
the name of the nation, fransmoiyeh, ingliz'iyeh. 

2 The baby fell sick a few days later.-The mother snid bilb es-sama kan maflii(I, 
"the gate of heaven was open," i. c., when ·the father expressed his wish (iod 
henrd it at once. Thia idiom is always used when a desire is quickly fnlfllled. 

3 Such a desire ia not called a ni<Jr, hut a Ila '11el1 (n curse). 

' Qu/fet ruzz = 100 kg (33 rnm. 
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be more powerful than the others. Thia is why, inspecting several 
shrines of the same locality, we observe that some are cleaner, better 
kept and richer than others. Besides the great prophets, like Moses, 
Abraham, David, Christ, Rftbin (Reuben), Samuel, ~ii.lel;i, etc., who 
are more highly thought of than the rest, there are some wel'i.s like 
the Badriyeh, Salman el-Farsi, el-Qatritwani, 1 etc., who enjoy a wide 
reputation. 

Some saints do not like to see a woman entering their sanctuaries 
even to fulfil a vow made in their name. This is especially true of 
Mar S£tba. Some women of the Greek Church therefore never make 
offerings to him, since be will not allow any of them to enter his 
sanctuary. The following story will illustrate this belief.2 A Russian 
lady, who had offered him a golden lamp, wished to bring it herself. 
She wore male clothes, entered the church of the convent unrecog
nized and placed the lamp in front of his picture. Some unseen 
power threw the lamp a.way and spilled the oiL Every time the 
lamp was replaced, it was thrown still further a.way. The astonished 
raiys (head of the convent), who observed all what was happening, 
searched for the reason, and as soon as he found out that the offerer 
was a distinguished woman, he begged her to leave the convent, 
assuring her that MfLr Saba does not accept any offerings from 
women, but even prohibits females from entering the convent. 3 

Vows are not only made to sanctuaries where a maqam and a 
tomb are found, but every other shrine combination which we have 
studied enjoys this privilege. Naturally what is vowed to these 
shrines-stones, caves, trees, springs, etc.- is as a rule much inferior 
to what is offered to the anbiya. Offerings to supposed holy stones, 
trees, waters, etc., are another connecting link with primitive religions. 

1 El-Qatrawa.ni is situateu on the top of a mountain, amidst a small group 
of oak trees, which grow between the remains of a .ruin, with several cisterns. 
The shrine is composed of one room with two domes. 'rhe shrine is composed 
of one room with two domes. The tomb is supposeu to be in o: cave below the 
builuing. A heap of lid (see below) was placed in the N. E . corner of the room. 
To the west of the sanctuary one finds the tomb of his servant. 

2 Related to me by Imm Elias of Jerusalem. 

3 Therefore the women of the Greek Orthodox congregation work on his feast 
day, saying that since he uoea not like them they will not honour him, 
't1mruli la t' aiyad. 
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Vows may even be made to living persons. Generally these 
priviliged men belong to one of the following classes: 

1. The descendants of a holy man. A thorough examination 
of the present awliya shows that some of them are recent and that 
their descendants are still living. Cases in point are badj 'Obeid, I 
'Abdallah 2 and irdjal $ufah.3 To the living sons of the awliya 
simple things are promised (tunbalc, 4 djadjih, 5 tBb, 6 etc.). 

2. ,~el:Js of a tariqah or who are considered as especially pious, 
as ei-selJ AbO. }:Ialaw,. 

3. Servants of a shrine or a priest. Vows of this class are 
especially made by Christians. The following case illustrates this 
type. A man of Djifna whose son was sick vowed: "0 St. George, 
if my child gets well I shall offer curtains 7 (lit. cloths) for your 
church and a vestment for the priest."s 

4. To mentally abnormal men. In 'En 'Arik there used to live 
an insane 9 man who was silent most of the time and walked only 
backwards. Not only the inhabitants of this village but also those 
of the' surrounding places considered him a weli. They thought that 
by his behaviour one could foretell the future of the village. If he 
shouted during the night, rain fell, and if he ran aimlessly to and 

1 In 'En Karim. The maqilm, which is at the same time a djiimi' with a 
medaneh, is inside the village. Adjacent to the shrine there is a fruit garden. 
Anybody who takes a cutting from these trees and plants it, finds that it will 
not grow. 

1 West of ei-i2a Ghet (near Der Ghassaneh). His maqam was originally a 
cave which was changed into a small room with cloisters in front. The tomb of 
his wife (es-Slii.giyeb) is beside bis. His family all belong to Dftr Mustafa Saniur 
(0. S. Barghuii). 

3 The maqiim is situated on the top of a bill to the west of Der Gbassimeh, 
and contains three tombs for the male (el-Madj\lub, lbr5.bim and 'Ali) and two 
female (daughters of el-Madjgub) descendants. Outside the maqam there are 
four other tombs, one for ei-seaah l;l:llJ:iah and the other for her maid Hanur. 
I owe this information to 0. S. BarghuU. 

' Tobacco used in the argileh. 

• A hen. 
o A cloth. 
7 The "curtain" is a thin (if possible a silky) cloth which is• bung over the 

pictures. 
I It is the official suit carried by the priest in the church. 
t Eight years ago he was living; I do not know whether he is still alive. 
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fro they knew that ljaiyiileh 1 "gendarmerie" were approaching the 
village to collect the taxes. Women used to vow him a hen in 
case one of their family was sick. A few hairs of this saint's head 
were always taken when the hen was presented, and with these hairs 
the patient was fumigated.2 

Sometimes vows are made to objects or places which are not 
connected with a known saint. As soon as a spontaneous, miraculous 
sign is supposed to have been observed by someone, the place is 
regarded as inhabited by some supernatural power, probably pious 
men of unknown origin (~ullM) to whom vows may then be made. 
The following example is a good illustration of this. To the left of 
the carriage road 3 leading from Jerusalem to Kolonia and opposite 
the last house of Lifta (situated some distance from the main village 
and directly below the carriage road) there is a cave in which some 
peasants of Lifta' used to live during the summer months. During 
its stay in this cave the family lost one member after the other. 
Once the father of the family noticed a mysterious light in the cave, 
which made clear to him that this place was inhabited by some 
superhuman power who had punished him for having defiled its 
habitation. At once he moved from the spot and vowed to offer a 
sheep and to light an oil lamp once a week. 5 

There is another set of vows which have no connection with the 
types described hitherto, in which offerings are made to objects 
which are not associated with any holy man, holy place or sacred 
object. The best illustration is the following custom: Sterile women 
who go to the mosam of el-1;1.usen, near Ascalon, take a bath in the 
sea and promise: "If I become pregnant, 0 sea, I shall kill a sheep 
in your honour."s In the mosam of the next year a woman who had 
received th<l blessing of motherhood kills the sheep on the shore, in 

1 People were very much frightened when gendarmerie came to a village, 
since the soldiers gathered the taxes heartlessly, imposing many unnecessary 
expenses upon the villagers. · · 

2 Cf. Aberglaube, p. 72, n. 5. 
3 The place is called el-]:lomeh. 
, The same family which lives now in the house opposite the cave. 
1 The same may be said about es-~el! ];lusen (near ed-J;)ahriyeh) where one 

night a light was observed under the aidr tree. At once the tree was regarded 
as growing in the site of a ,ueli and a small maqam was built. 

o In fibilt ya bafii- la-a,Jba[llak bari'lf. 
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such a way that the blood flows into the sea, and throwing the 
saqat' of the sheep into the sea she exclaims:2 "Take your vow, 0 
sea." 3 Although such customs are really very rare, they carry us 
back to past ages when the sea wa.s honoured and worshipped as a 
divinity. 

A connecting link between the two last antagonistic groups, i. e., 
between objects and places which have no religious tinge at all, 
and those which are directly connected with saints, are places where, 
according to local belief, denish music or prayers have been heard, 
a greenish light seen, or burning incense smelled. The discoverer 
of such a place makes the first vow. A good illustration of this 
belief is given ·by the story of Djum' ah (above pp. 59 f). 

In closing this section we may draw attention to the two following 
points: 

1. In many cases vows are made to God without mentioning any 
saint. 4 "If my child gets well, 0 God, I shall slay a sheep for you." 
In such a case the sheep may be slain in any place and the meat 
be given to the poor. Vows to God are becoming Jess and less 
frequent. 

2. Most of the Mohammedans I asked, assured me that it is an 
irreligious act to make a vow in the name of a saint. Every thing 
comes from the Almighty and must be offered therefore in his name. 
lll?, lnyajer la-wali min dfm gikr allah $drat gbibtu fti$eh, "Whoever 
makes a vow to a weli without mentioning God, his sheep becomes 
a carcass." A dead beast is, of course, not accepted either by God 
or by a saint, and should not be eaten by men.a The only correct 
formulas are of the following type: in ta,b ibni ya allah ilak ya 
!Jauwtl$ .. . ,. "If my child gets well, 0 God, you will hate, 0 
JJauw~ ... " This principle is followed more rigidly by the Bedouin 
tban by the peasants, as is well illustrated in the formula recited 
when a gb1}1ah is killed by a Bedouin. He says: minnak u ilak y{J, 

I Saqa# means the head, intestines, extremities, lungs and other internal organs. 
It will he described more fully later on. 

2 If od nidrak ya ba!1r. 
a Cf. A. berglaube, pp. 75, 76. 

, In /ab ibni y{i. nlliih la-ndba[,lak ~aruf . 

• Qoran. 
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all,ah, adjr u tawab I la-saiydna Miisa allah al,bar, "It is from Thee 
and to Thee, 0 God; reward and recompense for our lord Moses; 
God is great." 2 This is a religious rule, but popular religion is in 
many ways hostile to the religion of the Qoran and the Bible. 

The formulas used in making a vow are different. Usually the 
word ni4r, "vow," is used: niqrim 'alaiy ya nabi Mftsa in fiib ibni 
la-aqaddimlak 7Jarf1f, "A vow (is) upon me, 0 prophet Moses; if my 
son gets well I shall offer you a sheep." The word ni4r may be 
omitted: "0 my lady Badriyeh, I owe you a jar of oil, if my son 
returns healthy from America." A third form is: in tab alJiiy la
aif,wilak sam' ah fftluh ya !Ja<.lr el-Al3<J,ar, "If my brother is cured I 
will light you, 0 .IJaqr el-Ahc_Iar, a candle of his length."3 

All these vows are known officially as nqftr muqaiyadeh, 4 "bound 
vows," i. e., vows bound. by a condition, which must be executed. 
There are vows belonging to another class, namely, nuqu.r mutlaqal1, 
"free (general) vows," in which no condition binds the fulfilment of 
the vow: ilak 'alaiy ya rasill allah an ll$1im sahren, "l impose upon 
myself for _thy sake, 0 Apostle of God, the obligation of fasting two 
months.'' In some parts of Palestine special expressions are used 
when vowing an animal; they will be described below. A beautiful 
formula is expressed in the following verse, which is recited by a 
mother visiting St. George's church with her two children, and asking 
him to keep them alive: 

Ya !Ja1_lr el-Aly.J,ar 'alek el-yam tereni 
wa~tad imreiy§ u wabad imkaMal el-'eni 
niqrun 'alaiya in 'Mft hal-itneni 
la-a@a~i d,abai~i u aqaddim lal-lf a<_lr dent~ 

0 ijagr Ever Green, two birds come to you; 
The one with feathers (i. e., well-grown), the other with darkened 

eyes (i. e., still very young). 

1 These two words well express a very important fact in dabliy?i, namely, that 
they are made for the benefit of the saint to whom they are offered. 

2 Heard from a Bedouin of the 'Idwan tribe . . 
3 At times a very indefinite promise is made: ilak 'alaiy yli mlir Mi!Jli'yl in 

mil£ ibni illi bi!fl:la' min nafsi, "l vow to you, 0 St. M., if my son walks, what 
I will give you." 

• Ibn Rusd, Bidliyatu l-Mudjtahid ua Nihayatu l-Muqtafid, vol. I, pp. 341, etc. 
a Bet Djain. 
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I take as a vow upon myself, if these two remain alive, 
I shall offer sacrifices and pay my dues to :ijaq.r. 1 

Another verse of this sort used also by Christians is: 

Ya 'Aqra Mariam barir er Sam zunnarik 
niqrun 'alaiya in adju l•ghuyab la-a~dadjik.2 

0 Virgin Mary, the silk of Damascus (I will give as) your belt; 
I vow that if those absent come back, I shall need you (i. e., I shall 

fulfil my promise). 

At times the person who is in great difficulty goes to a sanctuary, 
prays with devotion, begs for help, makes a vow and writes it on 
the wall of the shrine. In this way he binds himself doubly, while 
the weli is reminded continually by the writing. In the maqam of 
eHelj 'Okaseh I found the following writing, which is an excellent 
illustration of this custom: "l intrust to this place my testimony, 
that there is no God but Allah and Mohammed is God's apostle. 
0 my lord 'Okaseh, if Al_imad the son of .ijadidjeh the son of 
Zakaria goes out of the jail wit" God's help and your help, I will 
bring to you, 0 my lord 'O. three oqiyeh (ca. 750 gm.) of oil, and 
I shall come to visit you. Pray to your God (to hear my prayer), 
0 my lord 'O ... " · 

In offering the promised vow one of the following expressions may 
be used: adjak ni,qrak ya ... , "Your vow has come to you, 0 ... ;" 
ljot;l rJ.,bi~1tak ya ... , "take your sacrifice, 0 ... ;" haiy fam' talc ya ... , 
"Here is your candle, 0 . .. " 

Vows may be made at any time. In some parts the night is 
chosen (Beni Zed).3 Thus a woman, whose child is dangerously ill, 
and who is therefore in great anxiety, chooses the night, if possible 

1 Another verse which is more a prayer than a vow is: 
ya alla/1 ya saiyd 

2 Bet Djala. 

wil-walad ufieiyd 
. tiniil lna waladnii 

zaiy nia nalalt el-1:f.a~ra min yad el-kuffdr. 
0 God, 0 Lord, 
The boy is the only son ; 
Deliver u1 our son, 
As you delivered el-ij:a~ra from the hands of the infidels. 

3 This belief is sometimes also found in othe1· parts' or· Palestine. 
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shortly after midnight. She goes out of the house to speak directly 
with her God. Uncovering her chest, 1 and lifting up her arms she 
makes a vow. Sometimes she goes entirely naked 2 and implores the 
Almighty or some saint for help, promising him an offering. It is 
believed that at such a time-when all human beings are at rests
the angels fill the atmosphere and hear human wishes better than 
in the day time. 4 They carry them to heaven at once and bring 
them to the desired saint, 5 

Whoever makes a vow must keep it: lcullu niqrin far<!,, "every 
vow is an obligation." Both Bible 6 and Qoran 7 give special rules 
for the fulfilment. The sooner a promise is carried out the better. 
The saints sometimes remind a man who has not kept his promise. 
A peasant promised ~-~e[i Ibrahim s an offering. As a long period 
passed without an attempt on the part of the man to carry out his 
obligation, the saint appeared to him in a dream and warned: "Pay 

_your vow at once; if you are unable to do all that you have promised, 
bring part of it." Generally the awlia are not so gracious, but are 
greatly irritated by such conduct and will punish the culprit severely. 
A woman vowed to give ~-selJ J;lusen 9 an offering and did not 
keep her word. The angry weli threw a bannay 10 on her and she 
had a miscarriage. Some think that saints try to remind a man 
who has not fulfilled his promise in a gentle, but sometimes also in 
a severe way. Thus when the clothes of a person are caught in 

t A. sign of humiliation. 
2 The strongest sign of humiliation. 
3 Even nature and some spirits are thought to sleep during the night; there

fore a person should never drink from standing water without first saying: 
itnabbah'i ya 111oiy ma wirdik illiJ. l-' a~iin, "Wake up, 0 water, only the thirsty 
one bas approached you to drink." 

, 1t is said that the noise of human beings disturb, the angels, therefore the 
night-prayer ia the one beat heard. 

1 Some days are always preferred to others for prayer,, vows, etc. Among 
them are lelatu 1-Qadr, lelat 'A.re.fat, l. 'A.iiurah, etc. (tUe/J 'A.bd el-Madjid 'A.li, 
At-Tu!ifatu l-Marl}iyah fii·A!Jbar el-Maqdisiyah, :p, 50). 

a Num. 8 12-1a, ao a; Dent. 26 n; Pa. 22 M, 50 H, 66 n, 116 Hand 1e. 
1 Surah V, l; IX, 76. 
• This weli is the brother of eUeh Su'eb, Both have their ahrines near Bet 

Djibrin, Ibriihim is situated in a ruin bearing his name. Quite near to him ia. 
JJirbet Santa ];Ianni.. 

• In 'En 'A.rik,. the spring near hia shrine bears hia name. 
to A. large unhewn atone (lit. an unhewn stone which can be used in building). 
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thistles or if he gets sick, he may be asked by his friends, 1 "Have 
you bound yourself by a promise, which you have not yet fulfilled?" 2 

It is often posssible-in case a man is unable to fulfil his promise 
exactly-to change some part of it or to substitute another for it. 
If for example, somebody vows a. sheep, it is of course preferable to 
l!acrifice it at the saint's shrine, but if he is unable to go himself 
he may send money to the qaiym or to a friend, who will buy the 
animal and offer it in his name. The sheep may even be slain in 
the village in the name of the prophet. 

Or in case a woman promises to walk barefoot to a sanctuary 
and tries to do it but is unable to continue the journey for some 
physical reason, she may be released of her promise by doing some
thing else, or by offering a sum of money in the name of the saint, 
giving it to the poor or depositing it at the shrine. The prophet 
Mohammed is reported to have said: 3 11"\Vhoever promises to walk 
to a place and cannot do it, is not permitted to fulfil his vow."~ 

Whenever a. person can not fulfil his vows, he goes to a. selJ and 
asks for advice; he is generally told how to change his vow and 
what to offer as a. substitute. It is a. wide-spread belief among people 
of Palestine that, while every niqr may be replaced by another, a 
vow of fasting a certain number of days or weeks (besides Ramacj.an) 
can not be changed. This vow can not be "bought" 5 in any way. 

· According to the regulations of the Old Testament every vow could 
be changed to payment of money except a sacrificial animaL 6 

It very often happens that during the fulfilment . tif a promise one 
binds himself to continual offerings. A father promised the prophet 
Moses once that if his only son, who was badly sick, should get well 

t An accident is believed to be a particularly strong reminder. 
2 Every on".l who is reminded in one of the above mentioned ways will at once 

say: liizim ni4rak y~alak ya ... , •Your vow, 0 .•. will surely reach you." 
s The Mohammedan theologians have discussed the subject of vows very 

minutely in their books. I shall mention only the following question which may 
happen often in the daily life. la a person allowed to bind himself to abstain 
from allowed things (mubii[iiit)? Yes, is the answer, except that the matrimonial 
duties should never be· neglected. 

• Man ,uuJara an yamn limahallin walan yasta!i an yaqama bihi fala yadjazu 
an yukmila nigruhu maJyan. . 

1 Often the expression •bought," iltara, is used; iltara nigruh ilm1it qirl, 
"he bought his vow with 100 piastres," i. e., he offered this sum instead of his vow. 

• See Zeller, Bibliachu Worterbuch I, 453. · 
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he would give him a sheep. While the father-after the recovery 
of the child-was offering the sheep at the shrine of the prophet, 
he exclaimed, 1 "Here is your vow, 0 Interlocutor of God, and if you 
keep my son well I vow you a sheep every year." Not only Moham
medans but also Christians may bind themselves in such a way. 

Most of the vows are not expensive, but some are really costly. 
A man of Abo. Dis who fell sick during his stay in America and 
became badly ill, vowed: 2 "If I return to my family in perfect health, 
0 God, I shall build a minaret for the mosque of my village." He 
got well and as soon as he returned to his country he built the 
minaret in question.3 Another more expensive promise was that of 
a ~elJ of the family el-Imam (Jerusalem).' During his last sickness 
he promised: ,,If I get well, 0 Prophet of God (Mohammed), I will 
build a djiirni' with a minaret. But in case I die I beg you, 0 my 
relatives, to clothe forty orphans in my name." 

The things which may be vowed are so numerous that it appears 
impracticable to give them in one list. They may be divided· accord
ing to the sort of vows into 1. material offerings,• and 2. work 
promised. But a better classification is the following, which arranges 
them according to their purposes: 

1. Things which serve directly f~r the upkeep of the maqiim 

a) Offerings which serve to preserve and to beautify the sanctuary 
b) Material for repairs 
c) Personal work 

2. Vows of food made in the name of a saint and offered (mostly) 
in his shrine. The shrine derives no direct benefit from the 
offering, but the poor receive a part in most cases 

a) Animal sacrifices 
b) Qurban, walimeh lil-liih 
c) Meatless food 

1 Haiy ni4rak ya Kalim Alliih " ilak 'alaiy kvU ,aneh ~araf in ~aUetli ibni 
taiyb. 
• 2 In irdji't bi1-1alameh la-'yiili yil Allah la-abni medaneh ladjamt baladi. 

> The story was told me by his cousin. 
' See Aberglavbe, p. 74. 
• It should be noted that although most of the things found in a shrine are 

donations having their origin in vows, there are still otheT things which were 
the property of the ·•~ himself. The rosary and the spear belong to thia category. 
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3. Offerings given to needy persons in the name of the weli 
a) Poor, sick, rarely for hospitals 
b) Orphans and widows 
c) Prisoners 

4. Religious vows 

5. Bodily chastisements and vows to be fulfilled on the body of 
the vower or the person vowed for 

6. Vows having no connection at all with any holy person or 
shrine, and not made for the poor 

7. Offerings for the dead 

I. Things which serve for the upkeep of the maqam 

Things vowed and offered to a saint which serve directly for the 
upkeep, decoration or repair of the shrine, make by far the greatest 
number of all vows. Most of the offerings which belong to this 
group are so simple and cheap that even the poorest peasant is able 
to offer something. This is the reason for their popularity. 

a) Offerings which are used to maintain and to beautify the shrine 

The two most important elements of this category-oil and 
incense-enjoy now, as among the ancient Orientals, a special favour. 
Olive oil is vowed and offered more than anything else. Peasants 
and townsmen, Christians and Mohammedans, rich and poor vow oil, 

' and it may be offered to any sort of sanctuary. The olive tree 
-'fadjaret en-nur, 1 "the tree of light," as it is called in the Qoran
is i:egarded as holy. It shows its supernatural power by its animation. 
The best example of this is the zetunet en-nabi 2 with the Moham
medans, and the following belief among Christians. The olive trees 
kneel down in the night of the feast of the Holy Cross, because it 
is thought that the heavens open on this very night. 3 A peasant of 
Bethlehem told WE! the following story . . One night he lost his mule. 
He looked through the dark night in vain for his animal, but as he 
was searching in an olive grove, he observed that the ground was 

1 Some data relating to this subject have already been noted. 
2 Cf . .Aberglaube, p. 87. 
• Mohammedans believe that heaven opens once every year in lelatu 1-Qadr. 
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covered with branches of trees. He did not trust his own eyes, and 
as he could not find any explanation, he tore off a piece of his 
garment and fastened it to a branch, marking the place at the same 
time in order to find it early the next day and to investigate this 
mystery in broad day-light. Returning home he related the occur
rence to his relatives. Nobody could account for this fact. An old 
man, sitting in the corner, shook his head piously and reminded all 
that this night was the night of the .feast of the Holy Cross,1 in 
which all the trees kneel reverently down before their master. The 
peasant went next day to the scene of his nightly adventure and 
saw all the trees standing erect while the piece of cloth, which he 
had fastened on a branch, floated high up in the air on the top of 
the tree.2 

The Qoran 3 and the Bible mention oil and the olive tree very 
often. According to Sflrah XCV, 1, God swears 4 by this tree and 
therefore it is called e.,-~adjarah el-mttbarakeh, "the blessed tree." 
It was given to Adam and Eve after their expulsion from Paradise, 
and it was the first plant which appeared after the flood.& The 
Arabs say that Adam had a very bad skin trouble. He begged the 
Almighty for help, and God sent the angel Gabriel with an olive 
sprig. The angel ordered Adam: "take this sprig, plant it and 
prepare from its fruit an oil which will cure all diseases except 
poisoning."6 The peasants of Palestine swear sometimes by the olive 

. tree saying: wihyat fodjret en-nitr, "By the life of the Tree of Light." 7 

Oil is still used to light private houses, as well as churches, mosques 
and sanctuaries. It still enjoys the same popularity in popular 
medicine, religious ceremony and magic procedure, as it used to in 
the ancient Orient.s 

, According to local superstition some plants (ad mes) have a better pro
phylactic and curative action if cut on a special «lay. The 27th of Rama~lan 
enjoys this renown. 

2 On the Ascension day of the Virgin the trees are also supposed to kneel down. 
3 Surah XVI, 11; XXIV, 85; LXXX, 29; XCV, l; VI, 99 and 141. 
• Surah XCV, l; XXIV, 35. 
s Fahr er Razi VI, 174; Gen. 8 11. , 

G Dairatu l- Ma' o.rif, IX, 3a8. 
7 Anothe1· form is u•!Jaqq man dar ez-zet fiz-zetan, "By that One (God) who 

put the oil in the olives." 
s Oil is used in the Bible very often to express power, joy, light, life and 

wisdom. 
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This oil-which is always zet zetu·n 1 (olive oil) and never syridj 
(sesame oil)-is used for the small oil lamps, which will be described 
below. According to the ability of the person vowing, a. djarrah,• 
half a. djarrah, a. ratl, or a qazazeh (also called a qannineh, a bottle 
of 800-1000 ccm.) are promised. Very often the quantity is not 
specified and many fellii,ltin offer only a partly filled bottle. In 
villages far from cities an ibriq (jug) of oil is given instead of a 
qannineh. The vessels in which the oil 3 is taken are left in the 
sanctuary. This is the reason why we find dozens of such bottles 
or jugs scattered a.bout a typical shrine. Good examples of this 
practice are qiwbet el-Arb'in, ~-§elJ 'Anbar, el-'Azerat, es-Sidri, etc. 
In el-Ba.driyeh (Sarafat) there are two large jars quite full of oil.' 
Empty bottles, broken jars and jugs are not removed from the shrine, 
and thus we meet with a lot of potsherds scattered in the place. 
In large maqams the one who vows gives the oil to the haddam of 
the shrine and tells him plainly that it belongs to the saint, and 
that it should be used exclusively in the shrine. Qimt en-ni(Jr min 
raqbati u/.zaUetuh Ji raqbatak, "I have removed the vow from my neck 
(i. e. I remove all obligations from myselt) and place it on your neck 
(and impose it on you)." Everybody believes that if such an offering 
is not used in the shrine of the saint, the weli will punish the 
servant of the shrine and not the one who pays the vow. Expres
sions like the above are especially common among Christians who 
have vowed an offering to a prophet or weli whose shrine is in 
Mohammedan hands: Nebi Mftea, Nebi Dahftd, Ibrahim el-]Jalil,s etc. 

1 Also called zet [iil{l. Petroleum is zet kaz, and not zet murr, as Knhle states 
in PJB VIII, 139. 

2 A djarrah contains from 5-7 ra~, according to the different districts of Palestine. 
, The following story will illustrate the belief that olive oil strengthens tlie 

body more than melted butter (Bamneh). A wife had a son of her own and a 
step son. Both were shepherds. Every day before they drove the animals into 
the fields she gave her own son-who was always preferred-bread and samneh, 
while the other received nothing but bread dipped in oil. After finishing their 
meals both used to wipe their hands by rubbing them on their sticks. The stick 
of the son was soon hollowed out by weevils, while that of his step-brother 
became gradually harder and stronger. (Taken from the written notes of my 
father, Rev. B. Canaan.) 

, Not all the oil found in a shrine comes from offerings. In large maqama 
1ome of it comea from the waqf of the weli or from the departm41nt of religious 
endowmentA (dairat d •alllJaf). 

1 Heard from a woman of faiybeh and from Imm Elyu. 
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Two customs must still be men~ioned in this connection. Very 
often a person takes a vow to offer a quantity of oil every year to 
a weli, "I will give you. 0 sel], Salman el-Farsi a ra(l of olive oil 
every year if you cure my son." Although this custom may be 
followed with any offering, it is more common with oil. Many 
peasants take some oil with them as a present every time they go 
to visit the shrine, even if they are not bound by a vow. In such 
cases half a bottle only is presented. It is believed that this act 
pleases the saint, who favours the giver. ·when I visited 'Esawiyeh 
I asked \he sel], 1 Mol_iammed 'Ali to send somebody to guide me to 
sel], 'Anbar. The young lad brought a bottle half filled with oil and 
placed it in the maqam. On my question whether he or one of his 
relatives had made a vow to offer oil, he answered: "No, but every 
time we come to the neighbourhood of the weli, we bring some oil 
with us." 

Most of those who offer oil take with them a match box ('ilbit 
kabrit or ka!1!1ateh) and leave it there. Thus opportunity is given to 
every visitor to light the oil lamps. A great number of full and 
empty boxes are found in the taqat of some shrines. 

It is expected that every one fulfils his promise exactly, since the 
saint takes every vow at its exact wording. Thus a larger offering 
than was mentioned in a vow may not be accepted by the weli. 
A very poor widow, whose only child was badly ill promised, in her 
excited state and without knowing what she was uttering: ya, l!a<.lr 
ed-Djerid in tab ibni la-aqaddimlak zet Ji qu-ret b&.lah, "0 St. George, 
if my son gets well, I shall offer you oil in an egg-shell." As soon 
as her child recovered, she hastened with a pitcher of oil to fulfil 
her vow. She filled the oil lamp which hung in front of St. Georges 
picture, but an unseen power tilted the lamp and the oil was spilled. · 
The same thing happened every time the lamp was filled. The priest 
who observed this unexplicable happening asked the woman, "What 
was your promise?" And when she told him, he answered very 
earnestly: "The saint accepts only what is due him, and not a 
grain 2 more." 3 

1 Seh here does ~ot mean weli but "old man." 
2 In~ Arabic they use the word qam[lah, "grain of wheat" also in this sense. 
3 Related by Abu Elyas, Jerusalem. 
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The oil presented is used only to light the oil lamps. Indications 
regarding the use of oil taken from the lamps of sanctuaries will be 
given later. Since olive oil is not so abundant in Transjordania, 
melted butter (samneh) 1 takes its place in vows and for lighting 
lamps in shrines. Candles (sa.mi', pl. of sam' ah) and kerosene oil 
(lcaz or eet kaz) are also vowed. In the case of candles not only 
the number but very often the quality and the length are specified,2 
"0 Nebi Mi1sa if I find my boy in good health, I will light you 
a candle of wax of his length." 3 Sami" na~,l ~ are finer than tallow 
candles and are more fitting as offerings. The length of candles is 
specified only in cases where children are sick. When no specification 
is made the following expression is used, ya ... la-a1_lwilak sum' ah, 
"0 ... , I shall light you a candle.'' Sometimes the weight of the 
candles is specified. In el-Badriyeh heaps of such candles may be 
seen,s mostly offered by Christians of Bet Djala and Bethlehem. 6 

I have rarely found candles in less important sanctuaries. 
In the case of the church of St. Mary near Gethsemane the vow 

may specify the number of candles and the way the vow must be 
fulfilled: "0 my lady Mary, if my son Elyas walks, I shall light 
your staircase on both sides." 7 For every step two candles are 
lighted. A few minutes later the priest puts the light out, gathers 
the candles and keeps them in the sanctuary for further use.s A vow 
of this sort must be paid on the first day of Mary's feast. A still 
more comprehensive vow is the following: "If my son Ibrahim walks 
I shall light a candle in every shrine which he enters." 
. The most common lamps used in shrines are small, crudely 
prepared pottery lamps, which resemble ancient Canaanite lamps in 
many respects. These surdj (pl. of sradJ) may be specified in vows. 

1 As the Bedouin do not have much oil, we find that animal sacrifices are 
very abundant. Often an animal sacrifice taka the place of oil. 

1 Ya Nalfi Mllsa in laqet ibni /aiyb la a,!wilak iJam'al, min na[il u /IU1Ji. 
J Promised by a father who receives during his absence news of the illnen 

of his child. 
• The expression means properly "beeswax." 
• Some of them I saw hanging from the ceiling and others lay on the so• 

called tombs of her children. 
G Christians trust greatly to the help of this female weli. 
1 Ya sitti Maryam in mun ibni Elyas la m,lwi daradjik · al17 ed-,ljilitfn. 
• Heard from Imm Elyas (Jerusalem). · 
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They are placed in one of the cupboards of the tomb, in a niche in 
the wall, on the tomb or around it (es-§e}j l;lamad, Qubbet el-Arb'in), 
on a ledge in the wall (§.- 'An bar), on a wooden bracket fastened on 
the wall! (Sultan Ibrahim el-'Adhami, el-Badriyeh), in a cave 
(A}_imad el-l;lwes), under a tree (§. 'Abdallah), in a stony enclosure 
(§. Fredj 2) or in an open place (el-'Umari3). 

Sometimes we find tine crudely shaped, by bending their sides 
upwards, into a lamp-like vessel, which serves to hold the oil. 4 A 
lamp of this inferior type is not presented, but made at the spot for 
the lack of a pottery lamp.s 

The wick 6 is made in two ways: 1. a piece of cotton thread, 
or even a thin strip, of cloth is well dipped into the oil, one end 
protruding above the surface of the liquid; 2. a thin stick of wood 
about twice as long as a match is well wrapped in cotton. The 
upper end of the cotton is allowed to project over the wood. After 
dipping the whole in oil it is placed perpendicularly in the lamp and 
lighted. 

Some people vow a glass lamp with or without an outside silver 
casing. A qandil min .fiif,<!,ah, "silver lamp," may be sllBpended by a 
silver chain in front of the saint's picture,7 above the tomb 8 or in 
front of the mi~1rab. Rich people vow brass or silver candlesticks, 
or even an expensive lustre for candles or glass lamps. 9 

t These holders may be a little more complicated, so that they look like a 
■mall, elongated, narrow box without the top and front side. The top may at 
times be present. 

2 Bet }.fanina. 
3 Jericho. 
• In some places empty sardine or other tins were used aa lampa. 
• In en-nabi Danian I found an old pan used as an oil lamp: I want to 

correct at this place the statement made on page 62 about the aituation of this 
sanctuary. It lies to the SW of el-tfa(jer, and not between this village and Ar~s. 
It is situated on a high mountain, commanding a magnificent view. The shrine 
is surrounded by a ruin and the simple niche ia built in the midst of the oak 
trees. 

6 Ftileh. 
T Mohammedans never have human or animal pictures in -their mosques or 

shrines. 
1 In churches they are very often met with. In Mohammedan shrines they 

are · rarely found except in important sanctuaries. 
1 I have not found pottery lamps in churches. For illustrations of pottery 

lamps aee McCown, Annual of tl1e American School, vol. II-III, p. 28. 
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Incense (baljhitr) is very often vowed: "0 §el] :;lab Ml) if my boy 
comes out of jail, I shall burn incense for you." Much more often 
the phrase ad'aq I balJ]3ftr fi maqamek, "l shall burn incense in your 
shrine," is used. This incense may be burned in the shrine at once 
or it may be given to the lJaddam or priest. In unimportant shrines 
the baljJJ,ur is burned in an old dish, a piece of tin or on a potsherd. 
These objects remain afterwards in the shrine. Such is the case in 
all the shrines of Jericho, es-see ];lusen, Qubbet el-Arb'in, ed
Dawari, etc. Sometimes the quantity of incense is specified in the 
najr. Incense may be offered in all sorts of slu·ines.2 

Burning incense is a very old custom, found in all religions and 
connected with many ceremonies. 3 It is not only done in shrines, 
but also in places inhabited by demons. In the first case it is 
thought one pleases the holy men by this act, while in the second 
instance it drives away the evil spirits. It is supposed that what 
pleases holy men and God is disliked by devils, demons and evil 
spirits. For this reason it is employed by sorcerers to expel evil 
spirits from supposed demoniacs. 

Other votive objects belonging to this category are: mats a,Q$ireh, 
pl. bU§ur), carpets (siddjadeh-siddjad), brooms• (mukunseh-makanes), 
jars (djarrah-djrar, hisseh-hi§as), pails ($atl-stf,leh), tins (tanakeh
tanak 5), ropes (bahil-Z1bal) c, water skins 7 (qirbeh-qirab, small ones 
are called si'in--s~ineh), wood (batab), etc. With the exception of 
the carpets all objects are vowed to all sorts of shrines, especially 
the simple ones. Carpets and Zmdjur (pl. of Zmdjrah)-long woollen 

1 Da'aqa in the sense of "burn" is not found in Belot, Wahrmund, Kassab 
and Hammam or in Mufii/ el-Mu~i/. 

2 If a menstruating women goes down to 'En es-Se!) l;[usen (in Kolonia, also 
called '.En ed-Djoz) she has to purify the place at once by burning incense. If 
she fails to do it, the servant of the tveli (an 'abd) will appear and inflict some 
disease upon her: 

3 In the Old Testament burning incense was one of the official religious rites, 
Ex. 80 1, e, Lev. 16 u, etc. 

, There are two kinds of brooms, the usual one with a broad sweeping surface 
and the round, short one, which ends in a small brush. 

t l'or storing or drawing water; sometimes specified as tanakct kaz, as they 
were originally used for petroleum. 

1 For drawing water. 
7 For the transport and storage of water. 
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carpets woven by women-are presented to the more important 
sanctuaries. 

Decorative objects are sometimes also vowed and fastened to the 
wall of the maqam or to the tomb. Qoran verses, kajf qamilJ,, or 
jewels are met with. Besides verses of the holy book sometimes· the 
genealogical tree of the Prophet, and representations of the Ka'beh 
and the sanctuary of Medinah are found. A kajf qamili is made of 
ears of grain with long stems woven in such a way as to have ears 
on three sides-the two lateral and the lower-while the upper is 
earless. This "hand" of corn is generally offered as a sign of thanks 
for a good harvest. In Bet Djala every owner of a vineyard I used 
to bring on 'id, et-tadjalli (Transfiguration Feast2) a small basket of 
grapes (salliP 'inab) to the church. After sanctifying the grapes, 
the priest used to distribute some of the fruits among those present.' 
The last two customs 6 were mentioned because they point to vestiges6 

of thanksgiving offerings. 1 

Jewels, or rather ornaments like the znaq (necklace), ~1alaq (ear
rings), ~akleh (broach), aatim (ring), asawir (bracelets), ~atweh (head
dress of Bethlehem, Bet Djala and Bet Sahur women) and ~affeh 
(the head-dress of the women of Ramallah and the surrounding 
villages) are also vowed. They a.re either hung on the starah of the 
tomb (el-Badriyeh), a.round or on the quneh (picture) of a Christian 
saint, or are sold and the proceeds spent for the benefit of the 
maqiim. As soon as a Christian woman of Bet Djala s makes such 
a vow she hangs the promised jewel on the picture of the saint. In 
case the person for whom the ni4r was made dies, the objects are 
taken back, but if he recovers they remain the property of the 

1 Of the Greek Orthodox Church. 
2 August 6th, Jul. Calender (19th Greg.). 
3 A small basket is called qir?tzlleh. 
t Taken from the notes of my father. 
• Many of the peasants of the villages around Nazareth put aside, as soott 

as they finish harvesting; some barley and wheat for es-le{! Shah ed-Din. Thia 
will he sold and with the money a picnic is given in the name and the honour 
of the ,oeli. 

• The peasants of Bet Djil.ln send some oil, after pressing their olives, to the 
church of Mil.r Inqulil. as a sign of thanks. 

1 See also Curtiss, chapter XVII. 
• Of the Greek Orthodox Church. 
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shrine.1 Most of these ornaments, especially the znaq, the fatweh 
and the $ajf eh are costly pieces and are offered by women who think 
that by depriving themselves of such valuable things, they will make 
sure of the saint's favour and sympathy. A description of the fatweh 
is important to show the value of such a head-dress. It is cylindrical, 
solid and covered on the outside with red, sometimes green cloth. 
The top of it has a rigid projection covered with the same cloth. 
The front is lined with several rows of gold and silver coins, while 

. the back has only silver ones. The fatweh is fastened on the head 
by a band running below the chin. From both ears of the fatweh 
the znaq hangs down.2 

Vows which are paid only to the tomb are: starah (or ghata), a 
covering, and • aqal or 1,aff eh (head-dress). 'l'he star ah 3 is a large 
piece of cloth covering the whole cenotaph. In less important shrines 
it is made of a single coloured cloth, while in the important ones a 
thick, woollen cloth of good quality (djulJ, 4) is presented. The red 
and the green colours predominate; white and yellow are less 
favoured. Sometimes the cloth is bordered or even embroidered 
with Qoranic verses. Very often a combination of these colours is 
found in the same starah. This is made by sewing strips of cloth 
of different colours on the main cover. Not infrequently one tomb 
is covered with several starat, the upper one being the last vowed 
(nebi Musa, Badriyeh, etc.).s 

Occasionally a beraq (banner) is vowed, generally beautifully 
embroidered. The name of the saint, those of the four aqtab (see 
below) and a verse of the Qoran are generally embroidered on it. 6 

. The colour of the turban ('aqal) and that of the laffeh 1 (the 
dervish head-dress) must con-espond to the order to which the selJ, 

1 From the written notes of my father. 
2 Aberglaube, p. 74, n. 6. 
1 Among welis who possess. a a to.rah are Salman el-Farsi, · Anbar, Abd es

Salam, Badr, sittna el-]:Jacj.ra, el-Bedrlyeh, el-1:Jalili, etc. 
, In $iirafat I heard the expression hirmzeh for the cloth of the sturah. 
1 The at8.rah does not always lie directly on the cenotaph, sometimes it is 

aupported by a wooden frame which encloses the tomb (Beyram Sawis, el-Badriyeh). 
• Such presents may be seen in the shrines of Liih Musa, Dahud, etc. 
7 The headdreH of some villages around Jerusalem is also a laffeh, which 

differs ,lightly from the one described in the text. 
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belonged. 1 The stiirah and the head-dress are vowed only to saints 
whose tombs are inside a building and never to tombs located in 
the open. In the case of some Bedouin saints, however, a head-dress 
is found on an exposed tomb. Seyidna el-l;Iusen, S. E. of ed-Djorah 
(near Ascalon), has no tomb, but inside the maqam a fragment of a 
pillar shows the place where the head of el-l;Iusen was buried. The 
top of the pillar bears a green lajf'eh and below it there is a red 
cloth. 2 

Some peasants (especially Christians) vow one or several trees to 
a saint. The fruit of the trees belong to the holy man. If the 
trees are cut down the wood goes to the shrine, but the holy man loses 
all further rights to the place of land, since the trees and not the 
ground were vowed. The latter returns to the former owner or to 
his descendants. Of course a piece of land with its trees or even a. 
house may also be donated to a shrine. Such property remains 
waqf, "religious property." 3 

Vowing to decorate a shrine is the connecting link between votive 
offerings and vows to perform work. The commonest material is 
~tinna but we find also nileh and sir{iq_ftn, which have already been 
described. Common expressions are : anti daljil 'alela. ya· sitti e§

~·am·iyeh in arzaqtini $abi la-aij,bablik lJarftf wa-abanniki, "l beg for 
help, 0 my lady S ... , if you grant me a boy I will slay you a 
sheep and dye you with Ziinna." In the case of the two other 
colours the word azauwiq (embellish) is used. Such vows are made 
exclusively by women. 4 

b) Vowing material for the repair of the maqam 

Vows promising material for the repair of the maqam or its 
complete reconstruction are also very common. If such vows did 
not exist, a great number of sanctuaries would be in a condition of 
ruin, and the site of some would have been lost completely. The 

• Es-se!} Ril_lnn, es. A}_lmad e~-'fori, es. 'Anbar, es. 'Abd es~Salnm, etc. 
2 '.rhc large maqam. is on the top of a hill about 20-30 minutes from the 

Nea. There are no tombs or caves in its neighbourhood. Two mulberry trees and 
a vineyard are his proparty. 

3 This is the reason why some churches have extensive properties. 
• Even the stones of a holy {1uwe~yeh-as in the case of es-ie{! Sa'ld in l<:lna

may be pninte<I with {1i11118. 
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following are the most important materials which may be vowed: 
'J;djarah (pl. badjar, hewn stones), dab§ or djab§ (unhewn, irregular 
stones), 'uqqad (stones for vaulting), §id (lime), nbateh (fine broken 
stones ~eft oTer from stone-cutting operations), water for making the 
madfbuliyeh, 1 badid (iron) and el-bab (the wooden or sometimes iron 
door). Generally several persons while assembled in the mai!-afe1, 
agree that each one will bring something. The se1J of the Tillage, 
discussing the condition of the shrine, makes the first promise. One 
after the other follows saying ana · alaiyi ... , "I will offer ... " Such 
a statement is already a vow and it must be fulfilled exactly. 

Even when the weli is not in. a ruined condition, many vow lime 
which is deposited in the immediate neighbourhood of the shrine or 
even inside it. Such vows are made, in the first place, by persons 
who are burning lime. In this way they hope to get the assistance 
of the weli for a successful completion of the job.2 A visitor to 
Mohammedan welis will often find in them heaps of lime 3 generally 
covered with a coating of earth (e§-§ery 'Anbar, es-sultan ibrahim, 
d-ie1J l;Iamad, Al;imad el-Karaki, etc.). 

Another occasion when vows of this sort are made is, when a rich 
peasant builds a house and promises some building material for the 
same reason: in 1Jall0-$t ibnait beti bis-salameh la-armilak ya ... !ala! 
'};mill' §id, "If I finish my house in good health, I will bring you, 
0 ... three loads of lime." Such Yows are also made by Palestinians 
who become badly ill while absent in a foreign country, as we have 
seen in the case of the man of AbO. Dis. Sometimes a weli with no 
shrine, or whose sanctuary is defective, appears in a vision to some
one in the village and orders him to erect or to repair the maqam. 
This man will then tell his vision to his fellow villagers and soon 
the necessary material is gathered. 

t A mixture of lime (one-third) and earth (two-thirds) for mortar. 
2 In 'Awartah many of those who burn lime will offer to el-' Azerat one 

fardeh of lid. One fardeh = 80-50 kg. In this village I heard the word 1mbb8.r 
for a small latton. 

a The lime may be deposited outside the shrine, in a cave near-by, in the 
1hrine itself, or on its roof. 

, The loads may be 1pecified: [liml djamal, [I. baghl, or [I. /am8.r, i. e. "a camel's 
load, mule's I., donkey's I." 
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c) Personal work 

No sooner is the material ready than the people of the village
men and women, grown-ups and children-offer their help for the 
work. This one gives two days' work, the other vows to hew some 
of the stone, a third promises to carry the water, etc., and in 11, 

short time the work is done. Even the rich and the old count it a 
special honour and blessing to help erect such a building. Combined 
help by all the inhabitants of the village is offered when the ceiling 
is built (el-'aqd). All move very busily in finishing the shrine. But 
only in exceptional cases does a sanctuary need complete erection; 
generally it needs only to be repaired: The roof is defective, the 
q$arah has fallen, the door has been burnt, the tomb has lost its 
white-wash, etc. In such circumstances one generally takes a vow 
to make some repair. In }:ialla$tiUi el-latton min il-l]arah ya sfdi ya 
WJ 'A.bd es-Salam la-armilak ]:iimlen §id u la-atru§ qabrak. "If you 
save our lime-kiln from destruction, 0 my lord, 0 Ml] 'A ... , I will 
bring you two loads of lime and will whitewash the tomb and the 
shrine." This vow was taken by Mohammed of 'Ana.ta., who had 

· built a lime-kiln with some relatives. He had already been heating 
it for four f$fileh 1 (pl. of Ja$l, season, here half a day), when suddenly 
part of the kiln began to collapse. The owner, afraid of losing all 
his work made the above vow, whereupon the holy man appeared in 
the midst of the flame and began to extinguish the fire. They 
repaired the lime-kiln, lit the fire anew and the work was saved. 
Some shrines thus repaired are: A stone casing was built for the 
entrance of d-§elj, es-Sidri; 'Anbar received an iron door; for e§. 

f;luwa.n a tomb was built; the djami' in AbO. Dis received a minaret; 
the tombs of ed-Dawa'ri were whitewashed; adjacent to es-Sultan 
Ibrahim's mosque (Bet .l;lanina) a hall was erected, etc. 

Besides these expensive vows we meet with others much simpler 
and less expensive. A woman may bind herself to sweep a sanctuary 
several days, weeks or even more. In the last case the shrine is 

1 Fafl baa the following meanings: 
fafl ea-aanth, "a season of the year"; 
fafl maiyeh, "twelve hours of water." Thia iJ uaed when the water of 

a spring ia divided among many garden,; 
f<J!ll of a day stands for the twelve day and twelve night hour,. Thus 

a day has two ff(l.leh. 
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swept once weekly. Another person may promise to light the 
lamps for some time. This is done every Thursday evening. Still 
another will bind himself to fill the sabil with water. Some offer 
to work three days (or more) in the icaqf (sanctuary property) of 
the saint. Many women of Bet-Djalf~ vow- to help in harvesting the 
olives of Mar Elyas, others to plough the vineyards of el-IJ.arJr. " 

II. Food vows 

They are generally offered in a shrine. The shrine has no direct 
benefit from this offering, bnt the poor receive part in most cases. 
This class may be divided into: 

a) Animal sacrifices (dW,ah, pl. g,aMy~,) 
b) Qurbiin (offering to God), or walimeh lil-lah (banquet for God) 
c) Meatless food 

All these three categories were very well known in the ancient 
Orient, and in describing each class we shall refer to the corres
ponding Hebrew practic6. 

a) Animal sacrifices 

By dW1ah a sacrifice of some animal is always understood. 
[2abi{1ah is the feminine of g,abi{t and means "whatever is slain as 
an offering," and really stands-as was already noted by J aussen 2-

for a female animal. At present the word has lost its specific 
character and is used for any animal. From the same root (daba/Ja) 
we have maflbaZt3 "altar," originally the place where the sacrificial' 
animal was killed. It is curious that the word sniat • is used in 
some parts of Palestine exclusively for a g,bibah (Beni Zed, 5 -Beni 
Malik 6), while in other parts-as for example in Jerusalem and the 
surrounding villages-this same word is used for a tab~iah, and not 

1 Mu[it~ el-Mu/ii~ I, 708. 
2 Page 338. 
i Means also the neck. 
, Smat means according to Mu/I~ el-Mufi~ (I, 994) a tablo or a large round 

tray on ~hich food is presented. I do not doubt that the present meaning of 
•food offering" originated from the idea of offering a table with food (a walimeli) 
for the weli. 

~ With Der Ghassaneh as the main village and former capital. 
• With Abu Ghoi as the centre. 
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for an animal sacrifice. Whenever the word smat I is used in this 
section (of animal sacrifices) it means a ijbi!Jah, and the formulas 
used originate in Der Ghassaneh or Abu Ghos. 

I do not intend to give in this study all the different sorts of 
ijabaiyb known in Palestine. Jaussen has given in his book, Coutumes 
des Arabes, a list of 29 sorts practised in Moab.2 

.Oabaiy~i may be divided into three groups, and it is a mistake to 
mix one of these with the other: 

1. Sacrifices connected directly with some religious idea 
2. Those connected with the djinn 
3. Those connected with family circumstances, such as invitations, 

family feasts, etc. 
Only such animal offerings as belong to the first group will be 

described here. Some of those belonging to the second category will 
Le mentioned only for completeness. Occasions which belong to 
the third category are: the installation of a mu?_itar, 3 the arrival of 
an honoured guest, 4 family events such as circumcision, betrothal, 
marriage, the dedication of a house. Important agreements are often 
not completed, until sealed with a sacrifice.~ But the most fruitful 
occasion for making sacrifices is the discharging of a vow.6 These 
sacrifices belong to . the first group. 

The custom of vowing an animal is not at all new. All religions 
of the ancient Orient practiced it. Kinds of animals which may be 
used for this purpose are a young camel (djamal djazur), a young 
she-camel (ruiqah djazur), a yearling ox (tor b{Jli 7), a cow, a sheep 
(lJarufB), a young goat (salJl 9), or a goat (djidi). 

In different parts of Palestine different animals are preferred: 
thus the Bedouin often vow a camel, while the fellw,tin prefer a 

i According to Mu?ii~, Belot, Kassab and Hammam, smii~ means also •the 
table clot~ on which the meal ia offered." 

2 Pp. 337-363. 
, 1 Sam. 11 1&. 

• Gen. 18 1-9. 

s Gen. 31 6,, 

• Jacob (Gen. 28 20-H), Jephthah (Jud. 11 SG-4~). 

7 From ?iill, "one year," but very often older animals are vowed. 
s The ewe is called na'djeh, the ram kabi; both may be offered. 
o The female ia called 'anzeh, the male tes; both may be offered. At times it 

is specified whether one or the other is to be sacrificed. 
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sheep. 1 No unclean animal (pig) will ever be vowed. A vowed 
animal must possess special characteristics which will be described 
later. Very often it happens that only a part of an animal is 
offered. This is only the case when the sacrifice vow is a camel, 
ox or a cow. Half, a third or a fourth of a cow may be vowed. 
In such a case half, a third or a fourth of the price of the cow is 
given to the sanctuary. This money is given as soon as the cow is 
sold. Abo. 'fa.lib, a man of Bet I:Ianina, told me, that not only 
should one-half of the price of the animal be given, but as long as 
it is not sold half the work, half the milk and half of all calves 
which the cow · gets after the vow is made (and before it is sold) 
belong to the wel'i. From the moment, Abu '.}:a.lib explained, that 
the vow is spoken half the cow and thus one-half its work and 

· products belong to the owner and the other half to the man of God. 
At present only half the price of the animal is given and all other 
rights of the saint a.re withdrawn. Abo. 'falib continued: ed-djami' 
byaklu baqq el-awlia, i. e., not everything that belongs to a weli, 
and that should be given to him, is actually given. Very conscientious 
persons expressly vow, therefore, only half the price of an animal: 
in adjani b,abar lrifah 2 ya nabiy allfih ya Mubammad la-astri ibm~$ 
Jaman eMor kisweh3 lal-Juqara, "if I receive the news of his 
recovery I shall buy, 0 Prophet of God, 0 Mohammed, for half of 
the price of the ox, clothes for the poor."' 

A Christian of '.raiybeh informed me that it is customary in the 
vicinity of his village, when the calves of a cow die, one after the 
other, to vow a part of the next one born to el-JJag.r. "Accept my 
vow, 0 Green JJag.r; a quarter of what she (the cow) brings, is 
yours." 

By far the most common animal vowed is a sheep. 6 Always when 
the animal is not specified, i .. e., when only the words i},bi~tah or 

1 Sheep are called bay&!, (white), while goats are known also by the name of 

,amar (black). The meat of bayii.4 is much preferred to that of goats. 

2 The h ie to be pronounced. 

' See below. 

• Such a. vow ie ma.de when an absent relative is ill. 

s The sheep is the first domestic animal mentioned in the Bible. · 
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smat (in Beni Zed and Beoi Malik) are used, a sheep I is meant to 
be offered. 

An absolutely healthy and faultless animal has to be offered. No 
lame, blind or sick one should be promised.2 An animal which has 
accidentally broken a limb or has been wounded by a gun-shot is not 
suitable for the fulfilment of a vow.3 The Old Testament gives the 
same regulations. 4 The word !Jbibah bears the sense of "slaughtering." 
Therefore one which has lost some of its blood in any other way 
than by being butchered does not fulfil the real purpose of the vow. 

Animal sacrifices are drawn in many cases from one's own herd. 
Stolen animals are not accepted by any weli. I can not verify for 
Palestine Doutte's observation in North Africa,G namely that a <]bi}J,ah 
must be a male animal. 

The expressions used in taking a vow for a rJW1,ah are very 
numerous. I shall only mention the most important ones: Smatak 
ya Hauwii$ in raq ibni, "Your animal offering, 0 JJ. (will be sent 
to you) if my son recovers;" 6 ni,Jrun 'alaiy ya nabi Musa in ridji' 
djozi bis-saliimeh la-aqaddimlak rJW1ah, "I take upon myself a vow, 
0 prophet Moses, if my husband returns safely, I shall offer you an 
animal;"; in adjani $abi ya lJalil Allah la-a,Jba~1lak kull saneh ~arfif, 
"if I get a boy, 0 Friend of God (Abraham) I shall sacrifice to 
you a sheep yearly."S 

All the above expressions contain the assumption that the animal 
which is being promised will be slain. But it is not at all necessary 

1 The sheep was pre-eminently the animal for sacrifice, though mostly rams 
were appointed to be offered up, first because their meat is thought better than 
that of ewes, ana also because it was more important to spare the ewes for 
breeding purposes. The milk of the ewes was (in Biblical times, and is still) a 
most important article of diet; thus Moses in his song speaks of 

"Butter of the herd and milk of the flock, 
With fnt of lainbs and 1'&m-lambs, sons of Bashan," Dent. 32 u 

(James Neil). 
2 Doutte, p. 464. 
3 See also Jaussen, p. 338. 
•Mal.I u . 
1 Page 464: "elle doit ctre de sex male." 
• In this formula as well as in the following the animal is not specified, and 

generally a sheep is offered. 
, While the Inst formula is used in Beni Zed and Beni Malik, this one may 

be heard everywhere. 
a Contrary to the last two formulns this one specifiea the animal. 
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to slaughter the animal; some promise to send a living animal to 

the sanctuary: ya mar Djirius ilak 'alaiy in tau iuni 7Jaruf wfiqif, 
•O St. George, if my child recovers I owe you a sound sheep (i. e. 
a living one)." After such a vow the sheep will be sent to the 
convent of St. George in el-ljager, and the ra·iys (director of the 
convent) has the right to do with it as he pleases. 

Animal sacrifices are made mostly on important occasions: disease 
or absence of a member of the family; great impending danger; 
when a man has no ma.le children; when a disease attackes a flock 
of sheep. The expression used in the last case is: in rafa't el-waua 1 

min ghanami 2 ikuirha sma/ak ya Rfa'i, "if you take the disease from 
my flock, the biggest of them is your offering, 0 R." In the case 
of es-SelJ 'An bar 3 a flock attacked by an epidemic is all brought to 
visit the maqam, 4 whose door is kept open. ·while the sheep pass 
the weli, the first one which tries to enter the shrine is vowed to 
the SelJ. It is said, ihtarha, "he has chosen it." In this case, as 
well as when the sheep is pointed out, the top of the ear is cut with 
the words Saral.1t qanuh, 5 "I have cut his ear." Such a sheep 
remains with the others and is well cared for until it is sacrificed, 
uiybqa 'al.a ismuh, "it remains on his name" (that of the weli to 
whom it belongs). Sometimes a man promises the firstborn sheep 6 

of his flock 7 to a saint, hoping that this man of God will bless the 
flock and keep it safe. Others vow one of the first twins. In both 
these cases, as well as when a lamb is brought for the fulfilment of 
the vow, the young animals are well fed and cared for, until they 
grow up and the time of their sacrifice comes. They are called 
rbibeh,B an expression which is also used for any well-fed sheep 

1 This word means also "plague, epidemic." 
2 Ghanam stands for a flock irrespective of whether they are sheep or goats. 
a 'Anbar'a Rhrine is situated on the SE. saddle of the eastward continuation 

of the Mount of Olives, not far from 'Esawiyeh. It is a maqiim of le{! 'Anbar's 
tomb in the main shrine and that of his wife in the email northern room. It is 
said that 'Anbar waa the slave of an Egyptian master. The miraculous story of 
the journey of 'Anbar will be mentioned later. 

' Bizavwrllh8. 
~ Qa~ i, alao uaed. 
t See Curtiss. 
7 According to the law of Moses it was forbidden to vow the firstborn of 

any beset, which was already devoted to God (Lev. Z7 2s). 

• Kahle, PJB VIII, 156. 
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·. bi:ought up under specially favorable conditions. In case an animal 
dies of a disease, some people replace it by another, while others 

· .. believe that as the Almighty God permitted such a loss, the weli 
· · has no right to another one, and they feel released. In case an 
•: animal which has been vowed gets sick, it may be sold and with its 

price another (but younger animal) may be bought. Others slay it 
and distribute the meat among the poor. 

It is forbidden to change an animal once dedicated to a weli. 
The man of God will surely-thus the peasants believe- not accept 
such a sacrifice and will punish the doer. 

It is not at all necessary to breed every animal vowed for the 
rj,M)1ah; it may be bought at the sanctuary or in the market. In 
some shrines there is a large market at the time of the mosam, 
giving everyone opportunity to buy any number of animals he wishes. 1 

It even may happen that the person who has bound himself by a 
vow can not go to the sanctuary, thus being tmable to fulfil his 
promise in person. He then entrusts the fulfilment of his obligation 
to some friend, by giving him the animal or money to buy one. 
Sometimes, but not often, a sum may be sent to the qaiym of the 
holy place, in order to buy a sheep which he slays in the name of 
the donor. 

We will see later why it is very important, even obligatory that 
every one should be present in person or be Tepresented by a dele
gated friend or relative while his rJ,W1ah is sacrificed. Offering an 
animal for somebody else without an authority takes away the desired 
connection between the person and his holy intercessor.2 

Generally the one who has made the vow and he for whom it 
was ta~en, with. some relatives and friends, go to the sanctuary to 
fulfil it. In .case the nir],er was made for a woman who becomes 
impure by menstruation at the time of the fulfilment, she does not 
accompany the procession and can not attend the sacrifice. Young 
children and babies may not join such a feast as a rule, especially 
when the weli is far away. 

A rJ,Wiah is usually slaughtered in the maqam of the saint to 
whom it was promised, but this is not a. binding rule. A rJ,W1ah for 

I Nebi Musa, Rubin, ~alel;l, etc. 
2 See also Doutte, p. 466. 
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Ibrahim e_l-l{a.lil (in Hebron, ma.y be offered in Jerusalem, and one 
for en-nabi DabO.d (Jerusalem) in Nablus. In such a case btinr}hi~i 
'ala ismuh, "it is slain in his name (i. e., that of the saint)." This 
ma.y happen when nobody can go to the shrine in question. A 
Bedouin of the tribe el- 'Idwan told me tba.t most of the sacrifices 
made for Moses are killed in their camp (Transjordania) and not at 
the shrine. But it is considered more correct to offer the animal in 
the sanctuary, for a. visit to such a place is in itself a barakeh, 
"blessing." 

1When a. sheep is ta.ken to a. shrine it is sometimes decorated with 
flowers and coloured ribbons. A small round mirror (mriiy) some
times is suspended from its forehead and the horns are dyed with 
~iinna. In the mosam of Nebi MOsa one finds many sheep whose fore
heads, backs and tails are dyed with siraqfm and madhab.1 

Anyone who knows how to slaughter a sheep may do it. Generally 
it is done by the people who take the offering. In exceptional cases 
it is done by the ljaddam of the shrine. In important places of 
pilgrimage with well-known mawasim there are butchers, who usually 
slaughter the ,JbilJah, receiving a quarter or ha.If a madjidi for their 
work. But nobody is obliged to hand over his sheep to such a 
person. Women never perform this act. Doutte's 2 observation that 
a. muqaddim (offerer) slays the rJW1ah in most shrines has its parallel 
only once in Palestine, the Ma.ghrebine zawieh of Abu Madian.3 

In a. large maqam, like N ebi MOsa,' there is a special place for 
sla.ughtering. 5 In smaller ones with a kitchen the animal is slain in 
or in front of this room (en-Nabi $a.lei), in the village of en-Nabi 
$a.lel_i). There are sanctuaries, which have no real kitchen but have 
adjacent to t.he wall of the maqam an open enclosure or rwaq which 
serves as a kitchen and where the _ gabay~i are slain and the food is 
cooked (er-Rfa'i, Rdjal $Ofeh). Not infrequently especially in Trans
jordania the animals are slain on the roof of the maqam, so that, 
some of the blood runs over the front wall. In all other shrines the 

• This word comes from ma (water) and gahab (gold) and means "gold leaf 
tinsel." 

2 Page 462. 
1 Kahle, PJB VIII, 155. 
, It lies one or two minutes from the shrine and near a cistern, 
, Kahle, I. c., and Curtiss, chapter XXV. 
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animal may be killed in any place which is in the direct neighbour
hood of the maqam: under a tree, on a large flat rock, in front of 
the shrine itself. If the place of slaughtering is designated in the 
niger, then such a condition must be fulfilled: e. g., smatak ya 
flauivtl§ ac]balJ,ii 'ala 'atbatak, "your sheep-offering, 0 £l ... , I sha11 
slay on the threshold of your door." The animal is more often 
killed on the threshold of the door of the courtyard than on that 
of the doo1· of the shrine. l2_W1tak ya Jfatim arjbabha 'ala tabutak, 
"Your rjbil1ah, 0 I:I., I shall slay on your coffin." In the last case 
the animal is slain inside the shrine, beside the tomb and not on it. 
Great care is taken that neither the floor nor the tomb be polluted 
with blood. A pail (lakan) is so placed that all the blood flows 
into it. 1 Like Kahle 2 I have not seen nor heard of any case where 
animals are slain in such a way that their blood flows into the water 
of a holy spring or into a holy cave, as Curtiss 3 mentions. · 

No pregnant animal-if this condition happens to be known-is 
ever slain. But such an animal may be vowed, and it, as well as 
its offspring, belongs afterwards to the saint. One waits until after 
delivery. In case such an animal is (without knowledge of the 
·condition) offered, the foetus is thrown away.' 

The animal is thrown on the ground with its head turned east
ward and the face southward. It is not without interest to note 
that dead persons and sacrificed animals are laid so that the face 
looks towards Mecca~ (in Palestine southward). The difference 
between them is that the former lies on his right side with the head 
to the west, while the latter is laid on the left side with the head 
pointing eastward. The one who kills the animal says: bism alli.ih
alli.ih akbar, "in the name of God, God is great;" 6 or bism illi qaddar 
'aleki aj-c]ab~i-allah akbar, "in the name of the One who decreed 
your sacrifice-God is great." In Bir Sabi' I heard the following 
expression: bis-m allah-alliih akbar ball 'aleki aj-<Jabili rabbi innaha 
mink wa ilek fidii, "In the name of God-- -God is great-, you (the 

t I owe this information to the kindness of 0. S. Bnrght11i. 
2 PJB VIII, 155. 
3 Chapters XXII and XXV. 
, Only the very poor (according to a woman of c!-'faiybeh) eat the foetus. 

· • Christians lay their dead on the back from west to east, the head on the 
east side and looking to the east. 

• PJB VIII, 157. 
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sheep) are lawfully slain. My Lord, it is from you and is a ransom 
for you." The name of the weli to whom the animal was vowed 
may be added to that of God. Thus I heard the people of Jericho 
say, "ln the name of God and that of eli-§el:J, f;lalal_1.'' The ordinary 
formula of the fatibah, which is used in a.ll other cases, bism allah 
er-r~iman er-raMm, "in the name of the most merciful God," 1 is 
never used in slaughtering, as the adjective "most merciful," is 
contradictory to the act of killing. Some even think that an animal 
which was killed with these words should not be eaten. Although 
the following practice does not come directly under the subject of 
vows, it possesses an illustrative value in this connection. A frigh
tened man (mardjuf or ma}y!,iuf, 2) must undergo special treatment to 
counteract the evil results of "fright." One of the many ways to 
attain this end is to eat the neck (raqabeh) of a sheep, which is 
cooked with §addit (or "l)awayidj) et-tarbeh.3 In killing such an 
animal the following formula is pronounced: bism allah u bism 
rauwa,!t er-radjfeh, "in the name of God and in the name of the 
One- who removes the fright." 4 When a person is attacked with 
night-blindness, which is known by the name of hidbad, 5 he will 

t Sale's translation. 

2 From !Ja#ah which is another name for el-~ofel1 (also radjfel1). See Canaan, 
Tasit ~adjfel&, JPOS III, p. 130. In Aberglaube, p. &o, other less usual names 
~re mentioned. 

J A yellow powder made of several strong spices. 
, A very famous prophylactic measure against el-!Jaggah in the following, 

which I shall describe in a story. My friend and neighbour Ibrahim Djiriua 
was very much irritated and frightened by bad news which bad been received. 
A relative of his fearing that this ~ofeh might result badly, cooked a black hen 
with various spices. She kept the vessel well covered, so that the vapour could 
not escape. When she thought that the hen was well-cooked, she threw herself 
on the ground in a room adjacent to his and began to cry and lament in a most 
heart-rending way. In alarm he got up, went to her and asked for the reason 
of her distress. She wept louder, "my son, my dear son, why didst thou die 
-my· joy, my fortune has an end-my son, my dear son." My friend became 
still more anxious about her trouble. When she thought that his alarm was 
sufficient to counteract the first one she told him the truth and forced him to 
put his face over the opened vessel, so that. the vapour clouded his face. B:c 
had to eat the whole hen alone (Canaan, ..4.berglaube, pp. 68; 69). A white hen 1s 
used when the fright took place during the day, a black one if during the night. 

~ In Mu?ii~, p. 2168, and Bava 811 this word means only "weakness of the 

sight." 
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only be cured if he eats the zawayid. 1 The lungs 2 have to be 
prepared without salt. In killing such an animal, bism al/ah u ism 
il-hidbad, "in the name of God and the name of el-hidbad," must be 
pronounced, else the cure will have no effect.3 

Not only in slaying a ni(jr (jbibah is the name of God invocated, 
but whenever the Mohammedans kill an animal for food they always 
say bism alliih. If this is neglected they think it unlawful to ea.t of 
such an animal. This is done because it is ordered in the Holy 
Book, Siira.h V, verse 4: 4 "Ye are forbidden to eat that which dieth 
·of itself, and blood and swine's flesh and that on which the name 
of any besides God has been invoked."~ This was ordered because 
the idolatrous Arabs were accustomed in killing any animal for 
food to consecrate it to their idols by saying: "In the name of 
Allat or al-'Uzza." 

Doutte's 6 observation in the Maghrib that a special knife is used 
in killing a sacrifice, is unknown in Palestine. The Tara.bin ; 
Bedouin will not kill an animal with a knife whose sheath has three 
nails. With the words bism allah allah akbar the one who kills the 
animal says itq_abbal ya ... ni(jr ... , "Accept, 0 .•. , the vow of ... " 
Those who have fulfilled the vow feel freed from their obligation. 
'l'his is well expressed in what is said while the animal is being 
slain: ·wafena sma(ak ya §elJ Yiisij; "We have paid your sheep, 0 
Mg Y ... ;" haiy ni(jrak ya nabi Riibin, "Here is• yow· vow, 0 
Prophet R." 

In some places we find the following custom which shows the 
relation of the person (in this case a child) for whom the (jbibah 
was slain and the sacrifice offered. If the child is very young he is 
carried three times (rarely four times) around the animal. The 
circling is called t,waf: bitauwfu l-walad · Ml el-7Jarf1f, "the child is 
carried around the sheep." When the child is somewhat older he 

• See below. 
2 In the Arabic text the word mu' lliq is used. This has the literary meaning 

of "vital organs (Hava 48): spleen, liver, heart and lungs." In the dialect it 
stands for the Junge (and many include also the liver). 

3 This custom I have found described in the written notes of my father. 
• See alao Surah II, 168; VI, 146: XVI, ll5. 
6 The translations are taken from Sale. 
G Page 463. 
1 Sinai Peninsula. 
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rides on the sheep. This latter custom is not nearly so wide-spread 
as the other one. Both these two customs are practiced when the 
child can not accompany the procession of offering the ni(lr at the 
shrine, aud always before the animal is slain. ·when the child is 
able to go to the maqam and attend the ceremony he steps over the 
~arftf after it is slain, or over the flowing blood. 1 According to 
others he walks first three times around the sheep and then steps 
over the blood. While he encircles the animal the jati~1ah is read 
three times. Even Christians of some villages practice this custom 
(of stepping over the blood) when a sheep is offered to lJac/.r el
Agcj.ar.2 This crossing over the blood is called fa§aqa. In '.J'aiybeh 
the sheep is drawn three times around the sanctuary of St. George, 
and in every round the Lord's Prayer is recited once. 

This custom of stepping over a vowed sheep or over its blood is 
practised also with gbibit el-fadwa and rarely with that of ei!,-<Niiyeh. 
A few words about these two last sacrifices are necessary to illus
trate the difference between them and that of a vow sacrifice. The 
best animal for aj-ifJ;iyeh is a sheep, although the poor may offer a 
goat. Bedouin prefer a camel or an ox, as in the case of a vow. 
A man of er-Ram assured me that e,if,-if,hiyeh must be a cow (riis 
baqar) three years of age (tleteh) 3 or more. A poor man may offer 
seven goats instead of a cow. 4 This belief seems to be local, since 
I could not v~rify it in other villages. The sheep is laid on its left 
side with the head turned to the east and the face to the south.~ 
The man who slays it turns his face toward Mecca. 6 The person 
for whom it is offered says: allahumma itqabbalha minni, "0 God, 
accept it from me." Such an animal is slain on the Qurban Beyra111 
feast. 1 On this day rich people may slay for each member of their 
family one sheep, which must be well-developed, faultless and which 

1 In Nabi Musa (according to Abii Otman); in lbral..tim el-}Jnlil (AL,, '.!-'alib). 
2 According to Mile.di of Bir Zct. 
3 'fleteh comes from Jalatel1, "ti.tree." 
• This man assured me that no sheep can be offered for e~·,J,!1iyel,, which 

belief is wrong. 
$ Exactly ns is done with the sheep of a vow. 
, The immolation of the victims in the Hehrew cult took place on the north 

side of the altar. Lev. I 11, 6 2ij. 

1 10th of Mo~arram. 
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has passed the age of one year. 1 Every member of the family then 
steps over the blood of his sacrifice, which counts in his favor on 
the day of judgement. 2 The poor offer one animal for the whole 
family. Some women 3 attribute miraculous curative action to the 
blood of such a sacrifice. If a woman washes herself with the blood 
of a qbi}Jah mixed with water she will get children. 4 One third of 
the <JW1ah is eaten by the offerer and by his family, one third is 
given to the relatives, and the last third is distributed among the 
poor.~ Some-but not many-will not accept this division. Thus 
the Ml] of 'Imwas assured me that the above statement is not 
correct and that nobody should eat of his own qbil}ah. As many 
inhabitants of one village offer a sheep each, one will share the 
meat of the sacrifice offered by another and distribute all his own 
sheep. 

The Palestinians• believe that ~ sacrificial sheep will appear in 
the day of judgement well-dressed, well decorated and with penciled 
eyes (imkabbaleh) and will carry the person for whom it was offered 
over the surat to Paradise. Therefore the common saying qaJ.1ayana 
matayanii, 6 "our sacrificial animals are our riding beasts." 

In slaughtering the victim of e4,-1!,l1iyeh the utmost care is taken 
not to break any bones, so that the animal may appear whole and 
faultless on judgement day, for it is thought that these sheep render 
to their offerer the great service on the last day of joining his good 
deeds in the balance, and thus outweighing his faults and sins.7 

!}_bibet el-fadwa is a "sheep of ransom" offered on special 
occasions. When plague attacks part of the country its inhabitants, 
as well as those of the surrounding area, may make use of such · 

• The animal must be absolutely faultless, i. e., not blind, half blind, lame or 
weak. Even the bleating must be loud and clear. Some, but not rnnny, prohibit 
even the sacrifice of an animal which has been branded (inkato{lt, or nwkwiyeh) 
as a curative measure. This 'method of treatment is very wide-spread in tho 
Orient. 

2 Heard in Lifta. 
3 Imm Mol:iammad of 'Imwt,s. 
• If the blood is taken from a sheep sncrificed on 'Aro.fH.t it will be more 

cffectiYe. 
• A [l{ldit allows eating from one's own ,]bi[let ei!,-4{1iyel,. 
G Curtiss, chapter XIX. 
1 lil'ard is Bet J;{nn111t, and verified elsewhere. 
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offerings. The people of the infected part expect that God will 
accept these offerings and free them from the scourge. The others 
hope that the iJ,W1ah will prevent the spread of the disease to their 
country. A fadwa may also be made for a single person.I M., the 
only male child of a family well-known to me, came back from a 
long journey. His parents slew a sheep in front of the house and 
the son had to step o.ver the flowing blood before he entered the 
house.2 

Even when a flock of sheep is attacked by a mortal plague, one 
of the sheep-generally the best-is offered as ransom for the whole 
flock. All sheep of the infected flock are marked with the blood of 
the killed one.3 Sometimes the following expression is used while 
killing a fadwa: fida (or fadwa) 'an el-'ial wil-mal, "ransom for the 
family and the property." 

The meat of this ij,b1)1ah is generally all distributed to the poor. 
What Jaussen states about the N egeb is true also in some localities 
in Palestine, namely that (ll1iyeh and fadwa are used at times to 
denote one and the same thing. 

In continuing our examination of the niij,r <J.abay?i we notice that 
the blood of the sacrifice flows on the ground. In some shrines where 
a special place inside the main enclosure surrounding the maqam is 
designated for slaughtering, the blood is led through a special 
channel to the outside. The blood may be used to decorate the 
shrine. Large maqams like en-nabi Musa are exempt. The sasiyeh 
(the lintel of the door) and the ~daghat (the jambs of the door) are 
first of all smeared with blood. Generally the impression of the 
hand is made. The Christians of 'faiybeh smear the 'atabah 4 of the 
:ijacJr sanctuary with blood, making the figure of the cross. They 
take some blood in a kekarah-a small earthern vessel-and sprinkle 
the lintel and the jambs of the door .. 5 The same custom prevailed 
in early Biblical times when Aaron's sons sprinkled the blood of 
the offering "upon the altar round about."6 Instead of blood the 

t Such a (lbi~ah is also known as 'iqqal,. 
2 Curtiss, I. c. 
a Compare the story told in Ex. XII. 
, • atabah means in .reality the threshold of the door, hut is falsely used as 

ifiJiyeh. ·. . 
• The Arabic expression ia buatt&.t'l , 
e Lev. I 6, 8 , . 
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Christians of '.J'aiybeh very often whitewash I the stones with a 
preparation of lime,2 soon after the animal is slain. The white colour 
is thought to bring good luck. Most of the door frames of newly 
built houses ate smeared with the blood of sheep killed while the 
vaulting is going on. 3 The same is true with ,Jbi]:iit el-jida. 

The· forehead of the child, less often that of an adult for whose 
sake the nu]r was made, are also smeared 4 with the blood of the 
rJWiah. 5 Also the Christians of '.j.'aiybeh and Bir Zet have. the same 
custom. The sign of the cross is made on the forehead of the child. 
In Bir Sabi' the camels G are smeared with the blood of a ,Jbibah, 
as a sign that the vow has been fulfilled. 7 

The qaiym receives his part of the animal. This consists generally 
of the skin and the saqat (called also eHraf,S and in some places 
zawayd). By this expression the peasant understands the extremities, 
the head, the abdominal organs (with the exception of the large 
omentum 9) and the mafjba?1. 10 Tl'te ma,Jba]:i is that part of the neck 
where the knife cuts the throat.11 This piece is cut off and given 
to the qaiym. Generally he also receives a good piece of meat 
besides, and joins the party at the meal. What has been said of 
the qaiym is true of the ~iyftl.} who are connected with the shrine.• 2 

Curtiss' statement that one-fourth of the animal is given to the 
qaiym is only true occasionally for Palestine. This custom is again 
an old one and is illustrated in the story of the children of Eli.13 

In places like Nahi Musa the butcher (laMam) receives either the 

, Biyu{rusu. 
2 Very often this is done with a stick on the end of which a tassel of cloth 

ribbons is fastened. 
, This sheep is killed in the name of saiyidna Ibrahim el-1:J:alil. 
• So in Nabi Musa and Ibruhim el-1:.{alil. 
1 Jaussen finds the same custom in 'fransjordania (p. 316). 
G Ibl (pl. with no singular). 
1 PJB VIII, 159ff. 
• Saqa/ and !raf really do not mean the same. The second expression stands 

for the extremities only, while the first includes some of the internal organs, ae 
well as the extremities. 

9 Some include with the large omen tum the intestines directly connected with it 
10 From (laba!w, "to kill an animal with a knife." 
11 The saqa/ di li'ers in different places. Among the Bent Zed the ma!Jba~ is 

counted to it, in Jerusalem the lungs but not the mar]ba(1. 
11 As for example in al-Anbiu, el-JJnc).rn, etc. 
u 1 Sam. 2 12-18. 
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skin or a quarter of a medjidi, 1 less often half a medjidi. The 
other parts of the animal are cooked and eaten. Such a holy r!,Wiah 
should not be prepared as a zarb. 2 Very often rice is also cooked 
and served with the meat. Bread and the other materials necessary 
for ihe preparation of the meal are brought by the party. All 
present take part in the meal, and often many bystanders join the 
party, for as soon as people are seen going with one or more sheep 
to a sanctuary everybody knows that a nigr will be fulfilled. In 
large m~wiisim a part of the raw meat (la~zm a7.J1_lar or la~,m naiy) 
is divided among those present. Often vowed animals are given as 
a whole to the kitchen of Nabi Musa. or some other saint, where it 
is cooked with the other tood and is distributed to the visitors. 
Such an act is thought to bring additional blessing. 

The preparation of the food takes place in the kitchen, if there 
is one, otherwise near the maqam in a place protected from the 
winds. Often the food is cooked under a tree. The copper pots 
(tanadjir, pl. of tandjarah) or the copper troughs (ds[d, pl. of dist) . 

with the food a.re placed on the mawaqid (pl. of moqadeh, hearth, 
fire place). These are either well-built stone hearths or improvised 
ones. The latter are constructed by placing two elongated stones 
of the same height parallel to each other, with a space of 30-60 cm. 
between them, where the fire is made. Many shrines possess a 
number of copper pots, which are always used in such occasions. 
In welis where there are none the people who come to offer their 
nigr bring them along. The wood is taken from the property of 
the weli, or is brought with the visitors. In cooking a nigr all the 
dry wood which has fallen from the holy trees may be used, but no 
twigs may be cut, even if they are dead. This fallen brushwood is 
never used on any other occasion. 

All join in eating the sacred meal. Every one says the fatibah 
for the soul of the weli for whom the offering has been brought. It 
is considered that all present are guests of the weli, for the ij)li,liah 

t One Turkish medj'id'i = 20 piasters 1f6.gh (and 23 piasters Nurk), normally 
one-fifth of a 'furkish pound. 

2 Zarb is a roasted sheep, where the whole (when the animal is young) or a 
part of a sheep is placed in a small freshly-prepared, c_av~ like oven: This oven 
is heated very strongly, the meat is salted and placed m it after winch the oven 
is hermetically closed. 
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is his, and the food is cooked in his honour. Therefore everybody 
who attends the sacrifice, or happens to pass this way at this 
occasion is welcome to partake of the sacrificial meal. The weli 
receives the most important part of the victim-the soul, which 

1 lodges in the blood, 1 as we shall see later on. The same practice 
was known in the Old Testament. 2 A sacrificial meal followed the 
sacrifice. The flesh of the victim was eaten at the sanctuary by the 
sacrificer, and his family (l Sam. 1 3•7) or by representatives of the 
community (l Sam. 9 22-25). The underlying idea was "that of sharing 
a common meal with the deity.a The worshippers were the guests 
(Zeph. 1 7) of God at His sanctuary." 4 Happily they rise from the 
feast 11nd joining in games they pass the time in enjoyment. Contented 
with their act they leave the shrine, sure .that the weli has blessed 
them for the fulfilment of their obligation. 

These sacrifices followed by feasts are known in the Bible (1 Sam. 
20 4, etc.). We know from 1 Kings 3 3 and other passages~ that. 
these sacrifices took place in the high places. In the search for 
his father's asses Saul came to Samuel and was taken by the Prophet 
to a sacrificial meal. 

Before we leave the subject of rJ:baylt we may mention some irre
gular or anomalous customs practiced in some parts of Palestine. 
Very rarely it happens that the sheep which has been slaughtered 
in or near a sanctuary is carried back to the village, and cooked 
in the house of the vower. Sometimes the condition or the situation 
of the shrine prevent offering the sheep in or near it. In such a 
case the animal may be sold and the proceeds are either given as 
such to the maqam, or some jewelry is bought with. them and this 
is offered to the shrine and hung on the picture of ~he saint. 
l.}_abayi~t vowed to St. Mary on Calvary are not offered as such. 
The sheep is sold, jewelry is bought with the money, and is offered 
to the quneh. 

Some vows of this group form the connecting link with the meat
less food vows. El-msarwaleh is a dish · made of milk and _rice, 

• 1 Sam. 14 32-84. 

2 W. Smith, Dictionary of the Bible, vol. Il, (l. lOi!I. 
• See also 1 Cor. 10 20-21. 

• Hastings and ~elbie, Dictionary ol the Bible, 1914, p. 812. Doutte, p. 472. 
• Amos 5 21-2a, etc. 
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mixed with another of meat and rice. Such an offering-like all 
meatless ones-is cooked in the house and then carried to the 
shrine, where it is partly distributed and partly eaten. 

Among the Bedouin and some peasants the cooking done in 
connection with a mBlad vow (see ~fterwards) is more important 
than the mBlad, itself. This festival may be with or without meat. 

There are still a number of subsidiary practices connected with 
sacrifices to be considered. Since they touch the fundamental 
principles of making vows, we may be able by studying them to 
explain the conception connecting the sacrificial animal with the 
person for whom it is vowed. I shall first give two examples, which, 
although they do not belong to the above-described animal sacrifices, 
neverthele~s illustrate vividly the idea underlying them. 

·when a dead person is carried from the place where he died to 
his own village, the Bedouin and the peasants load him on a camel. 
The peasants have the superstition that the camel may die from the 
kahseh I exercised by the dead. In order to safeguard against such 
a heavy loss, they slay a cock on the camel's back, before the 
corpse is loaded. The blood of the cock, which flows over the 
camel's body, is thought to remove the impending danger. Thus the 
cock in giving his life has saved that of the more precious camel. 

Another illustration demonstrates the same idea from another 
point of view. When a child is attacked with convulsions, it is 
believed that a specially malignant djinn has attacked him, and that 
the evil spirit will probably not depart without having taken the 
child's life. In order to save the precious life of the child the demon 
must be satisfied with some other life. Therefore the head of a 
pigeon is introduced as deeply as possible into the rectum of the 
pat~ent, and it is held there until the animal dies. A life is given 

t It is not difficult to explain how the kabseh acts in this case. A dead bo<ly 
is always surrounded by the evil spirits which caused his death, and is therefore 
unclean. These spirits prefer to leave this environment and inhabit some living 
object. In doing so they may cause the same bad effects to their new host. The 
same explanation is true of the kabseh which may act on a sick person, if another 
sick person is carried into the room. The evil spirits causing the illness of the 
second (and most diseases "re caused by demons) may leave their host and 
attack the first person, thus increasing his disorder. For other examples see 
Aber_qlaube, pp. 37, 39. 
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to save another, and the djimi is satisfied by the offering it has 
received, and leaves the child. 

These two examples show three points clearly: 
1. To save the life of an important being, that of another less 

impo-rtant one must be sacrificed. 
2. The sacrifice is made to please that supernatural power which 

is thought to be the cause of the danger, or which has in its hands 
the power of preventing it. 

3. The animal sacrificed must come somehow into direct external 
contact with the being for whom or for which it has given its life. 

A close examination of the practices connected with vowing and 
sacrificing animals, as we have followed them, shows that the same 
ideas underly them, with some modification. 

Ad 1. The Palestinian thinks that everything, especially disease, 
affliction and misfortune comes "from allah" (min a),lah). He has 
permitted their occurrence, exactly as He allowed Satan to tempt 
Job and afflict him with all sorts of visitations. 1 Therefore when
ever the peasant is attacked with afflictions, he tries to escape them 
by directing the wrath of the superior power against some other 
being. An animal is offered in his place, to redeem the human 
being with its life. Thus the peasant still walks in the paths of his 
ancestors, believing that "life shall go for life" 2 and that "blood 
maketh atonement," 3 and that the life of an animal is accepted by 
the Divine Power instead of that of the offender, who himself deserves 
death. 4 This is the only explanation for the wide-spread custom of 
sacrificial vows; and while other vows are not so strictly executed, 
a promise of an animal offering is much more seriously treated. 
This idea of redemption is well founded in all Semitic religicms. 

Ad 2. The Almighty God is difficult of access. This is another 
fundamental idea in Palestinian folk religion. 5 This is why the 
Palestinian prefers to call on saints and welis for help. They were 
once human beings and thus understand human difficulties and 
temptations. A weli is always ready to assist, more so, if one shows 

t Job 11-12. 

2 Deut. 19 21. 

• Lev. 1711. 
• Compare the sin offerings of the Mosaic law. 
' Exod. 19, etc. 
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his humility in some way. Just as no one would approach a deity 
· without a gift in his hands, or a promise of one, so a peasant would 
not ask a weli for help, without at the same time vowing a sacrifice.I 
This conception already prevailed in Biblical times: "None shall 
appear before me empty." 2 The object of a sacrifice, reduced to its 
simplest terms, is threefold: to secure and retain the favour of the 
saint; to remove his displeasure; and thirdly to express gratitude for 
benefits received. Although these things may be said about any 
offering, nothing pleases these holy men as much as an animal 
sacrifice: firstly, .because so many of the poor can be fed in their 
name and on their tables; secondly, because every one who partakes 
of the feast says a prayer in the name of the weli. These two acts 
are placed by the Almighty to the account of the weli. 

Ad 3. The study of the connections between the animal to be 
offered and the person for whom it was offered are very interesting. 
For the purpose of analysis the following resume of the customs 
described above may be given:-

A young_ child-for · whom the nu],· was made-is carried three 
times around the animal. When the child is older he rides on the 
sheep. 3 

He may step over the sacrifice or over the flowing blood. 
The forehead of the person i$ sometimes smeared with the blood 

of the ,},bil;ah. 
The flock or herd is touched with the blood of the animal killed 

for their safety. 
All these actions show clearly that the sacrifice must have a 

direct contact with the person for whom it is offered. Therefore 
the person for whom a.n animal is slain to safeguard his life is 
marked with the blood of the victim. The shrine of the saint to 
whom the animal has been promised, is smeared or sprinkled in 
many cases with the blood of the if:bil;ah. 4 'l'his is done to assure 
the man of God that his ni<Jr has been fulfilled, for the mere 
dedication of the animal during the act of slaying with the words 

1 Gen. 4 sf. 
2 Exod. 34 ao. 
i In the Old Testament the sacrificer hact to put one hand, in later periods 

both bands, upon the hl'ad of the victim (1 Sam. 21 ,). 
, Exactly as in Lev. I 5, 17 11, etc. 
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"Take your promise, 0 ... " does not suffice. One asks why blood 
plays such an important role in these religious rites? An investig
ation of this question discloses that blood plays a very interesting 
and complicated part in Palestinian superstition. Since I believe 
that the study of these practises will bring us to a clearer conception 
of the underlying ideas, I shall describe some of them. 

Blood is believed by the Palestinian to be the abode of the "soul." 
The same idea existed in the earliest periods of Biblical history: 
"For the blood is the life." 1 Therefore wherever human blood is 
shed or lost, a part of human life and soul is lost. 'l'his makes 
blood a highly respected, but at the same time a highly dangerous 
thing. The following su1lerstitious customs will throw light on this 
idea: 

I. When two children desire to enter into fraternal relation to 
each other (yit~awii.), i. e., become intimate friends, each pricks one 
of his fingers with a needle and sucks a little of the blood of the 
other. Thus each takes some of the soul of his friend and they enter 
into blood relation to each other. 

2. In every place where a person is killed (and only when his 
blood is shed) the soul appears at night-time as a rasad 2 and 
cries out the last words spoken by the dead; 3 cf. Gen. 4 10, "The 
voice of they brother's blood crieth to me from the earth." 

3. In case a wife is not much beloved by her husband she tries 
to inflame his affection by giving him a few drops of her blood, 
mixed with some other liquid, to drink.' She is sure that the part 
of the soul drunk with the blood by her husband knits him more 
strongly to her. 

4. Supernatural powers• hover over every place and person where 
. blood is found. They may even be injurious. This is the cause of 
the fear of the menstrual blood cherished by the inhabitants of 
Palestine. 5 

t Deut. 12 ts. 
2 Also called mfa,oil. 
3 Aberglaube, p. 17. 
• Blood always used to be the sign of a covenant, Exod. 12 1, 1s. 
s This is not the place to dwell on this phase of superstition, which ia 

discussed fully in AberglardJc. 
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In offering an animal we are offering a life, a soul for another 
one---the human life. The meat of the <JbU:iah is not the important 
pa.rt of the sacrifice. It serves only to satisfy the human visitors. 
The gods (saints practically = lower deities) do not eat and drink; 
they are only satisfied by the sacrifice of the soul. 1 A Christian 
woman of Djifnah in describing a ~bi]:iah said lil-lf(U_lr f er.let ed-dam 
u la11-nas aj-<Jbibah, "For :ijaqr the pouring of the blood (i. e., the 
soul) and for the people the sacrificial animal." Blood plays an 
important role as the symbol of life. This shedding of blood is the 
essential part of an animal sacrifice.2 No animal which has been 
previously killed will be accepted by any weli as a sacrifice. The 
blood must be shed in his shrine, or at least in his name. It is the 
atoning act. 

b) Qurban or walimeh Zillah 

A qurban also involves the qbibah. This sort of vow belongs 
partly to this category and partly to a later one. It may be 
described fully here, as it has to do with animal offerings. The vow 
is made in these cases to God only, and not to any saint or weli. 
Thus it is clear that a qurban is ,i, real sacrifice in the name of the 
Almighty, in case of sickness. As soon as the sick man recovers, 
the animal must give its life for the man who is saved. The animal 
belongs entirely to God. But God does not need any food, there
fore it is distributed entirely among the poor, the vower receiving 
nothing of it-contrary to the practice in the case of all animal 
offerings described up to now. Such an animal may be slain in any 
place and its meat is distributed a~i!,ar,s "in a raw (uncooked) 
condition," or it may be cooked and then given to the poor. From 
this custom the name walimeh Zillah is derived. 

Qurban (from qaruba, qarraba) denotes everything offered to God 
which brings t):i.e offerer nearer to the Deity.~ Walimeh lillah, "a 
feast for God," well expresses the idea set forth in another place 
and shows that the sacrifice is in reality nothing but a feast given 
to the needy in the name of God. 

1 I Sam. 14 as-u; Deut. 12 u; Lev. 7 1olf., 7 21. 

2 N. Soderblom, Da, Waen du Giitterglaubffla, p . 81; Curtiss ; Kahle. 
• Also called naiy. 
' Mu!ii~ el-Mu!i~ II, 1681. 
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In many cases when such a vow is made, the mother or the father 
take an open knife (miis, ~ft$ah) 1 and sticks it in the door or in the 
outer wall of the sickroom. While doing so the following words are 
uttered: qurban la widjh alliih in tab ibni, "A sacrifice for- God's 
face, i. e., God's sake, if my child gets well." Such a knife may 
remain in its place until the sheep is killed.2 

Much like the above custom is vowing a candle for God: "If my 
child speaks, I will light a candle for you, 0 God." 3 According to 
Christian belief such a candle must be lighted in the open air and 
not in a shrine. Imm Elyfls of Jerusalem took such a vow and 
lighted the candle on the roof. She passed the night guarding it, 
so that it should not be stolen. As the candle was not all burned, 
it had to be lighted on the second night. According to Moham
medan custom, a light of this kind may be brought to the nearest 
weli and burned there in the name of God. t_ 

Before leaving this . subject of animal sacrifices we may note a 
<Jbibah custom which has nothing to do with vows. In case a saint 
has been irritated by some mortal, he may punish the evil-doer and 
perhaps all the inhabitants of the village in a very severe way. 
A sheep is generally offered to reconcile the saint. I have already 
told the story of es-se~ $ftle}:t, who inhabits JJirbet Nuta, and which 
illustrates this point excellently. 

c) Meatless food 

In Jerusalem and the immediate neighbourhood these vows are 
called smiit, while in Beni Zed and Beni Malik the word smat is used 
only for a d,bi~1ah, as we have seen. I have been unable to find for this 
word the explanation given by Jaussen, and which he has deduced from 
the use of the expression in Transjordania.& Everywhere vows of 
this sort are also known by the name tabhah, an expression not very 
much used. Most of the inhabitants of Jerusalem and the adjacent 
Christian villages understand by smat 6 only a special dish, namely 

1 Also kazlak, sikkineh. 
2 A custom prevalent in Beni Zed. 
> This type of vow ia made when the child grows up without being able to 

speak. 
• According to a man of Bettir (Beni J:Iasan). 
• Page 365. 
1 Aberglaube, p. 75. 
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rqaq u 'adas. Others include some other food to be mentioned 
below. The smat is cooked at home and is distributed among the 
poor. Generally a large quantity is prepared. Full plates are sent 
to the houses of the needy. A Mohammedan woman of Jerusalem 
informed me that sometimes a lakan I full of rastah is placed at the 
main gate (Bab el-Qat!,anin) of the l;Iaram area, so that the worsh
ippers who finish their midday prayer 2 and leave the mosque by this 
gate may help themselves.a The person who has brought the food 
stands beside it and says to the people iqrf1, l-fati~iah lin-nabi 
lbrtihim-haij,a min niqrtth,4 "Pray the jatibah for the prophet 
Abraham; this is from a vow made for him." A Christian from 
Rafidii't (near Nablus) told me that he remembered the time when 
this . custom was practiced by the Christians of that village. The 
food used to be placed on Sunday in front of the church and who
ever came out took a spoonful of the food. The priest had to begin 
the procession. It is believed that in this way many prayers are 
said in the name of the saint .. 

Other foods which come under this heading are: 'a.>'ideh = lentils 
cooked with coarsely ground wheat, miljadrlarah = lentils with rice, 
and babtiyeh = another name for ruzz u ~ialib, i. e., rice with milk. 
These three dishes are far less common than rqtiq u 'adas mentioned 
first. This is preferred because the peasants believe that it was the 
food of the Patriarch Abrabam.5 

Many Christians 6 promise ghirbnzyeh. 1 This is bread made in 
large, round loaves from very fine sifted s flour. The loaves are 
signed with a seal (rai,'meh). Five such loaves-which are called 
ttdjiih 9-are always made and given to the priest, who says some 

1 A brass basin. 
2 General½' this is done on Friday. 
s Several spoons .are placed in the hasin. 
' '!'he last h of ni<Jruh is to be pronounced. 
5 .Heard from Christians of Rafidia. 
G Especially those of Bet Djula and Bethlehem. 
1 Aberglaube, I. c. 
• Many now keep on sifting until it becomes white. Formerly it had to be 

done seven times. 
• Imm B. '!'aldjeh of Bet Djala gave me the word udjah, pl. of widjh (!'eally 

face) for loaves. This expression was verified by other peasants of the same 
village.-Cf. biblical Cl'll> en',, "show-bread" (W. F. A.). 
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prayers over them and asks God's blessing for all the members of 
the family which has offered them. He then keeps four loaves for 
himself and one is taken by the offerer. The last is divided among 
the members of his family as a barakeh. Some keep a piece of this 
blessed bread for illness, believing that eating it will cure disease. 
·when once such a vow is taken it has to be continued every year 
until the man for whom it was taken dies. Such a ghirbn'iyeh I is 
always made one day before the feast of the saint to whom it was 
vowed. 'l'he priest blesses the bread after the afternoon prayer 
(~alat el-'a._~r). Such a vow is a material help to the priest.2 Many 
vow bread for the poor and needy in the name of the saint. This 
practice I shall describe more fully in the following section. 

III. Offerings given to needy persons in the name of the saint 

In the last section we have often mentioned vows fulfilled for the 
benefit of the poor. The smat (tabbah) and specially the walimeh 
Zillah (qurban) come under this heading. All vows of food promised 
to God must be given to the poor, even though not so specified in 
the wording of the vow. In all other vows it is specified; e. g., •O 
Nabi $ale}:!, if you bring me safely through this matter, I shall dis
tribute a basket of rice to the poor." Either food or cloth may be 
vowed. The food may be offered in a cooked or uncooked state. 
The "needy" may be grouped under the following headings: 

1. Poor (/tUJ.ara) 

2. Orphans and widows 3 (aylam u aramil) 

3. Prisoners (ma(1abzs) 

4. _,Sick, especially the mentally disturbed ("!_adjan'in). 

The following are illustrations: "If I get_up, and am able to walk 
I shall, O Prophet of God, clothe thirty orphans;" "0 friend of God, 
as soon as I am released from jail, I shall give two hundred loaves 
of bread ·to the prisoners;" "0 St. George, if my son returns· to 
normal mental condition, I shall slay a sheep for the madjanin of 
your shrine." 

\ 
1 Also called quddaseh. 

2 This custom is only followed by the Greek Orthodox church. 

3 Called by the collective name maq~a•,n (those :who have nobody to help them). 
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In making a vow of kisweh I one must, according to most of those 
whom I have asked, supply all garments necessary to dress a person, 
i. e., shirt (qamf$), shoes ($arami2), bag-trousers ((i)lbas3), qumbaz• 
(gown•) and a head~dress (tarbu§, 6 or battah and 'uqal 7) . Many do 
not give all these, · but only a shirt and a qumbaz, or the cloth for 
both. Generally the fulfilment of such a vow is postponed to one of 
the Mohammedan feasts, 'id e,4-(lbiyeh (id el-kbir) or 'id e$-nMr ('id 
Ramaif,an). 

The condition of the prisoners used to be pitiful. Very often it 
happened that an accused or suspected person remained for months 
in the prison before his trial took place. Most such victims used to 
implore God and aH the saints for help, promising to offer a sheep 
or bread for the other prisoners, if they should be released from 
their misery. Even prisoners who were already convicted used to 
take vows that as soon as they should be released they would offer 
this or that for the other inmates of the jail. Even if these vows 
are made in the name of a weli they do not reach his sanctuary. 

It is advised by many in Jerusalem s that the best way to fulfil 
a food vow for the poor, is to give it to the d_kiyeh kitchen where 
food is cooked daily and distributed to the poor. Generally the 
one who Tows a sheep will remain in the kitchen until the meat is 
cooked and distributed. Bread may -also be brought to the kitchen. 
Orphanages and hospitals a.re sometimes but not often remembered. 
Flour, rice, melted butter, beans, lentils, etc., are generally presented. 
The leper asylum "Jesus Hilf' receives such vows at long intervals. 
"My Lord, if I live to see my son (returning) in good health, I will 
bequeath my lower house to the Qlciyeh." The yearly rental of the 
house goes to the genera.I income of the iJkiyeh waqf as religious 

t From kaaii, "to clothe." 
2 Also called marki2b, · niaiiai. 
3 Made mostly of white or lilue cloth, with wide parts above the knP.es 

(some call it sirtoiil). 
' Also called kibir. 
s It is put on over the shirt and the trousers. 'l'he qu111biiz is made of coloured · 

linen, cotton or silk cloth. It is open in front, reaches to just above the ankles 
and is fastened by a ziinnu,· (belt). 

a Fez. 
7 Bedouin head-dress . 
• Heard from Abu "Osmun (Jerusalem). 
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endowment. I know of a man who transferred all his property to a 
relative as waqf, making in the waqfiyeh the condition that a sun 
of money should be given to the poor by the heir in the name of 
the donor. It may happen that somebody has no money to vow to 
the poor. He then promises to devote the wages of three or more 
days' work to the purchase of food for the poor. I 

IV. Religious vows 

By "religious vows" I mean that a person takes upon himself the 
fulfilment of some religious act or obligation other than what he 
would naturally perform. Religious vows are practiced by Moham
medans and Christians. Very interesting is the fact that an adherent 
of one community assumes obligations of another. 

Perhaps the most popular example of this category is the promise 
of reciting the story of the Prophet's nativity, qrfi..yet molad. "If my 
daughter recovers I shall recite a molad, 0 Prophet of God." The 
molad is the legendary story of the Prophet's birth and is a poem 
which describes not only the birth of the Prophet, but names his 
ancestors, all the prophets, and his own acts. A great part of the 
molad is devoted to praise of Mohammed. There are different 
molads ancl one of the most important is that of el-Imam 'Abdallah 
bin Mol)ammad el-Manawi. According to Wafiyat el-A'yan by Ibn 
]J.allikan, vol. I, the first one to attach a great importance to the 
molad was Mu~~affar ed-Din (Prince of Irbil). During his time, in 
the year 604 A. H. el-.l;Iafiz 'Omar Abu el-]J.attab wrote the best 
molad poem. 

The fulfilment may be simple or more elaborate. In the first case 
the vower gives a sum of money (one to one and a half medjidi in 
the villages, half a pound to two pounds in the cities) to a ilelj who 
must recite the molad from a minaret, in a mosque or weli, in the 
name of the giver. Among these places the minaret is the one 
usually chosen, and often it is specified: 'ala el-medaneh el-]:lamra,2 
'ala medanet en-nabi Mi1sa. 3 The muaq~in of that minaret may do 

I Heard from Imm .Bsarah Tledjeh. 
2 Inside the city in the northeast quarter. 
3 A molad is not generally recited in small sanctuaries, nor from the minaret 

of unimportant welis. Ibrahim el-}Jauwa~, en-nabi Musa, en-nabi l;lrue~, 'Ali ibn 
'Elem, en-nalfi Rubin, etc., are preferred places. 
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the job. The nm°'44in or other §e"/J who reads the molad takes 
several others with him, to help him in singing or reciting parts of 
the molad. It is always done in the evening, generally that of the 
night of Thursday to Friday, or that of Sunday to Monday. More 
important is the reading of a molad in the house. Many friends are 
invited. A large meal is prepared. After all had their supper they 
assemble in a large room, where the ceremony is held. One or 
more §e"fJs are chosen to recite this prayer, while refrains may be 
repeated in chorus by the audience. It takes about two to two and 
a. half hours,. during which no smoking or conversation takes place. 
One may enter or leave the room a.t any time. After the ceremony 
is over sweets a.re presented. Thus we see that the religious ceremony 
is preceded and followed by a festivity . . When a woman has made 
a. vow to recite the mo/ad she fulfils it by inviting her female relatives 
and friends and asking a §el.}ah or a. §elj (larir I to recite it. 

In some villages one to two ratls of barley with three raw eggs 
(some bring only one) are placed in front of the sel,J who recites the 
story of "Mohammed's Nativity." The eggs are eaten by the selJ, to keep 
his voice clear,2 while the barley is kept by the people as a blessing 
and as a curative medicine in case of sickness. It is supposed that 
the barley receives a supernatural power thro~gh this religious 
ceremony. In case a child falls sick, he is fumigated with this barley. 3 

An old woman of Jerusalem told me that a dish of fl.our and a 
glass of water are placed before the selJ, who recites this prayer. 
As soon aa he finishes, the contents of the dish are distributed 
among those present. It is kept as a ]J.irz for small children. They 
either carry it in a small bundle around the neck as a prophylactic 
measure against the evil spirits or they are fumigated with it in case· 
of disease. The water is drunk by those present, believing that it 
cures shortness of breath. 

Although this custom is purely Mohammedan it sometimes happens 
(but very rarely) that a Christian woman vows that she will recite 

,· Blind seas are allowed to enter chamucrs of the hnrcm to tench the Qoritn, 
or to say prayers. 

2 I could not find any other explanation for tll.e eggs. 'l'he ie{f has no right 
to take them with him. 

l I heard this custom from Man~ur of Lift.a. 
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a molad. The wife of el-Qari I promised: "If my child gets well, I 
shall recite a molad." In fulfilment she held the ceremony in her 
house. Generally Ghristians prefer giving a ~eb, a sum of money 
and asking him to recite the molad in their name. 

Besides the molad, fasting is very often vowed. It is a. religious 
law that every Mohammedan shall fast in the month of Ramacjan.2 
Nothing is eaten, drunk or smoked during the day-time, while at a 
certain hour in the la.te evening the first meal (ftftr), and a few 
hours after midnight a second one (sbur) is taken. Nobody may 
vow to fast in this month, since this is his duty. But fasting on 
other days or weeks than Ramacjan are often vowed, generally by 
women. The number of days or weeks which are to be kept is 
specified in the vow. These fasts are kept in the same way as that 
of the month Ramac).an. Radjab and Sa'ban are the preferred months 
for fasting, and Monday and Thursday preferred days of the week. 
This sort of vow cannot be bought, as others may (see above), i. e., 
it cannot be changed to another obligation. A person who has 
vowed to fast a month must keep his promise exactly, while another 
who has bound himself to offer a sheep, oil, etc., may give a sum 
of money in their place. No unclean woman is allowed to fast. 

Christians may vow to fast days or weeks more than required by 
the church. In such cases they abstain completely from animal 
food, sometimes including, sometimes excluding fish. More unusual 
is the promise of a Christian to keep the month Ramacjan or a 
part of it. Sometimes Mohammedan women bind themselves to keep 
the fast of St. Mary's feast ('id el-A~rii) or part of it. 

Often a Mohammedan mother who loses one child after another 
vows to baptize the next one, believing that putting him under the 
protection of Christ will guard him against death, since the evil spirit 
el-Qarini is driven a.way. The Qarini is the evil demon which 
attacks children and pregnant women, causing all the diseases of 
the first, and producing abortion in the latter.a Watfeh the wife of 
I. 'Aql (from Lifta) lost all her sons during their infancy. While 
pregnant she was advised by an old neighbour to vow to have her 

1 Ureek Orthodox Church. 
2 Unclean women, sick aucl those on 11 journey nre excused from this rule. 

They · must do their duty in the same year. 
, See .Aberglaube, there transcribed ~rini. 
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offspring baptized by a Qhristian priest. She did it with the words: 
ya rahbi in razaqtni $abi ni(!nm 'alay la-a'mmduh 'ind en-na$ara u 
la-asammih 'ala ism en-na$ai·a, "0 my Lord, if Thou grantest me a 
boy, I vow to have him baptized by the Christians and to give him 
a Christian name." She bore two sons after this vow and both were 
baptized. One was named ];Ianna and the other Djirius. A ~e~ of 
Su'fat told me that a barren woman vows : "By God, if I get a boy 
I shall. call him Elias." By this expression she means that she 
will give him a Christian name, thus dedicating him to a Christian 
saint. She must therefore baptize him, since baptism puts him under 
Christ's protection and giving him the name of a Christian saint 
helps to keep him safe. Therefore only names of popular Christian 
saints are chosen, like I;Ianna. (John), Djirius (George), l;ltc. St. 
George's ·name is preferred since it is a connecting link between 
Christians and Mohammedans. It is said that the priest conducts 
the ceremony of baptism as in the case of a Christian child. Only 
meron is not used. 

There are a few Christian women who vow to circumcise a child 
and to give him a Mohammedan name, like Darwis, ];Iaean, etc. 
Such vows are taken in the same cases as the previously mentioned 
ones, i. e., when a mother loses all her male children. When such 
a woman makes a vow she may fix the place where the child is to 
be circumcised. Baptism of Mohammedan children is much more 
common than circumcision of Christian ones. The latter is only 
found among some few villagers. 

Circumcision is a rule for every Mohammedan and therefore it 
can not be vowed. But a Moslem may bind himself to do this act 
at a special shrine: "l entreat you, 0 Prophet Moses, if you cure 
my child, I will circumcise him in your sanctuary." Such a vow is 
thought to be good for both parties. The child is protected by the 
saint, and the confidence shown in the man of God increases his 
reputation. Very often a special and additional vow is made, namely: 
"l will take upon me to circumcise so and so many poor children 
together with my own boy." This means that the vower has to pay 
for the expenses of the operation, and also gives each child some 

clothing as a present. 
Some vow the service of a person in a sanctuary: "If you, 0 

man of God, grant me a child I shall let him serve you one month 
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('s time)." Such a custom-although found also among the Moham
medans-is more wide-spread between the Christians. S.uch a vow 
of direct service for a certain period in a sanctuary is fulfilled by 
helping the qandalajl (sexton) in his work. 1 In such cases Moham
medans sweep the shrine and light the lamps. This sort of vows 
resembles the vow of Hannah, the mother of Samuel (I Sam. 1 11 ff.). 
Najartuh la-mar Anton, "l have vowed (offered) him to St. Antonius," 
means that the boy must wear the garb of that order for one year. 
'l'he priest puts the garments on and in one year's time the priest 
must take them off. The parents offer a candle at each of these 
ceremonies. The convent presents the girdle-rope, the rosary (el
masbabah) and the cap (eHaqiyeh), while the parents provide for the 
cloth, which is cut by the priest (or in the convent). This priest 
prays over the dress as well as over the child. Thus the child wears 
priestly clothes for one year. Members of the Latin church, as well 
as of the Greek orthodox follow this practice. The latter ask a 
priest of the former for the performance of this act. 

Sometimes the whole or a part of the sick person is vowed to a 
holy man: "0 man of God, 0 ]Jauwa~,2 if my child recovers, you 
will get half of him." This means that half the "~rice" of the person 
is offered. The price of a person is only discussed when he is 
murdered. The diyeh, "blood price," must be paid by the murderers 
to the family of the murdered, and it amounts to 33,000 piasters. 
Vowing half or a quarter of a person means to pay half or a quarter 
of 33,000 piasters,3 i. e., 16,500, respective 8250. This sum is given 
to the qaiym of the sanctuary with the understanding that it is for 
the weli. In case such a vow is made for a girl her price is not 
reckoned on the basis of the diyeh but of the mahr (marriage-price). 
The wedding ceremony of the girl cannot take place, until her vow 
is fulfilled.' Even in the Old Testament the .N azarite could be 

1 Vow■ of this type are also known in the Old and New Te1tament, where 
persons were vowed or chosen as Nazarites for their life or for a short period. 
J udg. 13 6, 1 Sam. 1 11, Luke 1 u, J er. 35 5 ff., 1 Mac. 3 41, Acts 18 ts, etc. 

2 To this weli moro persons aro vowed than to other saints (heard frotn 
O. S. el-Barght,ti). 

, See O. Barghf,t1, "Judicial Courts among the Bedouin of Palestine,• JPOS U, 
No. 1, 1922. 

, I have heard of th.is custom only in Central Palestine. It is unknown to 
the villages around Jerusalem. 
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redeemed at a valuation according to age and sex, on a special 
scale. t 

Finally we must mention a custom which, although not belonging 
directly to this group of vows, seems to me more closely associated 
with it than to others. The wife of .F. (Greek Orthodox), whose son 
was badly sick, fastened a silken handkerchief on the Nabi Musa 
flag. This was done on the first day of the feast, while the proces
sion moved from the Mosque of Omar. While doing so she ex
claimed: "I( my son gets well, 0 prophet Moses, I shall fasten 
another handkerchief on the day of the return of your flag." 2 This 
example shows us again the honour paid to Mohammedan saints by 
non-Moslems. Such a vow is exceedingly rare. In explanation of 
this custom we may point to the Mohammedan custom: in tab ib11i 
la-arbutlak ya !£auwfi$ drii' baft riiyeh be~lah, "If my son recovers, 
0 H., I shall fasten for you an ell (pie) of white shirt as a white 
flag." To hoist a white flag for somebody means to proclaim his 
ability, his excellent character, his charity, etc. 

V. Bodily chastisement and vows to be fulfilled on the body of 

the vower or person for whom the vow was taken 

"If my child gets well, O my Lady, O St. Mary, I shall visit you 
(i. e., your shrine) barefoot." Walking barefoot to a sanctuary is 

· vowed by Mohammedans and Christians. Christians of Jerusalem 
prefer the sanctuaries of St. Mary and Mar Elias. To sitti Maryam 
Mohammedans also bind themselves by a similar vow. This visit 
must be performed, if at all possible, on the saint's day. Generally 
the women rise up very early-1ong before daybreak-and while all 
are sleeping, walk barefoot to the sanctuary, say a prayer and come 
back before the visitors l>egin. their pilgrimages to the . shrine. The 
badit says "if a. man vows to walk to a place and he c_annot do it, 
he may not fulfil his vow walking." 3 

1 Lev. 27 1-1. It ranged with males from 5 to 50 shekels, with females from 
3 to 30 shekels. ' 

2 From Imm Elyas. 
, Man na,Jara an yamsi li-ma!iallin walam yasta(i' an yaquma bihi fi,ili'i yadjuzu 

an yukmilan-nid,·a maJyan. 
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Another vow of humiliation is the sweeping of a sanctua,_ry with 
the head-dress. "l take a vow to sweep Sef ed-Din t with my head
cloth, if my brother gets well." 2 To throw, or to place the head
dress on the ground is always looked at as a. dishonouring action. 

Very often it is vowed that the hairs of the sick child will be 
cut in a sanctuary. The hair is allowed to grow from the moment 
of the vow until the promise is fulfilled. In the case of a. Christian -
the child is taken to the church, where the fulfilment of the vow 
must· take place. In case the Holy Sepulchre (Qabr el-l[ala~ ') is 
chosen, the act is performed behind the tomb of Christ. The priest, 
after saying some prayers, · cuts a lock of hair fror:n the forehead, 
another from the occipital region and one from each lateral side, 
thus marking the sign of the cross. 'fhe barber cuts the rest of 
the hair. In other churches the child approaches the altar~ and 
the ceremony takes place. Some friends and relati\•es are invited 
to attend the ceremony. Returning home, all join in a feast. In 
the case of Mohammedans the child enters the sanctuary and the 
hair is cut in the mibrab or near the tomb. At Nebi Musa it is 
done outside the real shrine. In the district of Djenin I was told 
that a vow to cut the hair may be performed in most of the welis. 
This practice of shaving the head, or cutting the hair at the expiration 
of a votive period is a very old custom. In the Bible we have reference 
to it.; 

In all cases the weight of the hair cut off, in gold, silver or money, 
is presented to the sanctuary. The money is given to the priest or 
to the qaiym. 

VI. Vows not connected with any holy person or shrine 

Such vows may be vestiges or remnants of primitive religious . 
practices. "If my brother returns safely, I shall make you a zarb, 
which we will eat in the vineyards." This vow is ma.de for friends. 
At other times it is a. thank-offering to a person. Thus we ~eet 

I In Lift&. 
2 Heard from a woman of Lifta. 
3 Lit. "the Tomb of Salvation." 
• El-111atJba{I. 
5 Acts 18 1s, 21 ~,. 
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with many nqi1,rah of this category made for physicians, nurses, 
teachers, etc. Most of these vows are never fulfilled. 

In connection with the subject of vows I wish to draw attention 
to the following idea. There are some expressions which seem to 
indicate quite a different idea, but which originate in the same cycle 
of conceptions as the vows. The Palestinian believes that the death 
of a child or animal, the breaking of an obje"t or the spilling of a 
fluid may atone for the loss of somebody or something more important. 
lnkasar ~-§arr, "the evil is broken," is said when a glass of water, 
a tea cup or a coffee cup fall from a visitor's hand and breaks. 
Inkabb es-sarr, "the evil has been poured out," is used on similar 
occasions. 

When a horse dies, a house collapses, etc., people express their 
feelings by saying: fidiik u fida 'iyalak, "it is a ransom for you and 
your family." The idea underlying these expressions is that some 
evil had to befall the loser, but the Almighty Providence has directed 
it to a less important object and thus saved a greater loss. 

· · VII. Vows for the dead and the djinn 

I cannot close the discussion of vows without calling attention to 
vows offered to the djinn and the \lead. Although this category of 
offerings differs from that of offerings brought to the saints, it shows 
many points of resemblances and serves to illustrate some points of 
interest. It is hard to find such characteristic examples of sacrifices 
brought to djinn and dead as of those offered to saints. Nevertheless 
a careful investigation shows many customs which belong here. A 
comparision between sacrifices offered to saints and those brought 
to the dead and djinn exhibits the same idea in different stages of 
development. I shall describe some customs and snperstitions beliefs, 
which suggest 

a) Offerings to demons · 

.pbil,let ed-dar (among the peasants) which corresponds to @nbet 
bet &-fa'r I of the Bedouin is the most characteristic example of this 
sort. Besides qWzet el-!Jalil2 we meet with another sort of animal 

1 Jauuen, p. 339. 
1 A sheep must be offered to Abraham whenever a house is newly built. 
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sacrifice, practiced by many peasants in connection with the comple
tion of a house. Some will not even occupy a newly built dwelling 
until a sheep is immolated, to please the djinn who have already 
taken their abode in it. With the blood the sides of the door arc 
painted as an external sign of the offering. Others may even slay 
a sheep in the foundation trenches. Whenever a Bedouin tribe 
changes the locality of its camp the §ea, and others immolate a sheep 
to the demons of that spot with the words dastftr ya ~a~iib el-maball, 
"By your permission, 0 owner of the place." 1 

According to an old belief, which ·is at present dying out, some 
buildings - especially baths and houses erected near a spriug-will 
not be fortunate and prosperous, unless the foundation stone has 
been erected upon shed blood. In the case of a Turkish bath it is 
even thought, that a human being-and curiously enough a Sudanese
must be offered before the first stone is- laid. Some old women· 
a.ssured me that the head of a negro suffices, if buried below the 
threshold. The following expressions point to this human sacrifice: 
eH1ammam ma bidur illa'ala 'abd, "The bath does not work except 
on a negro;" qaym 'ala 'abd, "it is erected on a negro;" mabni 'ala 
'abd, "it is built on a negro." 2 Excavations show that these foundation 
sacrifices were very wide-spread in the ancient Orient. In 1 Kg. 16 s• 
we read : "ln his days did Hiel the Bethelite build Jericho: he laid 
the foundation thereof in Abiram his firstborn, and set up the gates 
thereof in his youngest son Segub." 

Whenever a house is thought to be inhabited by demons, because 
every family which occupies it loses one or more of its members by 
death, nobody else will move into it before sacrificing one or more 
sheep, for the house is thought to be maskun, "haunted," lit., "inhabited 
(by evil spirits)." · 

The spring of Djifna is supposed to be inhabited by a demon which 
appears in the form of a charming bride. Once a woman of the 
village approached the spring during menstruation. 'fhis careless 
act provoked the anger of the djinn'i.yeh and the spring was dried up. 
A priest had to go to the place a.nd burn incense, thus reconciling 
the djinniyeh. 3 

t J auasen, I. c. 
2 Aberglauhe, p. 20. 
i "Haunted Spring• and Water Demon,," JPOS I, pp. 163-170. 
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To this category belongs also the custom known as tib"lay, "sugaring." 
Superstition holds that the djinn are pleased and quieted by sweets 
and sugar offerings. 1 The following example will illustrate the 
procedure. A mother once beat her child on the threshold ('atabeh). 
'l'his careless a.ct resulted in a. severe punishment of the child and 
mother, the first getting fever and the second having a slight attack 
of facial paralysis. These inflictions were caused by the djinn living 
in this place. To appease them the woman was advised to strew 
sweets on the threshold. 

More complicated is the following belief. A child had fever, and 
the mother was told that this was ca.used by a fright. She took the 
sick boy to el-l;Iadjar el-Mansi, where she washed his hands and feet, 
after which sh.e strewed sweets and returned home. The explanation 
of this a.ct is as follows; . The fever excited by the fright is ca.used 
by demons. Taking the child to the grave of a holy man and washing 
his extremities there drives the devils out by the power of the man 
of God. The sweets are an offering to appease the demons, who 
are irritated because they have to leave their prey. 

In analyzing all these customs we find that the idea of offering 
something to the spirits is represented in every one. I have only 
mentioned a few examples of each sort. The underlying idea is to 
get the favour of the spirits through these sacrifices, to please them 
and to atone for mistakes which may have provoked them. According 
to popular belief the spirits always react favourably to such offerings. 
Many references in the Bible point to offerings to spirits and demons.2 

b) Offerings to the Dead 

With regard to sacrifices to the dead I shall only mention practices 
which bear a special connection to our subject. While the corpse 
is being ritually washed, the relatives distribute some money 'an ru~i 
el-maiyet, "for the soul of the dead." This is called squt e§-~alay. 
In the cemetery and when the burial is over, money is a.gain 
distributed, this time to the §el]s who have been repeating dm·ing 
the "l'hole procession, aluihu. akbar, as a prayer for the dead. In the 

1 See Aberglaube. 
2 Lev. 16 e, 17 1; 2 Chr. ll 16; 2 Kings 23 e. In the latter "spirits" ahoultl be 

read instead of "gates" (i. e., Uirtm instead of le'artm), as has been suggested. 
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graveyard, bread and dried figs are given to the poor ('an r11'J;, el
iiiaiyt). Those who can afford it may even have a new wooden coffin 
(tiibitt, sa~iliyeh) made, on which the deceased is carried to his 
burial place. This coffin is then left to serve for poor dead, and 
this act of helping the poor, even after their death, is believed to 
bring a special tawab, "reward," for the soul of the departed. 

All who go to the house of the mourners to condole receive coffee 
with or without a piece of cake. After drinking the coffee, and 
sometimes on entering as well as on leaving, they say: allah yerlJ.amu 
"May God be merciful to him." 1 In the third night a tahlUeh is 
made. Sweets are distributed to all invited, who are chosen from 
the better class as well as from the poor. Afterwards la ilahan illa 
allah is recited by those present, all repeating this phrase over and 
over again until the sum of all the prayers reaches one thousand 
in the cities, and 7 5 000 in some villages. 2 Thereupon al-]Jitmeh 
(al- Qorf1n) is read and those reading it say at the end: wahabna 
tawabaha li-rii~1. fulan, "We have presented its recompense (merit), 
i. e., that of reading the Holy Book, for the soul of N. N." The 
meeting ends with a meal. Every one recites the fati~1ah for the 
soul of the dead. The meal this night is also called unisah (el-Malbah). 

On the first Thursday the relatives distribute a sort of a cake 
fried in oil to those who happen to come to the cemetery. It is 
called fakket banak.3 On the second Thursday a bmesiyeh is made 
in some villages. All friends go to the cemetery to visit the tomb. 
The relatives distribute dried figs, sweets, raisins, etc., among those 
present, especially to children, also 'an rfil.i el-maiyet. As on other 
occasions, everyone asks the mercy of God for the soul of the departed 
one. At the end of the forty days another supper ('a§ii) 4 is made. 
On llamis el-Amwat the peasants send fruit to the m(U_lafeh, while 
in a city the relatives of the dead go to the cemetery and distribute -
sweets, dyed eggs, and very rarely cooked food among the poor as a 

1 Other expressions are: salamet ruskum, el-bfiqiyth fi 'umrak, al/ah y~alli 
wladak. 

2 Hear~ in el-Q.ubebeh. 

i Fakket el-toi[ldeh is the expression used for the first visit made on the day 
after the corpse is buried. 

• One who does not prepare this supper for his dead father is despised by 
his fellow-villagers, who sRy: ma ilak lier {i abtlk ma 'amilt·ilos • ala ya kalb. 
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$adaqah 'an el,-ma·iyet. Food may be sent at any time by the peasants 
to the guest-house and is known by the names c.<J•$adaqah, el-fiqdeh, 
1:r-raJ.muih, kaffarah. City-dwellers generally give food to the poor on 
every feast (New Year, Ramar)an, '1d el-Kbir). While any sort of, 
food, even fruit, may be sent on any occasion to the ma~.laf eh, it is 
customary in the villages to slay a sheep on the tahl'ileh, some times 
on .[famis el,-.Amwat. 1 

From the above we see that the peasants prefer to send the 
$adaqah to the guest-house, for all visitors, travellers and strangers 
stop there for rest and recreation. Every time the rela tives of the 
dead bring food to the mar.lafeh they say: lza<]a an rfl)t fulan , "this 
is for the soul of N. N." Every one who eats of it must say a 
prayer for the deceased. Thus many prayers ascend to the Almighty, 
imploring the salvation of the one who has died. 

Some relatives of a dead person will give a sum of money to a 
poor person obligating the latter to journey to Mecca and perform 
the badj for the soul of the dead. When he has finished the official 
ceremony there he must say : itqabbal ya allah tawab haH1adj 'an 
ruh fulan, "Reckon, 0 God, t.he recompense (merit) of this pilgrimage 
for the soul of ... " No fl:W1et ezl-if,~1.iyeh can be given in the name 
of the deceased.2 

The Bedouin of el-Qibleh (the Peninsula of Sinai) once a year 
bring all their cattle to visit their cemetery. While the sheep pass 
the burial place, every· al'\imal entering the cemetery or remaining 
standing near it is thought to have been chosen by the dead and is 
sacrificed there. I have been told that very many sheep are slain 
on such an occasion, as all Bedouin, even the poor, bring their sheep 
to visit the dead in order that the latter may choose an offering. 

There are some who engage a T;elJ, to read el-.{fitmeh· 3 for .the 
benefit of the dead once or several times a year. As in the case 
of the ~1adj, here also he says, as soon as he finishes the reading, 
wahabtu tawabuha la-ru~i fulan. 

There are other somewhat similar customs which . may be passed 
over. I wish, however, to emphasize what has been mentioned 

1 In the villages this day is also known an Qamis el-Be4 (Thursday of Eggs). 
2 Heard from several women of Jerusalem, who gave me several examples 
, Some believe that Radjab, Sa1>an and Rama«µ.n are the most suitable month1 

for reading the Holy Book. 
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repeatedly, that every one who receives money or food in the name 
of the deceased recites a prayer and generally the fati~1ali for his 
soul, and adds in every case the words rabmet allah 'al,eh or allah 
yirbamuh. 

While all the customs described above are practised by the 
Mohammedans, the Christians have others which are based on the 
same conceptions. I do not wish to describe the various masses and 
prayers for the dead, as they are accepted religious il!stitutions of 
the different churches, but will restrict myself tf> .folkloristic practices, 
mentioning only those that differ from the customs described above. 

On the third, ninth and fortieth day, six months and one year 
after the death I a $fmiyeh and a widfih are made by the family of 
the deceased and distributed in the cemetery. By suniyeh a dish 
of boiled wheat with sugar, decorated with almonds, candy, etc., is 
meant, while a widjih is a large disk-like loaf of bread of about 
40-60 cm in diameter, coated with sesame seeds. The priest says 
some prayers and then the food is distributed to those present. Many 
offer these things only once or twice.2 

Some Christians distribute cakes (either ka'k ibsimsim, biqsmat or 
ra~nneh) 3 on the first 'id el-Amwat. Members of the Greek Orthodox 
church may also take wine on such occasions. The priest blesses 
the wine and gives every one a cup. The dead person also receives 
his portion, for the priest pours a little wine, marking a circle with 
it on the tomb. 

As with the Mohammedans so also with the Christians, every one 
who receives something implores the mercy of God for the deceased. 

An analysis of these customs shows the following main points: 

I. Food and other offerings are made in the name of the dead 
and for the benefit of the dead. 

2. These offerings are .accompanied by a multitude of prayers and 
good wishes, which are intended for the benefit of the dead. 

1 Some Christians give those who come to condole a cup of coffee with a 
hard cake. In some cases simple ka'k ibsimsi,n (cakes with sesame seeds) are 
distributed instead of biqsmii/ (the above mentioned hard cakes). 

2 This custom prevails among thb Greek Orthodox congregation. 

, Ra!ni1eh stands for rounds cakes made of smid (semolina) butter and 
sesame seeds .. 
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When we question the peasants about the purpose of these customs, 
we find that they reason as follows. ,vhen help (food, money, etc.) 
is given to the poor, strangers and children in the name of the 
deceased, and prayers are said for his soul, God will reckon all 
these acts in his favour in the day of judgement. The more a soul 
can rely upon such acts, the better off it is, since all of them will 
be added to kajf et el-mizan, in which his good actions are placed, 
and the likelihood of outweighing his evil actions will increase. In 
other words, we see that these actions are sacrifices made by the 
living for the benefit of the dead. This thought is beautifully 
expressed in the. sentence lola el-abya la-hilkat el-amwat, "Were it 
not for (the actions of) the living, the dead would have perished." 
This is the fundamental idea in all sacrifices to the dead, as we 
shall see later on. 

A close examination of the goal at which these offerings and 
prayers aim, removes every doubt of their sacrificial character. The 
latter becomes still clearer if we remember the words said every 
time the fatibah and gitmeh are read, namely : itqabbal ya allah 
tawabha 'an ru}J, fulan, "Accept, 0 God, its recompense for the 
soul of ... " These customs are illustrated by the fact that the 
Hebrew word for "pray (inv)" is cognate with the Arabic root ?, 
which means "sacrifice (sheep)." 1 Prayer and sacrifice were so 
intermingled that every prayer was an offering, and every sacrifice 
a prayer. 

Even the simplest phrases, allah yirbamuh or .rabmet allah 'aleh, 
seem to have been originally ad'iya, "prayers," offered for the benefit 
of the dead, and not only polite expressions.2 

There is another motive for this custom to which I wish to draw 
attention, as it has not usually been connected with sacrifices for 
the dead. The underlying idea of all these sacrifices, including 
those offered to saints, is the same. Neither saints nor other dea(l 
eat themselves, although meals a.re offered in their names. To their 
tables many a.re invited and when satisfied say a prayer for the 

1 See Muh'it tl-Muhtt and Belot. 
2 Whenev~; one ia· ~n the point of beginning a journey he asks his friends: 

id'a li, "pray for me." They at once recite phrases like "God be with you," 
•God protect you," "God make you prosper," etc. All these simple expression• 
are considered as prayers (du'a). 
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soul of the dead, who is then their real host. Thus a person is 
endowed even after his death with the highest virtue in the eyes of 
the Oriental, namely hospitality. 

In the Bible we find parallels to the custom of sacrifice for the 
dead, cf. Deut. 26 1,, Sir. 30 1s. The most interesting passage is 
2 M:acab. 12 43ff.: "And making a gathering, he sent twelve thousand 
drachmas of silver to Jerusalem for sacrifice to be offered for the 
sins of the dead, thinking well and religiously concerning the 
resurrection. For if he had not hoped that they that were slain 
should rise again, it would have seemed superfluous and vain to pray 
for the dead." 1 (To be continued.) 

t Douay translation. 



MOHAMMEDAN SAINTS AND SANCTUARIES 
IN PALESTINE 

T. CANAAN 
(JERUSALEM) 

(Co11ti11ued) 

7. CELEBRATION OF FEASTS (mawasim) 

The word mosam 1 (pl. mawiisim) means "season, mart, fair or time 
of assembly of pilgrims." 2 In our case it is the "season of visiting 
a sanctuary;" thus, for example, emta mosam en-nab'i R1ibill means 
"When is the season (the time) of vi~iting (celebrating the feast of) 
the Prophet Rftbin?" Whenever one speaks of el-mosam in Jerusalem 
and the surrounding villages it is understood by all to mean mosam 
en-nabi 1lfitsa. 

Many sanctuaries have regular mawasim. The feast is very 
-elaborately celebrated in some and extends over several days, while 
in others it is very simple and lasts ouly one day. At such a time 
people flock from every direction to risit the holy place and to take 
part in the festival joys. At these times they also fulfill their vows, 
perform their religious duties, circumcise their children, etc. 

A description of the N ebi Mftsa feast 3 will give an excellent picture 
of a mosam. All other mawasim resemble it in most of their 
characteristics. The Prophet Moses is highly honoured by all 
Mohammedans of Palestine. People come to the feast from all 
villages of southern Palestine and Samaria. Many also come from 
the north. 

1 Canaan, Kalender des pal. Fell., ZDPV XXX VI, p. 274, note 2. 
2 Used originally for Mecca, Mu!•~ el-Jfu!•i/ II; 2-250. 
3 Descriptions have been given by: Hans Spoer, Das Neln-Musii. Fest, ZDPV 

XXXII, pp. 20i-221; R. Hartmann, Nebi ..lft'lsii, MNDPV 1910, pp. 65-75; 
P. Kahle, Ge/Jrifock liei de11 moalemische11 Heiligtiimern in Paleatina, PJ B, 165 etc. 
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The shrine is_ situated seven kilometers S. S. "\V. of Jericho, just 
south of the road leading from Jerusalem to Jericho. It is composed 
of au extensive complex of buildings with large gates. It may be 
divided _into two parts: the sanctuary itself and the rooms surrounding 
it. The latter are separated from the first on three sides by an open 
space, the courtyard. 1 The sanctuary itself is surrounded on the 
north and east by porches, and covers the supposed tomb of the 
prophet. A quantity of rags are tied to the bars of the windows. 
Above the door an inscription states that 'Abdallah Pasa rebuilt the 
place in 1235 A. H. The maqiim itself is opened only on special 
occasions and during the festival days. 

The_ greater part of the complex surrounding the shrine is composed 
of rooms which serve to lodge the visitors. The minaret is found in 
the N. \V. corner of this part and is not connected directly with 
the sanctuary. Two mosques a1·e attached to this complex, one of 
which (lljiimi' en-niswiin, the mosque of the women) has a mi{irrw, 
while the other, which ·seems to have been changed from a stabfe 2 

into a prayer-room has no niche. The second story opens nearly 
everywhere on to a. terrace which overlooks the court-yard. In the 
lower story two large kitchens, as well as stables, store-rooms, and 
wood-rooms are to be found, beside the many rooms for the pilgrims. 

Although this building is erected on the top of a hill, the two 
other shrines (.l;Iasan er-Ra.'i and Masadjid sittnil. •Ai!iieh) commnnd 
better views, being found on still higher positions. East of the whole 
building is a cemetery, where -those are buried who die during festival 
days. Notables who die in Jericho are very often brought here, and 
the 'Id wan tribesmen of Transjordauia bury some of their dead also 
in this cemetery. They count it a special blessing to be interred 
near this man of God.3 

t The courtyard is paved with atone slabs. 
2 This may still be seen, since the door leading to the outside has been closed, 

and the places for tying the animals are still visible. 
3 Beside the three shrines mentioned on page 8, where children are buried in 

their neighbourhood, I have two other sanctuaries with the same characteristic, 
making five in all: 

el-ieh Ahmad at Nebi Samwil, . 
el-Iii, l\Iansur at ];lizm~h. The three already mentioned shrines are 
el-leh ~ nrin near Sallalah, 
el-leh Ahmad es-So.rrisi at A.bf1 Gho§, and 
ti-Ii~ 'Abdallah at Su'fat 
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Not a single tree is to be seen anywhere near the building, but 
large cisterns I gather the rain-water for use in the feast daJs, These 
cisterns apparently belong to an older age than the present building. 
It has been supposed that they were the cisterns of the convent of 
St. Euthymius.2 

The ridge on which the sanctuary is erected is composed of a 
bituminous ftone, which burns easily and gives an offensive asj>haltitic 
odor. The people think that this natural sign, which is not" found 
in the case of any other saint, is a decisive proof of the greatness 
of the prophet. Naruh min ]Jdjaruh,3 "his fire is (comes) from his 
atones," has become proverbial. I have never heard the sayings, 
given by Spoer, 4 a.bout this bituminous stone, which looks white 
outside (like the angel of light~) and inside bl a.ck (like the angel 
of death 6), 

The feast itself begins on the Friday preceding Good Friday 
of the Greek Orthodox Church 7 and ends on Maundy 'l'hursday. 
This Friday is called djum'et en-nazleh, '' the Friday of Dllscent," 
while the Friday preceding it is known as djum'et . el-mnddat, the 
"Friday of Calling," since it is on this day officially made known 
that the mosam of the Prophet begins on the I}ext Friday. Thursday 
evening and the night of Thursday to Friday is named lelatu -,,.waqfeh,B 
"the Night of Standing," in other words, the night preceding the 
feast. Every one who intends to take part in the feast prepares for 
the coming days. Different friends or families come together and 
talk over their plans. This ti.me resembles in some respects the 
preparation for ?assover on the part of the Jews. The night of the 

1 As much depends on the amount of water these cisterns hold. at the time 
of the feast, the people believe that they are often filled in a miraculoua way. 
We are told that when the rainfall during the winter ia scanty and th., cistern• 
are not filled with water, it alway~ happens tha-t the prophet Moses aenda a 
heavy downpour of rain, w.hich falls only over his sacred area, shortly before 
the beginning of the feast. 

2 ZDPV XXXlI, 218. 
> Kahle, PJB VIII, 174. 
• ZDPV XXXII, 212. 
s Moses is meant here. 
s 'Uzri.'yl. 
7 !il'ot on Good ]'.riday as stated by Spoer. 
• Thfs expreasion is uac<l for the e\·ening before every feast day. 

". 
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nex.t Wednesday to Thursday is called lelat e§-§el, since most of the 
pilgrims arrange to leave. 

Before describing the beginning of the festival processions we 
must call attention to the fact that six Fridays of this period are 
considered as more or less important, since they are connected with 
special celebrations and privileges. The N ebi Musa feast forms the 
nucleus. The following is the list I as known in the environs of 
Jerusalem. Some Fridays bear other names in other places: 

Order of Compared with the Names of Fridays in Names among the 
Fridays Greek Easter Jerusalem ·and environs peasants and Bedouin -- .. . . 

First 
14 days before 

djum' et el-mnadat [iamis, or 
Good Friday dj. en-nabat 

Second 
8 days before dj. en-nazleh, dj. el-ber!Jll, [iam'is el-amwat, 
Good Friday or dj. es-siddari 2 or dj. el-be(l 

Maundy !Jamis et-tal'ah, or 

Thursday yom es-sel 

Third Good Friday dj. el-' elemat dj. el-maghri, or 

dj. eHiayawaniit 

Fourth 
8 days after ilj. er-raglzayb, dj. el-

Good Friday balattii.3 or ed-dj. et-tawili 

Fifth 
14 days after 

Good Friday 
dj. el-ghuraba 

Sixth 
21 days after 

dj. eHwzana 
Good Friday 

1 Somewhat modified from Canaan, Folklore of the Seasons, J POS III, p. 23. 
2 Some say . aindari. 
a The Christians of .8ethlchem, Bet Oja.la and Bet ~a~ur call Dec. 24 yom 

el-hala,oi and flock on this day to Bethlehem to attend the official pfocession of 
th~ Patriarch, using the opportunity to buy sweets. This custom is dying out 
(from the written notes of my father). 
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The procession begins by bringing the N ebi Musa banner from 
the place where it is kept a.ll the year through, called ed-Dar 
el-Kbireh, belonging to the I_Iuseni family, and situated west of the 
I_Iaram area in the street connecting Bab el-I.labs with the ]Jan 
ez-Zet street. The notables as well as many officials assemble here. 
The banner is handed over to the Mufti on a plate. After reciting 
a prayer he unfolds the banner and it is fastened on its stick. The 
banner is made of green velvet, embroidered a.long the border with 
golden threads, and measures 200xI40 cm. A piece of black silk 
is sewn a.t the centre of ea.ch side bearing inscriptions, 1 to be 
described below. This black cloth is .also artistically embroidered 
on its edges. The flag is fastened to a long staff, called zaneh, 
ending above in a golden crescent (hlal). 

The procession -which in the time of the Turks used to be 
accompanied by a military band and a guard of honour-moves 
slowly to the Mosque of Omar, entering by the gate Bab el-ij:abs 
(also known as Bab 'Ala ed-Din el-Bu~eirj). After the midday 
prayer is over the procession leaves the mosque area by the same 
gate, and nut by Bab I.Iutta, as stated by Spoer.2 It is true that 
a great part of the multitude which attends the ceremony in the 
mosque leaves by other gates. The Grand Mufti, the banner-bearer 
and the other servants of the prophet go ahead. As soon as they 
are out of the holy area they mount horses and move slowly through 
the prolongation of the Via Dolorosa, leaving the city by St. Stephen's 
gate (Bab Sitti Maryam). The spectators fill the street, the balconies 
and windows, the cemetery, and the gardens on both sides of the 
way. Due to the great number of umbrellas which are carried by 
the members of the procession and the spectators, this day has been 
called 'id e§-famasi, "the feast of the umbrellas." The fabab (you_ng 
men), assemble in parties, and each one plays, dances and sings on 
its way. In the crowd many flags are carried, coming from different 
awlia -of the city and the surrounding villages. Every flag has its 
adherents. Thus we see the flags of e§-selJ, 'Atif3, es-selJ, Qazza.z•. 

t The writing is aho worked in gold thread. 

2 ZDPV XXXII, 214. 
3 The qaiy111 of ei-ie~ Djarra):t. 

• This and the preceding come from Jerusalem. 
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'Ali e§-Sarif:, from Nabi $amwJl, etc: · The banner of en-nabi DahO.d 
and that of the ·Mosque of "Omar are al~ays seen in· this procession. 
They accompany · that of the prophet Moses, until the procession 
reaches Ras el-' AmO.d. Slowly the procession advances and after 

. two or three hours reache_s Ras el-'AmO.d,_ wher.e the Mayor of 
Jerusalem and the other members of the Municipality welcome it. 
The Municipality invites many. guests for this occasion. After re
freshments are serveil the_ bam:ier is carefully folded and the dignitaries 
continue their journey in automobiles or carriages. Part of the crowd 
follows slowly, but the greater part return to Jerusalem. 

Every day of the feast the number of the visitors increases. They 
come ~enerally in the following order2: 

Arri.val 

Thu1:9day 

Friday 

SatUiday 

Sunday, 

Group 

Coffee-house keepers and some 
merchants 

The servants of the Prophet Moses 
and some merchants · 

The 'Idwan tribe 

The different flags of Jerusalem 
('Atif, Qazzaz, etc.) 

Departure 

Friday afte_r eight 
days 

Thursday 

. Monday or Tuesday 

Thursday 

Monday The Hebronites, · the banner of the Wednesday 
§abah of Jerusalem and that of Na.bl us 

Tues_day The Bedouin of ed-DiO.k Wednesday. 

Wednesday The inhabitants of Jericho Wednesday ,; 

A man who comes for one day is called ~bba~'t, while· one who 
spends only one · night in the sanctuary is known by the name baiyati. 
The former comes in 'the morning and returns home in the afternoon, 
while the latter arrives generally in the afternoon, spends the night 
and leaves during the next day. . . ! . , . 

The Hebronites leave Hebron Saturday and encamp in the Ba<fah,, 
just south-west of Jerusalem. . The nex.t day . the;r enter J .erusalellJ. , 
by the Jaffa Gate 'in a long procession, singing, dancing and playing 
sef u turs. A multitude of spectators assemble to witness the event. 

1 The qaiym . of el-J,:faQr&. (Nablus). 
1 This order was given vie by several persons, who go ·every year to the 

aanctuary, since they •are se:vants of the Prophet. 
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Through the old city they continue their march until they enter 
el-}:Iaram by Bab el-Mal)kameh. They pass the night in the mosque 
area and early the next day leave for the shrine. It is customary 
that before such a procession reaches a village they send a radjdjad 
to the village to announce their coming. At once as many of the 
inhabitants as are able go out to meet the procession, taking along 
their banner and ' iddeh. Often, the newcomers are invited to take 
some food. 

AIi saiytirtit leave Jerusalem for N ebi Mnsa with great pomp and 
monotonous music; the procession is headed by the banner. As 
soon as they pass Gethsemane they furl the banner and march 
slowly and quietly. As soon as they are in sight of the shrine of 
the Prophet they rearrange their group, unfurl the banner and begin 
the formal procession again. First they raise small heaps of stones _ 
as qantifir 1, and recite the fati}J,ah.- The dervish who heads the 
procession sends one of his followers to announce their coming to 
the other dervishes who are already in N ebi Mnsa. This messenger 
is called nadjdjtib. His master binds a mandil around hill neck to 
be untied only by the §e[i who welcomes him at the sanctuary. This 
nadjdjtib runs directly to the maqtim, all the time beating his na.qqarah 
(a sort of a small drum). As !'oon as he reaches the building all 
the dervishes, to whatever ta,·iqah they may belong, go out to welcome 
him, and the oldest dervish unties the mandil from his neck, reciting 
the ftitibah at the same time. This MJ, orders all saiytirat and 'idad 
to welcome the new-comers. 

First the mazar of er-Ra'i is visited and then the crowd proceeds 
to the · N ebi. As soon as the outer court is reached, the procession 
advances very slowly, while their enthusiasm increases. All the way 
to er-Ra'i and to the N ebi gun shots are fired in order to · increase 
the enthusiasm and to proclaim their coming. This custom is no 
longer allowed, 

Processions are generally arranged in the following way: The 
banner-bearer goes ahead, followed by the musicians. Then follow 
some young men of the party, encircling their leader and dancing 
according to the tempo given by him. Every dance is accompanied 
by singing. The leader recites a strophe and the others repeat it. 

1 We find such heaps of stones set up ' by way of witness in patriarchal days : 
Gen. 31 H•&s; Joshua 4 1-s and •-11. 
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He swings a sword, a stick or a handkerchief in the air and dances 
with them, thus giving the tempo. Sometimes all or part of the 
musicians are seen ii:i the circle. While singing and dancing the 
party clap their hands in a rhythmical way. This clapping of the 
bands may be met with in all seasons of great mirth and rejoicing t 
and both performers and audience never seem to weary of this simple, 
but universal amusement. 2 They proceed slowly until they reach 
the maqiim. Some of the women spectators welcome the party with 
zagharit, or short songs ending with a shrill tongue-rattling. 

It is very interesting to note that the above description of this 
procession resembles in many a way the joyful processions described 
in the Bible. Singing, dancing and clapping of the hands, the use 
of musical instruments and the participation of all classes are the 
same to day as they were thousands of years ago; cf. 2 Sam. 6 5 ff., 

2 Kings 11 12, etc. The description in Ezek. 25 s and 7 resembles 
very much the sn~1djeh dance to be described later: "Thou hast 
clapped thine hands, and stamped with the feet, and rejoiced in 
heart." 3 

The most important sorts of dances are the sabdjeh and the 
clabkeh. A dabkeh may consist of the following varieties: taiyiirah, 
samiiliyeh, · ·ardjah, ftfilfiyeh, qarradiyeli, sab'awiyeh and matliiteh. 
Clapping the hands and stamping the feet may accompany any one 
of these dances. In many cases, either instead of a dance, or following 
the dancing group, another party plays the sef i, turs. Each of two 
persons who occupy the centre of the group is armed with a sword 
and a small shield. While their friends clap their hands and sing 
around them, these two pretend to attack .one another, advancing, 
retreating, kneeling on one leg, standing up, bending to the right or 
to the left, swinging the sword in different directions all ' the time. 
From time to time they strike their sword on their own shield or 
on that of their opponent. Sword strokes are delivered rhythmically 
so that the sound follows a regular measure. Some of the songs 
used in this play as well as in dancing will be given below. 

1 In wedding processions, welcoming .,_ friend home from a foreign country, 
at the release of young men from their military service, etc., such rejoicing 
takes place. 

2 James Neil, Palestine Life, p. 133. 
3 Clapping of the bands is also used in acorn, contempt, mourning and grief. 
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The musical instruments which are used are the following: 

tahl drum 
kas (kasat) kettle-drum 
mizhar kind of lute 
sahbabeh flute 
arghftl 
rzayeh 
zummarah 
midjwiz 
dirbakkeh 

long flute 
fife 
fife with two tubes 
kind of drum 

nobeh very large drum 
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The rhythm played by the tabl and kasat has nearly always a 
meaning: Some examples are: 

allah alltih alltih "/_laiy 
da-ym da-ym 
qai-yum qai-yf,m 

I I I 
-I 
I-

-I 
I-

111-

In the case of allah alone the tabl are allowed to vibrate, while 
one is turned slowly on the other, and the last syllable is given by 
a strong beat. The banners are of green, white or red cloth, with 
Qoranic verses, the name of the saint to whom they belong, or names 
of God inscribed on them. The inscription is made by sewing cloth 
bands of different colours on the flag itself. 

Some of the writings on banners are: 

There is no God but Allah; Mohammed ia God's apostle. 

2. On the banner of N ebi MO.sa: 

a) on one side: the above mentioned Mohammedan creed 

b) on the other side: 

11-., ~ ,.,-y- ..U\ ~, 

God spake with Moses discoursing with him 1309 

3. The banner of Bet SO.rik: 

~_,JI ~}\ ..UI <9"""4 
~ t?, ..U I i:,-o ~ 

l,,S,~, .,__, l,,S~ 4 . .!)),>.~ 
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In the name of the most merciful God! 
Assistance from God and a sure Yictory ! 
Your help, 0 my lord A}:imad el-BadawS! 

4. On the banner of e§-seh Dja.bir en-Na'na': 
iil:-:,LI ._;_,- ~\.>-ii ~r o-- ii>L...., l) 
•~_, r, ~ ~ .J.i ~ .:,S"I ~ .:;I 

I have masters whose power 
(and) whose bravery are supernatural. 
Although I am not one of them, 
(I derive from) their love power an9- dignity. 

5; On a second banner of the same selJ,: 
"'1J I \I I ~I \I 

.J:'.JI J.,-; .J..+:c" 61..JI \II 6-11 \I ~)I er-}\ clJJ\ ~ 
clJJ\ J., ~Li)\ ..,__, 1-,S-½:-' 

y.y-JI 1_;.., 61..JI ? ~ 
There is no God but Allah. 

VI 

In the name of the most merciful God, there is no God but 
Allah and Mohammed is God's Apostle. 

Our Lord A}.imad er-Rifa'i is the Friend of God. 
God has proclaimed his wonderful Mystery. 

6. Seen at Nebi R(tbin festivals: . 

~ fa y.l 
.J..+:c"_, clJJI \II ~\ \I 

clJJI J.,-; 

~Bili U~ 
There is no God but Allah, and Mohammed 

is God's Apostle. 
'Ali 

7. Banner of es-selJ, A}:imad el Fale}:i: 
..,__... il.b I y. 

.,__\~I•>~ 

~'~dWI 
"? . .,_,._ \11 

'Otman 
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AM '.J.'albah 

Zubeir 

It was renewed by the poor (for 
God's help) Abmad el-Falil_i. the 

successor of Mohammed's excellency 

I • 

Sa'd 

Sa.'id 
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. 8. Another birnµer of the same ~elj: 

~_,JI .:..r-,,_,JI .u..JI_ ~ 

~, 1..>J, ~ - ~ 1,5JJI .u..J ->-.-,!.I Ji, 
V' .i..J ~- ~, .!Ill\ J ~ ._,..;;. .i..J ~ -

In the name of the most merciful God! 
And say, Praise be unto God, who hath not begotten any 

child; who hath no partner in the kingdom, nor hath 
any to protect him (SO.rah 17, last verse). 

9. Seen in Rnbin (1924) : · 

Abu Bakr 

. {_, I 
• .T."""' ~ 

~ -}i ,~_,JI IJJI ~ 
. ~I J.,-,j ~, . .u..J\ \JI t.JI )I 

.u..JI ~ ..:;,,.M_,; ..:;,,..,.~ 1:>1, 

~)l_J' ~F'li~ 
..:.>~ 

In the name of the most merciful God! 
There is no God but Allah : 

'Omar 

If I resolve (to do something) I trust on God. 
Our Lord el-~adr, peace be upon him. 

'Otman · · 'Ali 

The staff (ez-za1zeh), o·n which the banner is fastened, often has 
on its upper end a ~etal piece which is worked iu one of the forms 
shown in the accompanying ·plate. A study of the . different forms 
-which are generally calle~ hlal (crescent)-indictes the following 
grouping: 
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1. The representation of a weapon (spear). Nos. 1, 2 and 3. 

2. The representation of the hand (Nos. 6, 7). Number 8 may 
also be counted to this group, · while number 16 shows the 
holy number seven. 

3. Different forms representing the development of the moon. 
Nos. 4, 5, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 20. No. 21 has the ·inscription 
.u.JI J~J ~, .u.J\ )JI ..._JI )I in the moon. Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14, 

which look like a sphere or a circle, may be classified under 
this head, although they may also be explained as the 
representation of the terrestial globe. 

These signs are common in popular superstition, we meet with 
them in magic formulas and popular medicine. 1 

Some of the villages having an ' iddeh, which is generally brought 
to visit the Nebi, a.re: Bet Iksa, En-Nabi $amwJl, Biddu, Bet 'Anan 
Bet Duqquh, Bet Sftrik, Abo. GhM , el-'Esawiyeh, Silwan, ed-Diuk, 
Jericho, etc. I was told that the Bedouin tribes el-'Idwan, el
Ka'abneh, etc., do not bring an 'iddeh or a flag with them. 

The servants of the Prophet, lJuddam en-Nab'i, i. e., those who 
have the different positions in this place, are: The I:Iuseini, Yunis, 
Qiebo and the Bazba.zeh families. These families are not, as Curtiss 
says, "priestly." 2 They have absolutely no religious tinge. Each of 
the first two has a kitchen (matbalJ) in which an enormous quantity 
of food is· cooked and distributed -to the visitors twice daily. The 
banner bearers are members of the Qlebo, while the muai;!l;!in comes 
from the Ba.zba.za.h family. The last have also the right to light the 
maqam. The mufti of J erusa.lem must lead the· procession. All of 
these "servants" are proud of the honour bestowed on their fl!-milies 
in serving Kalim Allah. 

Every day about one quntar (300 kg) of meat is cooked by the 
];[useini family and about the same by the Yunis. This meat is 
cooked in large vessels belonging to the maqam. At the same time 
a great quantity of rice is prepared as ruzz mfalfal. 3 Yalyineh 
(pl. of yalJ,neh) are also cooked. YaJJ,net Jul (broad beans), y. ba$al 

1 Aberglaube, pp. 68, 64, 84, 94 and 95. 

2 Curtiss,· chapter XVI. 
1 Not mufilfil, as Kahle says in PJB VIII, 172. 
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(onions), y. mlti[1iyeh (garden mallow 1), y. be<!,indjan (egg-plant), etc. 
are the most important dishes. By yalJneh cooked vegetables with 
meat and samneh is understood. Every day two public meals, dinner 
and supper, are prepared. When the food is ready ·the visitors come 

1 Corchorus olitorius (Hava). 
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and take their share. Generally . they uriite in small gro.ups and a 
representative of each group receives the food. Breii,d. is also 
distributed. It is a densely .crowded mass that awaits the' time of 
distribution. Every one carries a vessel and tries· to be olle of the 
first, pushing, elbowing and shouting. Many visitors who prefer to 
cook themselves receive their share as lJ.ardj 1rulsif, i. e., raw meat 
and uncooked rice. Well-known families cooking their own food 
may receive the cooking vessels from the matba'IJ, while others must 
give surety (rahn). 

The animals, mostl.Y sheep, are killed in a special place, outside 
the sanctuary, on the way to the carriage road. Even a person who 
has vowed a i]btbah for Nebi Musa generally kills it in this place. 
In doing so a special formula is used, namely: minnak u il,ek adjr 
u tawab la-seiydna Musa, "From Thee and to Thee (0 God) may 
it be counted as recompence and · reward for our lord Moses." Very 
often the following sentence is added: itqabbal nigrak ya Kal'im Allah, 
"Accept your vow, 0 Interlocutor of God." The meat is either 
distributed to those present, at the time of slaughtering, or it is sent 
to one of the two kitchens of the sanctuary, to be cooked with the 
·other food and then distributed to the zuwar. The offerer always 
keeps a good portion out for himself and his friends. The enormous 
expenses of these seven days . are met with by the incomt: Qf the 
Prophet's waqJ: 

The rooms, courtyard and a great area surrounding the building 
are crowded .with visitors. It is a very picture1oque, interesting and 
instructive sight to observe the different faces, costumes, manners, 
games and other characteristics of this mass. Peasants, ha.If-Bedouin 
and Bedouin mix with people of Jerusalem, Na.blus and Hebron. A 
close student of the country easily distinguishes one type from the other. 
With the exception of the city women, who keep the rooms most of 
the time or stand on the open veranda of the second story, alt female 
visitors take part· in the activitieg of the men, with whom they mix 
continually. All ate dressed in their best clothes, which exhibit 
every colour of the rainbow. The number of the pilgrims is at times 
enormous, and it reaches its climax on Monday and Tuesday. After 
this time many begin to leave. During all this time, excepting the 
first da.y (when nobody goes home) and the last day (when nobody 
come• any more to the ·sanctuary) there is a constant going and 
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comiug. The statement of Cuttiss that 15000 attend this festival is 
exaggerated. As soon as N ebi Musa feast is over the place is 
deserted. Only two guardians remain through the year. At present 
they a.re a.n Indian, appointed by the .l;Iuseni family, and A]:imad 
YO.nis, appointed by the YO.nis family. 1 

A large part of the visitors lodge in the different rooms. Some 
families have an inherited right to a room, which is always reserved 
for them. Foreigners are generally invited by one of the two wservant" 
families, and every accomodation is arranged for their comfort. Every 
one of these two families has a. saloon, in which the visitors and the 
pilgrims 2 are welcomed by someone - generally the eldest - of the 
family. Lemonade, coffee and cigarettes are offered. The salon of 
the I_Iusenis overlooks the courtyard and all the activities of the 
crowd may be seen. Many of the visitors bring tents, which are 
erected ou one of the near-by hills. The Bedouin encamp in their 
bifit §a'r (houses of hair = tents). The arrival and departure of 
this latter group presents a very picturesque sight. 'fhe camels are 
elaborately decorated and carry the women and the children in the hodadj. 

An evening walk in the camp is delightful. All tents are lighted, 
often with candles vowed to be burnt in this place. In one tent we 
hear the 'ful (seven-stringed lute) accompanying a voice, while the 
rest of the party listens attentively, expressing their approval from 
time to time by the expression allah. 3 ln another we fiud a group 
sitting at leisure, telling stories, drinking coffee or smoking the 
argileh. Many roam over the neighbouring hills. 

Of course such a mu!titude attracts all sorts of tradesmen and 
entertainers. The courtyard is full on both sides with merchants, 
who sell sweets, bonbons and dried fruits, haudkerchielii, cloth belts 
and common stuffs, glassware and gilded bracelets, rings, chaiD.s and 

1 It is believed- as in every weli- that the Prophet protects hie sanctuary 
against theft. The following story illustrates this belief. A Bedouin once entered 
tl,,e maqiim at a time when the guardians were absent to steal the covers of the 
tomb. As he tried to get out through the same window by which he has easily 
entered, the. bars grew closer together and he was -so badly squeezed that he 
died soon afterwarcle. The same night the Prophet appeared to Musa Yunis in 
Jerusalem and told him thrice: Musa, go and remove the corpse from my . 
sanctuary. Next day .Musii, accompanied by some officials, went and found the 
dead Bedouin. · 

2 The pilgrims to Nebi l\Iusa are not called [mdjiidj. · 
· 3 The last a .is prolonged. It means really •O God, how sweet it ia." 
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beads, earthenware pitchers, jars and pots, booklets, tracts and 
/Jidjabii,t, tobacco, match-boxes, candles, and many other things. While 
many have their merchandise placed on improvized wooden shelves, 
others spread their goods on a strip of cloth on the ground (imbassit, 
pl. imbasstin). All day and far into the night they stand tirelessly, 
each trying to outshout his neighbour in praising his articles. 
Outside the courtyard herds of sheep are brought for sale. Any 
one who has to offer a if,bibah may buy the animal here. Many 
bring their offerings with them. 

Outside ·the building there are always coffee-houses, made of rough 
tentcloth. Low Arabic stools welcome the customers. Coffee, lemonade 
and argileh may be ordered, and it is not without interest to sit 
here, especially in the evening, and observe the life and tile activities 
of the crowd, while a phonograph.plays monotonous melodies. A shadow 
theatre (qaraqoz) attracts the attention of passers- by and entices 
them to enter. $andftq el-'adjam is also much visited, especially by 
children, peasants and Bedouin. It is an oblong box decorated 
outside with small bells, mirrors, glass balls, pictures and flowers, 
and resting on a small chair. ln front it has small holes tllrough 
which the spectators look at. a roll of pictures hidden in the center, 
and turned so that the observer may follow the story, which is 
recited in a quick monotonous manner by the operator. One may 
also spend his time playing cards (saddeh or waraq) and tawleh 
(tric-trac, backgammon). 

Outside in the fields parties come together and spend their time 
with hor~e-racing (sbaq), djarid (mock fight, with long straight branches, 
where the best player is the one who throws his stick farthest), etc. 
The last game may also be played on horse-back. Peasants and 
citizens try to compete with the Bedouin, but rarely show the skill 
-of the latter, who guide their graceful Arab mares with much ease. 
In another game the players divide themselves into two parties. 
A Bedouin of the first party, holding the reins of his mare in one 
hand, and his rifle in the other, gallops at full speed and tries to 
-overthrow bis opponent of the second party, or to cut off bis retreat. 
If he succeeds his opponent is captured, but if he is caught, or only 
touched by the man of the second party, he must go with him. The 
Test of the captured man's party try to release him by rushing and 

touching him. 
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Nor should we pass over the religious observances of these days. 
As soon as the tntttuj{lin calls to prayer most of the people answer 
the call. It is all the same where they pray: in the maqam, djami', 
a room, or outside in a tent. From time to time a gikr is held. 
A SelJ, with a good voice recites part of the Qoran in a. melodious 
chant. All present keep absolutely quiet; no talking, smoking or 
coffee-drinking is allowed. l once attended such a gikr at Nebi M:flsa 
and found it quite edifying to see how devotionally all listened. 

Circumci~ion is very common in these days and at this holy place, 
and one may observe daily several such performances. The child is 
dressed in new silk clothes, and is decorated with golden chains, 
buttons, etc. to the extent allowed by his father's purse. Of course 
a blue bead, bidjab, maSlJ,11$, alum or other amulet are never forgotten, 
in order that he may be protected against the evil effects of the 
"eye" ('en), or "soul" (nafs). A child is more subject on the occasion 
of circumcision to the action of these supernatural powers than at 
other times. I The parents, relatives, friends and neighbours present 
accompany the child in his procession, which begins in a turn around 
the building. A band or a group of dancers are hired. All sing as 
loud as they can. The women relatives may show theil" joy by 
trilling zagharit.2 The boy, who suspects nothing of the pains to 
come, enjoys the whole performance hugely. As soon as this party 
reaches the door leading to the courtyard the boy dismounts and is 
carried by his father or his nearest male relative. The music plays 
louder and the singing is more enthusiastic. At the window of the 
maqam the drums play fortissimo and the shouting increases. Amidst 
an excited crowd the barber-who is the professional surgeon
performs the small operation with the utmost skill No local 
anaesthetic is used, nor are aseptic or antiseptic measures taken, 
and dozens of children are circumcised with the same knife. For 
this reason many wounds become septic, and cause much trouble. 
J;fadj Al_imad el-.l;Iallliq and his sons enjoy the reputation of great 
skill in the speciality of circumcision. 'l.'he cry of the patient during 
the operation is drowned by the music. The barber receives his fee, 

• Abtrglauhe, p. 31. 
2 I have never heard the expression "olooleh" used by J. Neil on pages 81 

and 143 of his Palestine Life. Tahiil, zagharit and ,oolwal are not identical, aa 
he writes. 
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which depends upon the ability and generosity of the father of the 
child and ranges between one medjidi and one pound. It is not 
called fee (udjrah) but ikramiyeh (sign of honour). Some poor 
persons are circumcised gratis by the barber as an adjr (recompence). 
Because of such a charitable act he believes that the Prophet will 
bless him here and in the world to come. After the whole party 
returns the wound ia dressed with dried plants powdered and some
times mixed with oil taken from the lamps of the maqam. Many 
believe that the latter alone is -best cure. At present the barber 
sometimes uses a drying antiseptic powder. 

Most of the songs repeated during the ceremony of circumcision, 
as well as during dancing and sef u turs have nothing to do with 
tlie Prophet Moses, but are common songs used on any occasion. 
Many songs which are really in praise of Mohammed are sung during 
these days. Here I shall give a few songs connected directly with 
Moses. 

ya zuu:ar M1isa I 

siri, 2 l>it-tahlil a 
zurna n-nabi Mtisa t 
'uqbal el-lfalil& 

ya zuwar Milsa 
zitru l>il-'iddeh 
zurna n-naln Mf1.sa 
'uqbal eL-~1adjdjeh . 

l. 

0 visitors of Moses, 
March with exultation. 
We have visited the Prophet Moses
May it soon be (granted to visit) Abraham. 

0 visitors of Moses 
Visit (the shrine) with musical instruments. 
"\Ve have visited the Prophet Moses 
May it soon be (granted to perform 

the) ~iadj. 

t Variant of Kahle, PJB VIII, p. 169. Dalman, Pal. Diwan, gives only three. 
verses of this song (p. 108). 

2 Some use airv instead of zuru. 
3 :Kahle omits the article. 

• • Kahle notes kalamak ya Musa maktub bil-mand'il, •your words, 0 l\loses 
are written (and kept) in the veil." The above text is more used. 

s Still another variant of this verse is: 
Zurnii n-nabi Musa We have visited the Prophet Moses 
'uqbal tl-!Jalil May it soon be granted to visit Abraham. 
usa'rak ya Musa And your hair, 0 Moses 
,ayil • al-qandil Is flowing over the lamp. 
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ya zuwar J.lfi,.sa 
zitrft bid-claraqeh 1 

u sa'rak ya Mi1sa 
~tarir f i waraqah 

ya zuwar ..... 2 

ziirf1, bil-'alam 
zunui ..... 
u 'aleh es-salcim 

ya zuwar ..... 
tihtf1, sulmin 
ya, zuwar ..... 
trudclu sulmin 

0 visitors of Moses, 
Visit with the shields. 
And your hair, 0 Moses, 
(is like) silk (wrapped) in paper. 

0 visitors .... . , 
Visit with the flags. 
,ve have ..... 
Peace he upon him. 

0 visitors ..... 
You went down peacefully (safely), 
0 visitors .... -
May you return in peace (safely). 

2. 

135 

'ala bir Zamzam itww.lc_la At the well of Zamzam the Prophet 
en-nabi J washed himself (ritually) 

bibriq fi,(lc_lah u iami' yinc_lawi With a silver pitcher and lighted· candles. 
'ala /Jir Zamzam itwac_lc_la, At the well of Zamzam the Apostle 

er-rasi1l J washed himself (ritually) 
bibliq jiq,(lah u sami' u With a silver pitcher and candles and 

ba7Jl..ii1,r incense. 
yalli bnabitak ya 11abi Through (the power of) your prophecy, 

0 Prophet, 
fi djanb betak 'M'a§ el- The .Mu~tafii. made his nest near yow· 

Mit§tafa J house. 
kfmi [mwiimtli ya ncijiim Be his brothers (i. e. companions), 0 stars 

es-sam{), of heaven! 
kfmi haniyeh ya tariq en- Be joyful, 0 way (leading to the sanc-

nabi tuary) of the Prophet. 
zibdeh tariyeh tabf idjren (Be as soft as) fresh butter under the 

ez-zuwar feet of the visitors! 
massik bil-lJer ya Mfisfl ya Good evening, 0 Moses, 0 son of 

ibn 'Amran 'Amran, 

• Not bidereke as Kahle notes it, but with el and 9. (instead of k). It means 
•shield" and not "slowly;" see M11!Ji~ el-Mu{li~ I, 645. 

2 The two next verses are not mentioned by Kahle. 
s Th" Prophet Mohammed is meant. 
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yalli tqitm min manamak O thou who dost arise from thy sleep 
ti!bih el-ghuzlan I resembling gazelles.2 

el-'urs ma hu far}J,ah 
wala thf1r eNuhyan 
ma f arbah illa 3 ziyaret 

Mitsa 4 

'aleh 1!$-~alah wis-salam 
lolak ya Miisa ma djina 

wala 6 t'annena 
wala dahasna eHi~a wala 

3. 

The ma1Tiage festival is not a (real) joy, 
Nor (is that of) the circumcision of boys; 
There is no (real) joy except visiting 

Moses-
Peace and prayer be upon him.s 
If it was not you, 0 Moses, we would 

not have come and taken this trouble, 
And we would not have treaded the 

er-ramil bi-idjrena 1 small stones and the sand with our feet. 
massik s bil-J..ier ya Musa ya Good evening, 0 Moses, 0 son of 'Amran. 

ibn 'Amran 
ya sfikin el-Ghor u blad Thou who livest in the Jordan valley 

]foran.9 and in :aauran. 1 o 

Some short sayings connected with Moses are: 

ya ibn 'Amran barrik il-mizan 11 0 son of 'Am ran move the balance. 
halau,'it en-nabi 12 Musa) ba- The sweets of the Prophet Moses l · are a 
tamar 11 11 ra- ,, dates ,, ,, n n t bl • · • essmg 
lemun 11 ,, keh ,, lemons ,, ,, ,, ,, 

Some beggers shout 

and illi 'asidi el-kalim 
ka'keh u ma'multen 

continually: 

My lord the Interlocutor owes me 
A cake and two almond cakes 

1 Heard from a woman of Malha. 
2 The first part of this song is ·sung by the pilgrims going to Mecca. I have 

heard the whole song used by N. Musa visitors. 
s Mii-illii is more correct than walii alone, as mentioned by Kahle. 
, Many substitute for Musa, en-nabi, which points to Mohammed. 
• Kahle, PJB VIII, 168. 
• Mii-walii is more correct than wala alone. 
, Many go barefooted to the sanctuary, thinking that such an act bring■ a 

greater blessing. 
• Not masik, which means "holding," as Kahle has. 
t I. e., "the one who is found everywhere." 

10 Kahle, VIII, 169. 
11 Kahle, L c. 
u These sweets are very popular. 
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With games, songs and ceremonies the week is passed in the most 
agreeable way. We may consider it as one -of the most important 
family feasts of the Mohammedans of the Jerusalem district, playing 
the part here that Nebi Rubin, N ebi $alel,i (Der Ghassaneh and 
also in Ramleh), 'Ali ibn 'Elem, l_Iasan and l_Iusen take in their 
respective districts. Men and women, old and young, rich and poor 
enjoy it and every class finds amusements to satisfy its taste. The 
student of customs and folklore finds in this feast an excellent 
opportunity to study the tribal differences, customs, dress, super- · 
stitions, etc. I have visited Nebi Musa three times during the 
mosam, spending the night there twice, and visiting the building and 
surroundings twice outside the festival. 

On Thursday (Maundy Thlirsday) the official return with the 
banner of the Prophet takes place. Most of the visitors have already 
left the sanctuary and gone home. 1 As soon as the siddari of the 
Prophet reaches Ras el-'AmO.d the procession begins again. The 
different banners and 'idad which had accompanied the banner in 
its departure from Jerusalem go out to welcome it back. The bayariq_ 
and musical bands of the §iitlJ el-Qazzaz, 'Atif, Abu Madjid, l_Iasan, 
'Ezariyeh, and other villages together with the banners of en-Nabi 
DahO.d, el-l_Iararu, and ~-sabab of Jerusalem, Nablus and Hebron 
are to be seen. As the procession moves toward the city one 
observes the same number of spectators of all classes and groups as 
watched it leave the city. Music, dances, sef u turs, singing, etc., 
form the most important feature of the procession. The banners of 
Nebi :Musa and Nebi Dahud are carried back to the places where 
they are kept the rest of the year. 

But the end of this day does not mark the encl of N ebi Musa. 
On Friday the l_Iaram enclosure is crowded with people celebrating 
zajf et el-' ale mat, 2 "the procession of the flags." The banners of the 

t Many of the visitors commemorate their visit to a shrine by writing ■ome 
verse or prayer on the wall of the sanctuary. The simple formulas have been 
described. A complicated one, which I have found in 'Okaseh, ia l..i-A J ...;...,J_,I 

4J..J I J_,....J .,,__,,,. .:;I ~, .u.JI 'ill .JI 'ii _.:;I ii>4:,.1;, ~._,.iJI rli.1.1 
' J • • , l., 4-..i"L. wt_ ~JI. I\ ••i .i:....l-a.J\ L.LiJI iiJ1 • '•-...,,...-. f-·-' ...,. ~- Q • ~ l..r ~ t~ .. t.Y-, -

u--½-' •~, <"""--~ u~ •~ .:;~YI .J.,, ~Li~., ~ ~-, 
2 Really "small flags." 

<IJJI J.,....,) '-:"'"-Lo ~~ 
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$agrah and those of Mohammed are carried after the midday prayer 
in a great procession from el-Aq~a to es-$agrah. The Qutb family 
are in charge of this honourable duty, Midway, near el-Kas, tbey 
halt. The olive tree just beside this basin, known as Zetunit en-Naln, 1 

is believed to become animated at this time, when Mohammed and 
his $ababeh visit the mosque area and live in the tree. 2 Under this 
tree the banners are held and it is believed that the branches bend 
down to honour them. A representative of the family el-Qutb ascends 
the manbar (marble pulpit) just above the stairs leading from el-Kas 
to the platform of the Mosque of Omar and receives the flags, which 
he wraps in a silken cloth (buqdjeh) and carries back to their resting 
place in the $agrah. The participients in the procession of the 
flags are wildly enthusiastic, but no dancing or sef it tttrs take 
place. 

On this and the next day most of the N ebi Musa pilgrims leave 
Jerusalem. One 'id{leh after the other leaves the city anci goes 
home. In every case a small procession with the {;e!J, the banner
bearer, the musicians and some followers is formed. While the 
saiyar{U of the villages go home they siop at or even ma1·ch around 
every important ·weli whose sanctuary they pass. Every time a 
saiyarah approaches a weli the fatiliah is recited, the band plays, 
the beraq is lowered in honour of the weli and the procession stops. 
They believe that honour shown to these men of God will be counted 
to them as an adjr.3 

The shrines of the native village are also visited one by one, 
while the inhabitants of the village go out to welcome the pilgrims 
home, and make the day a feast. 

While the N ebi Musa feast is the largest mosam, there are others 
of equal rank and ~till others of less importance. The fact that 
makes N ebi Mftsa so important is that several shrines have their 
mosa,n or ziyarah e.t the same time or a week later. The following 
list gives some of the more important mawasim: 

1 The old tree has nearly dried up. Three new ones have been planted around 
its remains. 

2 Cf . ..4.berglaube, p. 87. 
a Once the 'iddeh of !;jaµf passed Der Yasin, as it was going to Nebi Musa. 

As it did not pay the usual honours to d-le!f Yasin, i. e., it did not stop to ~lay 
the music, nor did tht attendants read the fii.tif,all, the 1celi obliged them 1n a 
miraculou, way to go :back and to perform this duty. 
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)fame or 1ce/i 

Nabi $alel_l 

Nabi $alel_l 

Location 

Der Ghassa.neh 

Ramleh 

Nabi AiyC1b (called near ed-Djorah 
Ibriyet Aiyub) 

el-1:Iusen 

en-Nabi 'Annir 

'Ali ibn 'Alem 

en-Nabi RO.bin 

en-Nabi AiyO.b 

near ed-Djorah 

Beni l:Jarit 

N. of Jaffa 

Nahr RO.bin, S. 
Jaffa 

Ras ibu Siml_ian 

Date or festival 

Djwm'et el,.'Alemat 

Friday next to Djum'et el
'Alemat 

Tuesd!ly 11.,fternoon an<I 
Wednesday of Nebi Musa 
week 

Wednesday of Nebi Musa 
feast 

Djum'et el-'Alemat 

During the melon season 
(the feast is called Mosam 
el-I;Iaram) 

of In the lunar month falling 
in August-September 

Wednesday of the N eLi 
Musa feast 

en-Nabi Kafl Between Der 'rarf 14th of Sa'ban 

el-:i;_Ia(Jr 

and Wilhelma 

Lydda (known as 
'ld LiddJ 

Haifa (Carmel) el-JJ:acJr 

ez-Zarqa . Spring between Der With 'id Lidcl 1 

Ghassfmeh and 'Abfld 

Bet Duqquh 

Ibrahim el-JJ:auwas Der · Ghassaneh 

el-JJ:a(Jra Nablus 

Djum'et el:'Alemat 

JJ:amis et-'ral'ah 2 

'AsO.rah 

During the festival of N ebi Rubin the people gather in great 
numbers at the river which bears this name. The festival extends over 
one month, beginning with the new moon of August. During the full 

1 Some Christian saints have alst- a mo,am. Mli.r Djiriua and mar Elias 
enjoy only one day, while in the case of St. Mary several days are spent in 
amusement. · 

2 In . this day the animals are dyed. 
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moon nights the place is most popular. The number of visitors to 
en-Nabi Rubil 1 exceeds that of en-Nabi Musa. More coffee-houses 
and shops are erected. The plain around, especially that to the 
N. W. of the sanctuary, is full of tents. The pilgrims come principally 
from Jaffa, Lydda, Ramleh and the surrounding villages. It is a 
picturesque sight to see a small caravan of camels carrying a whole 
family with the necessary household equipment for spending several 
days or a few weeks at this place. The sanctuary itself is a small 
building composed of the shrine proper with the tomb (1,75 m. long 
by 1 m. broad), a small room east of it and a rmvaq with three 
arches open . to the north, with a mibrab. A minaret is connected 
with it. The whole complex is surrounded by a wall, which encloses 
a few trees. 

Nebi Rubin and 'Ali ibn 'Alem are the summer feasts of the 
inhabitants of the plain - so much so that it is related that the 
Jaffa. Mohammedan women say to their husbands: ya bitrobinni ya 
bittalliqni, "Either you take me to Rubin or you divorce me," or ya 
bit,·obinni ya babrilc, "Either you take me to Rt1bin or I gh·e you 
your freedom (divorce you)." 

Many local feasts are connected with smaller shrines. On Friday 
the last day of the Nebi Milsa feast (dj. el-'Alemat) most of the 
important shrines of the villages are visited by the inhabitants. The 
afternoon is spent in the fields around the sanctuaries and many 
unpaid vows are fulfilled. 

In some districts, like Nablus, most of the great saints, especially 
el-]J:aq.ra, are visited in Lelat 'Asii.rah and on the next afternoon, 
while the zyarah of the less important shrines is performed on 
Saturday. This last is true of: 

es-seh Mohammad es-Sabti l 
" ~ . " es-Safarini all situated in the 

" " el-Baqqani eastern cemetery 
" " el-'Aqrabani 
" . " el-Buga.ri 

1 Both ll/Unn and RabU are pronounced. On the tomb there is a writing 

which reads: ~}\ ~_,JI Al.JI ~4 
.u.J\ i.r.> ~.,)., 

On many shops we may find the followi;;g sentence heading the announcement: 

~.,) ~1 h} ...,.~ - . 
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Another custom prevailing in Palestine among the Mohammedans 
may be described in this connection. I have no doubt that it is 
found wherever Moslems live. It is of importance for two reasons: 
1. it is a popular feast of the women; 2. it ~hows the relation of the 
living to the dead. Even the Mohammedan books of theology advise 
one to visit the dead. According to Raq_i el-FaW,Zi I the dead are 
aware of these visits, especially on a Thursday, and the days preceding 
and succeeding it. Every Thursday afternoon the relatives of the
dead, especialiy of those who have died during the year, go to the
cemetery, sit around the grave and read some parts of the Qoran. 
But of all Thursdays, JJ:amis el-Amwat, "the Thursday of the Dead" 
(also known as dj. el-Amwat), is the most important. It lies fourteen 
days before Good Friday of the Eastern Church. On · this Thursday 
some take with them dyed eggs, sweets, cakes and even cooked food· 
and meat. The peasants prefer taking dried raisins and figs. The 
greater part is distributed to the poor, as an adjr (recompence). 
That is, just as help is given to the needy in the name of the 
deceased, God will reckon such an act in his favour. In some 

· villages the women go before sunrise to the cemetery, believing that 
a visit after this time is not so good. Soon after sunrise they come 
home. The children of the peasants go on Thursday afternoon to 
the houses of their neighbours and beg a'tuni bet!,ah 'an rf~i 
amwatkum, "give me an egg for the (sake) of the soul of your 
dead." Those in the house give an egg, dried figs, raisins or a piece 
of bread. The children express their thanks with the words: allah 
yirlJ_amhwm, "God be merciful unto them." This day therefore bears 
also the name JJamis el-Becj. (Thursday of Eggs). 

JJamis el-Amwat is a feast day of the women. The visiting of 
· the dead is in most cases very superficial, and the time is actually 

spent in good company out in the fresh air. No men mix with the 
women; except in Hebron, where the young unmarried and betrothed 
girls go to the cemetery of es-Suhada. and dance. Unmarried men 
are allowed to look on from a respectful distanc~ 

8. PROCESSIONS 

The word "processions" is not used here in the sense of pilgrimages 
to a weli, as already described above, but only twaf performed in 

1 Al;imad et-Tal;itawi, p. 608. 
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or around a holy place and only on special occasion!!. Apparently 
there are only two types belonging under this hea-:ling, circumcision 
and rain processions. 

I. Circumcision Processions 

I have above described the custom of taking the child to be 
circumcised around the whole building of Nebi Musfi. The same 
thing is done in most villages. Thus the people of 'An5.ta take the 
child out to the sanctuary of 'Abd es-Salam. All friends and 
relatives, of both sexes, accompany the child, who is dressed in bis 
best clothes. He sits either alone, or in front of bis father on a 
beautifully decorated horse. The sabiib join in singing, dancing and 
playing sej u turs, while the local band of music plays. The child 
is always adorned on this occasion with several amulets, which are 
supposed to protect him from the evil eye. The procession advances 
very slowly. After going around the maqam of es-UilJ 'Abd es-Salum 
where all recite the fatibfih, the whole crowd goes back to es-§eb 

· ~alel_l. The small operation is performed in the courtyard of the 
maqfim. The procession is not called twaf but zaff et et-(hur. Twfif 
is the name given to the procession around the maqfim. 

Such processions are found in most villages, but they do not 
necessarily accompany every circumcision. The most important weli 
is chosen. It is believed that the saint will look favourably at this 
act and will certainly bless the child. We have seen elsewhere that 
many mothers vow to have their children circumcised in a special 
maqfim. In such cases a zaff eh also takes place. Sometimes the 
bridegroom must visit the awlifi of his village. 1 Such a visit js also 
accompanied with most of the ceremonies just described. 

A procession may also be made in the case of the death of a 
person who is the descendent of a family of §if17J,, who are connected 
with a weli. If the dead person lived in another village than that 
in which the principal §elJ, of his family lives, this procession will 

1 In Bet Djala we hear the following verse, which points to the custom of 
taking the bridegroom to a shrine: 

· ya mlir Djiriu~ wi[inli el-yom. euwlirak 
· djinli inzaiyn el-'ursiin f"i maqamak. 

O St. George, we are today your visitors, 
and have come to shave (and thus to beautify) the bridt>grooma in your shrine. 
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take place. It is a quiet one. The company, headed by the §e~, 
moves slowly to the village of the defunct. They are preceded by 
a person who announces their coming, who carries a biizeh (a small 
drum) on which he plays all the way, abstaining completely from 
conversation. As soon as he reaches the house of the dead person 
all those assembled stand up and say lii iliih illii alliih. Some go at 
once to meet the procession, whose 'iddeh plays the same tune all 
the way. Such a procession is never called zajJ'eh. 

II. Rain processions 

Processions of this category 1 are practiced everywhere in Palestine, 
by Mohammedans, Christians and Jews, each in his own way. Only 
those • of the Moslems interest us here, and the customs of the 
Christians will only be mentioned to complete the study, as well as 
for the sake of comparision. 

The success of the whole year's work of the peasant, his entire 
agricultural life, even his existence depend upon the amount of rain 
which falls during the winter months. The felliil,t studies the clouds 
and the signs of the sky; he examines the direction from which the 
wind comes, in order to be able to foretell the rain. His observations 
have led him to fix many weather rules. But when heaven holds 
back its blessing, he tries to get the help of the saints to intercede 
for him with God, for he believes that men's transgressions have 
caused the wrath of the Almighty: 

min qillit hidiinii $iir $f1fna ~itana, 2 

"From the lack of our true religion, our summer has become our winter." 

Old and young gather in a procession which marches around the 
village,3 comes to the welt regarded as most important, and goes 
around it. They enter the maqiim-in some cases stand only at the 
door-recite the fati~1ah, and sometimes even ascend to the roof of 

1 Canaan, ZDPV XXXVI. 266-800; Bauer, ZDPVXXXVIII, 1\4-57; Bauer, 
Volksleben im Landt der Bibel, pp. 112-118, with weather rules taken from 
Blatter a«s Bethltlittn; Canaan, JPOS III, 21-86. 

2 Cf. ZDPV XXXVI. This means that the seasons have changed and have 
thus cause~an upheaval in all our work and life. 

3 Heard from Abu Dis, Surbahir and Nebi $amwil. 
I 
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the sanctuary 1 to be nearer to God. They raise their hands to 
heaven and pray for rain. Imm · el-Ghet, "the Mother of Rain,"2 
which may be carried all through this procession, is a large, primitively 
made doll.3 Two pieces of wood are fastened to each other in the 
form of a cross and are dressed in female attire. It seems to me 
that originally this expression 4 referred to the Virgin Mary, but at 
present it is used vaguely.~ The procession ends in front of the 
head of the village (selJ el-balad). The women carry one or more 
gharabil (pl. of glmrbal. "grain sieve"), manalJU (pl. of mwnl}ul,6 "flour 
sieve") and a tabuneh 1 (hand mill) all the way. These are the most 
important utensils for preparing bread. All are carried empty to 
show how poor they are, since they do not even possess the most 
vital necessities of life. 

The statement of Curtiss s that Imm el-Ghet 9 is sometimes called 
'art1s allah, "the bride of God," has been already shown by Jaussen 10 

to be groundless. Nor have I ever heard this expression, either 
from the peasants or froin the Bedouin. I am also unable to verify 
the expression mentioned by Jaussen, nit$$ 'an1s, "half bride," which 
he heard in the Negeb. This custom of carrying a large doll in 
rain processions is commoner among the Bedouin of Transjordania 
than among the inhabitants of Palestine Proper. The former dress 
the wooden framework with better clothes and more ornaments than 
the peasants of this side of the Jordan. Christians as well as 
Mohammedans use the expression, although they have no clear idea 
about its meaning. 

• Heard from S'ud Abu Sa'id from A.bu Dia. 
2 Kahle, PJB VIII, 164. 
a Thia custom is more common among the Bedouin than among the peasants. 
• The hooded crow (corvus cornix) is also called in Arabic Umm el-Ghet 

(also Zagh), cf. A. Gustavs, PJB VIII, 88. But this expression has apparently 
uothing to do with Imm el-Ghet. 

• No peasant could tell me exactly who is meant by Umm (Imm) el-Ghet. 
G Not niof!ul with Kahle, PJB VIII, 162. 
1 Not !{iu~h with Kahle. 
• Curtiss, I. c., chapter XI. 
t In Morocco they carry a well decorated doll through the fields and in • 

great procession. They think that such an act will give them a good harvest; 
,ee Goldziher, Material zur Kenntnia der Almohadenbewegu11g, ZDMG 1887, 49. 

10 Jaunen, p. 328. 
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During all these processions they sing one of the following songs: t 

el-ghet ya rabbi isqi zar' ak el-gharbi2 
el-ghet ya rabman isqi zar' ak el-'a(~an 
ya rabbi bill es-saleh 'alndak fuqara u kaiyaleh 
ya rabbi bill es-far§i'tb 3 ilma 'abidak wen inriili 
ya rabbi bill es-fambar 4 luulj et-tiuljdjar titqambar 
ya rabbi sf1, hal-ghe<J,ah dju'na u akalna el-lmmmeif,ah 
ya rabbi itbill il-mandil ilina f uqara wen imil 

(Send) the rain, 0 Lord, and water Thy western grain! 
(Send) the rain, 0 M.erciful One, and water Thy thirsty grain! 
0 Lord, wet the mantle, Thy servants are poor and grain-measures 

(obliged to measure their grain)! 
0 Lord, wet the rags (with which so many are dressed because of 

poverty), we are Thy servants wherever wo go! 
0 Lord, wet the head-cloak, put an end to the strutting of the merchants! 
0 Lord, what is this (Thy) anger, we hunger and eat the woodso1Tel! 
0 Lord, wet the veil, we are poor, where shall we go! 

In Bet Djala I heard: 

ya rabbi les hal-ghebeh akalna 'urftq el-1},ullebeh 
ya mbl,i bill el-§ammfit ilma 'abidak biddna nmi'tt 
ya rabbi tbill el-q0-$r willa bnirlial 'a-MO-$r 5 

ua rabbi el-ma(ar wis-sel ta-nisqi el-baqar wil-ljel 

·O Lord, why this Thy absence, we have eaten the roots of the spurge! 
O Lord, wet the spadix (of the plants), we Thy servants, are on the 

verge of dying! 

1 Most of these verses have been given in ZDPV XXXVI, 290, 291, while 
two. lines were note<l also by Kahle, PJB, l. c. The verses given here may be 
sung separately or .together. 

2 A variation of this is found in Dalman, Paleat. Diwan, p. 66. 

1 Neither larm~, (Kahle) nor iariu!i are known to the lexicographer. A variant 
of the second line is: i!inii fUIJ.arii toen inn,[1, "we are poor; where shall we go?" 

, Sanibar (also im1bar, not lumbar as noted by Fr. Ulmer, SUdpaliiat. Kopf
bedeckung, ZDPV XLI, na. ll4) is a black head-dress with long tassels hanging 
down from the two sides. It is worn hy peasant women in festivals. 

1 .So also the sons of Jacob, had to go to Egypt for the same reuon.. 
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0 Lord, wet the hut, 1 or we shall (be obliged to) go to Egypt! 
0 Lord, (we ask for) the rain and the stream to gfre our horses 

and cows to drink! 2 

The following verse is put in the mouth of the shepherd: 

imbu imbft ya rabbi 
bubzi qa~1ma~ fi 'ubbi 
imbu imbu ya sama 
lJubzi qabmas 'ar-rama 
imbft imbu ana rami 
ir~iamni ana u balali. 

\V a.ter, water, 0 Lord, 
My bread has dried iu my bosom! 
Water, water, 0 heaven, 
My bread has dried upon the (garden) walls! 
\Vater, water, I am thirsty 
Rave mercy upon me and my cattle! 

In Nebi ~aruwil they sing, along with parts of the above, also the 
following: 

ya rabbi les hal-kanneh wakalna 'uruq el-kirsenneh 
ya rabbi l~ u l~ wakalna 'uruq el-lJ,urj"M 
ya rabbi ma hfi, minna_ kulluh min masaylJ,na 

nMsaft el-qa(.r • anna 

0 Lord, why this calmness (indifference) while we have. eaten the 
roots of chick-peas! 

0 Lord, why, why-and we have eaten the roots of -thistles! 
0 Lord, it is not due to our faults; all is the fault of our elders, 
Thou hast dried (withheld) the rain from us! 

A variant from Bet Iksa is: 

ya r.abbi ~ ha7,.qa · deh wakalna 'uruq ed-dja'ileh 
ya rabbi ya rabb en-mis tisqi zar'na el-yabbas 
ya rabbi tbill ez-zardeh wi~ma w,-i.dna · a Yardeh. 

' Qa~r means "ca'stle" or "palace." Here it stands for the summer lodges of 
the peasants, built in the vineyards and made of rough atones and brush-wood . 

. · s Other verses may be found in Dalman, Palest. Diwan, p. 56-58. Balden■" 
perger give■ two veraea in his book, The Inmiovabk East, p. 256. The tran• 
■cription i■ 10 faulty that the fourth line of the ii.rat verse in unintelligible. 
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0 Lord, why this neglect, while we have eaten the roots of the lupine! 
0 Lord, 0 Lord of men, water our drying c1·ops! 
0 Lord, wet the thorny bush, and we have gone to drink from ('En) 

Yerdeh! 
Other verses are: 

ya rabbi le§ hat-tlileh wakalna tMmet in}jii,leh 

0 our Lord, why this delay and we have eaten dough of bran! 

zuleh 'am1a ya sobeh 

Go away from us, 0 heat-this heat has burnt us. 

ya rabbi ya 'auwad(i) 
yii rnbbi ya gltaiyur(i) 
wil-bet ma filzil wala tabneh 

akalna ~ari.ir el-wadi 
akalni.i ~arar el-bitri 
wala qir§ mapur(i) 

0 my Lord, 0 Accustomer (Thou who hast accustomed us to Thy 
gifts), we have eaten the pebbles of the stream-bed! 

0 my Lord, 0 Zealous One, we have eaten the pebbles of the 
uncultivated land! 

And the house does not contain even a mess of flour or a wrapped-up 
piaster. 

From the Bedouin of the 'Id wan I heard the two following verses: 

Zrntt el-qamZi bidj-cljarrah ya allah ba·1mtak ya allah 
Zmtt el-moiyeh bil-·ibriq ya allah ya blitl ir-riq 

Put the corn in the jug, 0 God, (show) Thy mercy, 0 God! 
Put the water in the pitcher, 0 God (we beg Thee forJ the wetting 

of the spittle. 

The following verses are intended to show the bad results of . the 
lack of rain on health, especially that of children and women: 

imbii imbu ya qadir min el-'atas mani qadir 
imbfi imbfi ya raZtim i11Jif11a bzaz el-Z1arim 
imbfi imbii, ya ghaiyfir in§ijna djuwa ed-df,r 
imbu imbu ya Q~rawy min el-'at~ djitak rami 

W a.ter, water, 0 Almighty, I am weak with thirst! 
Water, water, 0 Merciful One, the breasts of the women have dried up! 
Water, water, 0 Zealous One, we are dry within the houses! 
"\V ater, water, 0 Qatrawy, I am coming to you driven by thirst! 
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Another is: 

ya rabbi el-ghet ya ra~iim tirbam kull eH1arim 
wat-tifal el-murcJ,i' at ya rabbi nisif en-nabat I 

0 Lord, (send) the rain, 0 Merciful One, have pity on all women! 
And suckling babes, 0 Lord, (for) the plants have dried up. 

The children often gather alone, and march through the streets, 
going around one or more awlia, reciting continually and monotonously 
a few lines of a song in which God is asked to pity their condition. 
The old people of the village are accused of haviug done wrong, 
but not the children. They take off their head-dress as a sign of 
humiliation. Generally a great noise is made by beating with sticks 
on empty petrol tins. Songs used by children at these occasions are: 2 

ya rabbi ma twalJi!!,na kulluh min mway[ma 
ma§iiylJna hal-(i)kbiir ya rabbi W1riqhum bin-nar. 

0 Lord, do not blame us, all (evil) is from our elders; 
Our elders, our old ones-0 Lord, burn them in hell-fire. 

ya rabbi ya rabbima tib'at3 ~ita lazar'una · 
himn(i) kbar il-a!!,nabfi 4 ibna ~-$'ighar sft !!,anbwia. 

0 my Lord, 0 our Lord, send Thou rain for our crops, 
It is the old people who have sinned: we young people-what is 

· our sin? 

min ,ulm ma§iiy7J11a nwif ma: yaniibi'na 
For the injustice of our elders, the water of our springs has dried up. 

min 1ulum kull el-sii17J · djismi min ~-§ams ma/bftlJ. 
For the injustice of all the elders, my body is baked· by the sun. 

ya rabbi ya ghaiyur(i) insifna nsaf el-bfoi 
la twa[ii!!,na bil-(i)kbar(i) wala (i)bMhdini iz-zftri 

O Lord, send the rain, 0 Zealous One; we have become as dry as 
uncultivated land! 

Do not blame us for the (sins of the) old ones, neither for the bearers 
. of false witness! 

t This verse and the one mentioned before are usell in 'Atarab. 

2 Cf. Jer. 14 u. 
s Not tib'a, as Kahle offers. 

, Abbreviatell from illi atJnabu. 
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sorahbanna sorahbanna ma binrftZi illa ib-balleh 
haiya ya rahb el,-'ibad haiya sitrak lilradjwad 
la twal3ig,na bi;-;ullam wibna fuqara ma bninlam. 

What! 0 Lord, what! 0 Lord, 1 we shall not go without a wetting! 
Give, 0 Lord of men, give Thy concealment 2 for the generous men! 
Do not blame us for (the acts of) the unjust, since we are poor and 

can not be blamed! 

ya rahb'i baraqna eUob 
la twal3ig,na bil-mulJtar 

ramena el-ghata wiHob 
'an af'aluh ma bitftb.3 

0 my Lord, the heat has burned us; we have thrown away the cover 
and the garment. 

Do not blame us for (the faults of) the headman of the village; he 
will not repent from his evil doings. 

ya rabbima ya rabbuna ibna eNighar sii (1a12buna 
talabna lJuhzeh 4 min ummina iJ,arabatna • a-tummina 

O our Lord, 0 our Lord, we young people-what is our sin? 
We asked a piece of bread from ow· mother-she struck us on our 

mouth. 

At times even specific families are accused of being the cause of 
God's anger: 

ya rabbi tbill el-ghurbal kulluh min 'Abd ed-Djahbar 5 

O my Lord, wet the sieve; all (the mischief) is from 'Abd ... 
ya rabbi tbill il-hnabeh kidluh min AM Jf ahabeh 

O my Lord, wet the wooden plate; all (the mischief) is from Abu ... 
ya rabbi tbill ~-saleh kulltth min es-selJ ,~badeh6 

O my Lord, wet the cloak; all (the mischief) is from e!i-seg S ... 

t The expression iorabbanna may be a contraction from 111 l,ada yii. rablma. 
2 That is, concealment of the poverty of those who have been very generous 

up to now, but who can not help any more, since they have nothing of their own. 
3 All these five verses come from• Atarab. 
• I heard also fatteli, "a piece of bread." 
• A family in Nebi $amwil, where I heard the song. The name J;lasan 

];lamdan is used by some instead of 'Abd ed-Djabbar. 

• Another verse is: ya rabbi tbill tl-kondel 
kulluh min ahl $amroel 

0 my Lord, wet the calycotome villosa; 
All (the mischief) comes from the inhabitants of Nebi $amwil. 
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I shall describe now more fully a rain procession in 'En Karim. 
An old woman mounted on a donkey held a cock 1 in her hands. 
A great procession of men, women and children followed. Some 
women carried empty jars on their head, as a sign of lack of water, 
others ground a small hand-mill, in which no grain was put. Still 
others carried grain and flour mills, to denote, as already mentioned, 
poverty and misery. The whole crowd shouts rather than sings a 
"rain song." During the whole procession the old woman squeezed 
the cock from time to time, thus forcing the poor animal to crow 
or squawk. In this way they think that the animals join in their 
request and implore the Almighty God for help. The cock is chosen 
because he is considered as a muagtj,in. The procession went to 
the maqam of J;fadj 'Abed and then to the house of the headman 
of the village. As soon as they reached this place one could hear 
them begging: · 

billirna ya dar es-selJ, ya rahbi ta'tina el-ghet 
ya (I)mm cl-Ghet ghitina ubilli Met ra'ina 
urr.1:ina Faradjallah byutlub min 'indak ya allah 

Wet us, 0 house of the se[i, 0 m:y Lord, give us the rain! 
0 Imm el-Ghet, help us and wet the mantle of our shepherd. 
Our shepherd is Faradjallah: he begs of Thee, 0 God (the rain). 

The 1m1atar came out, sprinkled the Cl'OWd, saying: allah yisqikit 
min ra(1mit rabbkum, "May God give you w9_ter from the bounty of 
your Lord!" The sprinkling with water is a symbol of the rain 
(rain charm). After this the crowd dispersed. 

The Palestinian believes that God sends drought as a punishment 
· to chastise human beings for their continuous transgression, but He 
will not in His mercy punish the poor dumb animals. In the same 
way little children are guiltless and thus are not the object of the 
Divine wrath. For this reason a hen, a cock, or both are carried 
in the procession, -and little children are sent by themselves, as noted 
above. In their rain songs the peasants very often allude to this: 

ya rabbi r~ttseh r~aseh ta-nisqi hadj-djbllseh 2 

0 Lord, give us a sprinkling rain, a sprinkling rain, that we may · 
water these young donkeys! 

1 Kahle has seen a black hen and a white cock. I heard that sometimes 
,everal hens and cocks are carried in the procession. 

, Hearrl in ~ebi 1>amwil. 
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0 Lord, 
yii, rabbi nttqfah nuqtah ta-n~qi hal-quttah! 

give us a drop (of rain), a drop (of rain), that we may water 
this cat! 

0 Lord, 
ya rabbi el-mat ar wis-sel tanisqi el-baqar wil-hel 1 

give us rain and a running stream, that we m;y water the 
cows and the horses! 

The following, mentioned by Kahle,2 is another: 

· :hi biddak ya qtiqi 3 el-lel 
biddi matar biddi sel 
biddi Jatteh lal-yatilma. 

What do you want, 0 crower of the night? 
"l want rain, I want stream, 
I want a piece of bread for the orphans." 

A variant is: 
dikna byiz' aq fftl el-lel 
biddii matcir biddfi sel 
biddu rabmeh min rabbuh 

Our cock crows all the night through, 
He wants rain and a stream, 
He wants mercy of his Lord. 

There are some shrines which are more efficacious in giving this 
blessing tha.n others, especially the following (among the Moslems): 
es-sitt el-Badriyeh, e..~-§elj Ghet, eJ-si!lJ Matar, es-selJ LemO.n, 4 ~-~i!l.} 
el-Qatrawani, etc. It is believed that these holy men or women are 
most powerful and wilJ hear prayer most quickly, being able to 
influence the Almighty in a special way. But it must be emphazised 
that every weli may help if asked. A man of Abu Di!! assured me 
that a procession which went around the djilmi' of $alal). ed-Din 
was answered the next day by a heavy rain, which fi.lJed alJ the 
cisterns. The people waited until two months of the winter were 

• Known nearly everywhere. . 
• PJB loc. cit. The last two lines do not properly belong here, but come 

under the general heading of rain songs. They have been given elsewhere. 
3 Qo.qa is really used fot the cackle of the hen (qilqat ed-djiidjeh, •the hen 

cackles"), b~1 means •the (cock) crows;" qf,qi el-lel is, however, known as & 

name of the cock. 
• Kahle, PJB VIII. 
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gone, after which they decided to make the procession, whereupon 
abundant rain fell. In some villages the people go from one weli 
to another, hoping that if one cannot or will not help, the other 
will answer the prayers.1 

Among the rain songs in which a special weli is called upon for 
help are the following: 

ya ~itti ya Badriyeh isqi zar' el-barriyeh2 

0 my Lady, 0 Badriyeh, water the grain in the fields.s 

ya rabbi tisqina el-matar ib-barket es-~elJ, Matar 4 

0 Lord, give us rain to drink, for the sake (blessing) of my master, 
§elJ Matar. 

ya rabbi tisqina el-9het . ib-barkat sidi es-§e[i Ghet • 
0 my Lord, give us rain to drink for the sake (blessing) of my master 

es-selJ Ghet. 

ya (I)mm el-Ghet 5 ghUina billi bset s ra'ina 
ra'ina Jf asan el-Aqra' tul el-lel u-hft yizra' 
yizra' Ji qamili q~ ta-nmalli bawabina 

0 Mother of Rain, help us and wet the mantle of our shepherd, 
Our shepherd is ];Iasan el-Aqra',7 who has been sowing all the night 
Sowing q~s grain to fill 9 our granary.10 [through, 

• Heard from Bet Djibrin. 
2 Canaan, ZDPV XXXVI, 292. 
i Barriyeh means "wilderness, desert." The Palestinians use it often in the 

sense of "fields," as here. 
' The words ma!ar and ghet mean "rain." and from them the names of the 

aainta are taken. 
• The imiim of 'Ate.rah said that there is also an Abu el-Ghet, the "Father 

of Rain," a statement which I have been unable to verify in other places. 
• Bset, dim. of /Jilt, is a long, wide woollen mantle. 
r El•aqra' means "bald-headed." 
• A specially good variety of wheat, not mentioned in my article in 

ZDMG LXX (1916), 166. 
1 The !Jabiyeh is made of sun-dried clay. Nearly every village house baa such 

a granary, mAde by the women. 
. 10 A variation to this verse was mentioned in ZDPV XXXVI, 292. Whell 

the prayers are answered and rain falls down, they say: 
"The Mother of .Rain went to bring thunder; scarcely had she come back-the 

corn was as high as a camel, 
The Mother of Rain went to bring rain; scarcely had she come back-the corn 

was as high as the trees." 
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ya (I)mm el-Ghet ghWina qatta'na lawatina 1 

0 Mother of Rain, help us; we have cut off the coins on our head-dress. 

From the 'Idwan Bedouin I heard: 

yumm el-Ghet ya taq'ah 2 qatalna l-bard wis-saq'ah a 

0 Mother of Rain, 0-, cold has killed us. 

Jaussen 4 mentions- a song about Imm el-Ghet which is a variant 
to the combination of two verses, cited above.s 

ya djami'na nistardjik rusq el-matar yudlJ,ul fik 

0 our mosque, we implore thee, may a flood of rain enter thee! 

ya selJ (nabi or mar)... ruJq el-matar yu,dlJul fik 1 

0 selJ (nebi or mar) ... we implore thee, may a flood of rain enter thee! 

ya sidi ana nal3ik 
rusq el-matar yu'bur file 
lelit ed-djum'ah w.-a(lwik 

0 my Lord, I extol Thee! 
May a flood of rain enter Thee! 
(Then) I shall indeed light Thy maqam Friday ni-ght! 

ya nabi fjamwil tisqina ya rabb es-sama tisqina 

0 Prophet Samuel, give us to drink; 0 Lord of Heaven, give us to drink! 

t The more elegant sort of this decoration is called faffeli-

2 I have not secured any explanation for . /aq'ah. It may point to the pealing 
of the thunder. 

3 Bard and aaq'ah are synonyms 

• Coutumes, pp. 826, 827. 
$ The translation of Jaussen in the first verse should be changed. Ya I11mi 

el-Ghet ya daiym, •o Mother of Rain, 0 Immortal (appellation of God, and not 
of Imm el-Ghet)." The verb billi goes back to Imm el-Ghet. 

G I heard : ya sel!, 'Abdallah 
ya nabi ~amwil 
ya nabi Lemun 
ya Mar Elias 
ya Milr Musa 

To the last expression my attention was drawn by Mr. S. H. Stephan . .Any other 
1celi may be invoked.-The second line of the verse given by Kahle, PJB VIII 165, 
ia not mitwafflin bir-rabbe di11ak, but mitwasalin (with 8 and not f) birabb(e) 
dinak, i. e.! •We entreat the Lord of your religion." 
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ya rabbi tbill el-konrlel wi(ina wridna 'a $amwel 

0 y Lord, wet the calycotome villosa, for we have come to Samuel 
to ask (his mediation) for water! t 

In 'Atarah and the surrounding villages they sing: 

ya rabbi el-ghet samawi ib-djilh es-sel.J el-Qatrawi 
ib-djalz es-sel.J AM l-'Enen ya rabbi nisfat el-'en 
ya rabbi tbill eN',fiseh kai·ameh l-Abu S'ftseh 
ya rabbi el-gllei dqiqah ib-djah en-nab'i u ?adiqah 
ib-djahuh tir~iam el-(a)wlad bil-matar 'imm el-blacl 
ya rabbi el-ghet ya djauwad nutlub minnak djarret wad 
ib-djah es-sel.J el-Qatrawi ya rabbi wad Silwacl 

0 Lord (send) the heavenly rain (I beg Thee), by the high rank 
(and influence) of el-Qatrawi. 

By the high rank of es-seg Abu 1-'Enen, 0 Lord the fountain has 
dried up. 

0 Lord, wet the lock of the scalp, in honour of Abu Sfiseh! 
0 Lord, (send) the rain one minute, by the rank of the Prophet 

and his friend! 
By his rank (I beg Thee) to have mercy upon the children and cover 

the land with rain! 
0 Lord, (we beg for) the rain; 0 Generous One, we ask Thee for a 

flowing stream-bed! 
In respect of es-sel.J el-Qatrawi O my Lord, the valley of Silwad! 

1.'he Christians call on mar Inqula (St. Nicholas) and mar Elias. 
In Bet Djala I heard the following song: 2 

mar Inqftla djina lek 
fol.Jb el-matar diil.Jil lek 
ibna el-yom 'abidak 
miiftab es-sama Ji idak 
haiy imbu ya haiy imlni 

1 The exact wording of the translation is correctly given _by Kahle, Pf B 
Vill 103 but the intention of the verse is not to go to the village and brrng 
wate; fro:n it. but to ask the Prophet for help. I heard this verse from a 
woman of Nebi ~amwil, so the translation of Kahle would hardly fit the case._ 

2 Given in part in my paper, Der Ka/ender, loc. cit. 
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butt el-fftl fidj-djarrali 
wistanmi, ra~11nit allali . 
mar Inqula ya djarna 
ya ~,ahib zgharna wikbiirmi 
titfajfa' la-iliilma 
umtur ya rahb 'ala bladna 
ya rabbuna ya rabbima 
tumtur 'aleiul ya rahbuna 
min qillit el-matar 'ala blud11a 
mar Inqftw.. it8ajj'a' la-ilo.Tma 
mai· .Inqii-14 djina lek 
nabnu zgliar u IJ.ai..la'na lek 
u-n~11m el-yam Ji ~,imaytak 
tumtiir 'alena ya rahbmui. 

We have come to you, St. Nicholas! 
0 stream of rain, I implore you! 
We are today your servants; 
Heaven's key is in your hand
Bring water,t Oh bring water, 
Put the broad-beans in the ja1·,1 

And wait for God's mercy, 
St. Nicholas, 0 our neighbour! 
0 friend of our young and old, 
Intercede (for us) with our God, 
Send rain, 0 our Lord, on our land! 
0 our Lord, 0 our Lord, 
Let it rain on us, 0 our Lord. 
Because of the scarcety of rain on our land 
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(We implore you) 0 St. Nicholas to intercede (for us) with 
We are coming to you, St. Nicholas; [our God. 
We are young and we submit to you; 
We are to day unde1· your protection; 
Send us (therefore) rain, 0 our Lord. 

1 The exclamation hay in,bil (at times pronounced hinabil) perhaps means 
•bring water." Imba is baby talk all over Palestine for "water." 

2 A variant is ~u// el-'ad fidj-djarrah, •Put the stick in the jar." I really 
cannot aay what these two expressions mean. 
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We see that mar Inqula is called sulJb el-matar 1, "a stream of 
rain," and is believed to possess the keys of heaven (for sending 
rain), Dalman notes in his Di1can: 2 

qa{ladna l-' Agra u-miir Ya' qfib 
ti$qi zar' na l-ma{lyfib 3 

qa{ladna l-'Agra u-mar Elias 
(i)tlJadder zar'na el-yabbas •. 

We went to the Virgin and to St. James, 
(And ask:) Water our suffering grain! 
We went to the Virgin and to St. Elias, 
(And ask:) Make green our dying grain! 

A variant heard from a Mohammedan leper is: 

ya sidi !Ja(lr el-.tflJcJ,ar 
tisqi zar'na el-alJc!,ar 
ya sidi mar Elias 
tisq'i zar' na el-yabbiis. 

0 Lord, 0 S_t. George, water our green crops! 
0 Lord, 0 St. Elias, water our drying crops! 

From a beautiful song which I heard from a man of :S:al];iul I 
quote the stanzas which belong · to our subject: 

ya rabbuna ya rabbuna ya 7:iaiy ya qaiyum ir~iam cJ,u'fana 
ya rabbuna ya rabbuna bilJalilak il-auwahi 5 hassin sa'yana 
ya rabbunil ya rabbuna bis-saiyd e"t,.ghaiyfiri anbit zar' anii 
ya rabbuna ya rabbuna birasftlika Israyla acJ,rir cJ,ar'na 
ya rabbuntl ya rabb1.1,na biNaddiqi Yusuf a 'ummana 

bis-sa'y wadjbir ya muhaimin kasrwna. 

1 Su!}b means primarily •stream of milk." 
2 The Jaat part of the first song on p, 56. 
, Ma~l,rl2b means •attacked with disease," or "dried up by the heat of the sun." 

• The following verse shows how St. Mary is thought to welcome her visitors: 

/allat el• '..4.dril u qalat 
mar[iaba ya zayrin 
mar!w,ba fi el-le{! minkum 
wil-{!awarni l-badilin. 

The Virgin looked down and said, Be welcome, 0 visitors, 
Be welcome, (0) elders and gowned priests. 

1 .Auwah, "he who sighs and cries to God." 
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0 our Lord, 0 our Lord, 0 Living One, 0 Self-existing, have mercy 
upon our weakness! 

0 our Lord, 0 our Lord, For the sake of Thy friend, 1 continually 
sighing, make our intents good! 

0 our Lord, 0 our Lord, For the sake of the zealous lord 2 make 
our crops grow! 

0 our Lord, 0 our Lord, For the sake of Thy prophet Israel 3 make 
our udders flow (with milk)! 

0 our Lord, 0 our Lord, For the sake of the true friend Joseph 
include us all 

in good endeavour, and mend, 0 Watcher, 
our broken hearts! 

Another rain procession 4 described to me by the imam of' Atarah 
has many biblical parallels. He said that when the Almighty holds 
back the rain for a long time 6 the imam s of the village asks all 
the inhabitants to fast, and appoints, together with the chief of the 
village, a day in which all the people, men women and children, 
leave their houses and go to some distant valley or mountain. In 
this pro~ession eTery one puts off his good clothes and dresses in 
the worst rags he has. Babies are not allowed to suckle. All 
animals of that village are also taken out, but no food or water is 
given them. Out in the fields on their way of "emigration" from 
their habitations they implore the Almighty God to have pity on 
them, their children and their animals. Before they leave the village 
every one forgives the faults of the others, and in this way they 
hope to deserve the forgiveness of their God. In nearly the same 
way the ancient Israelites 7 tried to gain the favour of their gods. 
They used to fast and pray, removing their clothes and putting on 
coarse sackcloth. Their prophets and highpriests promised them 

1 That i1, Abraham. 
2 That is, Isaac. 
s That is, Jacob. 
• It was called by the imii111, el-iati,qii. 
$ Even in the Bible we observe that public fast, were proclaimed to expre1s 

national humiliation on account of sin and misfortune, and to 1upplicate divine 
favour in the face of threatening danger. 

1 In the time of the Israelites the chief used to proclaim a fast: Samuel 
(1 Sam. 7 t}, Jehoshaphet (2 Chr. 20 s), Jeremiah and Baruch (Jer. 36 &-10), etc. 

7 Joel 212; Esther 4 s, 1s; Bar. l 11-; Judith 4 1, 11; Jonah a, 6, 1. 
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always that their God would hear their prayer and help them, just · 
as today. Stories of ancient and modern times illustrate this practise. 

In conclusion I will quote several verses of Jeremiah, chapter XIV, 
which show many points of resemblance between rain processions of 
biblical times and of to day. This chapter seems to me to describe 
customs connected with rain processions: ,,Judah mourneth, and the 
gates thereof languish; they are black unto the ground; and the cry 
of Jerusalem is gone up. And their nobles have sent their little 
ones to the waters: they came to the pits, and found no water; they 
returned with their vessels empty; they were ashamed and confounded, 
and covered their heads. Because the ground is chapt, for there 
was no rain in the earth, the plowmen were ashamed, they covered 
their heads. · Yea, the hind also calved in the field, and forsook it, 
becaus~ there was no grass. 0 Lord, through our iniquities testify 
against us, do thou it for thy name's sake, for our backslidings are 
many we have sinned against thee." 


